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Dear CCI Reader, 

As many as 350,000 new Commodore machines may find homes over this end-of
year period. Thousands of new Commodore users will be rack ing their brains on 
how to get the best - even how to get anyth ing - out of their new but sometimes 
infuriating friend. This issue of CCI is designed to help you stay sane and make it all 
worthwhile. 

We cover the major areas you need to know about and explain how they can be 
best approached. There is, of course, far too much for one issue, so the next CCI will 
continue the story. 

For .long time users as well as new owners, this issue conta ins a great deal to 
excite, interest and stimu late. One feature that will benefit everyone is the CCI 
Readers Club through which you can get massive discounts on outstanding pro
ducts. Be quick and you can get some great bargains. 

You'll find, too, a questionnaire that gives you the chance to te ll us w hat you want 
to see in the magazine. We look forward to your comments and suggestions, espe
cially from long-time fa ithful readers. 

And to the new Commodore owner, a little advice. Hang in there; stay coo l; read 
CCI; and it w ill all come right. 

Yours sincerely, 



~ ~ 
Computer Centres 
48 Junction Road, Archway, London N19 5RD 

01-263 9493/5 
238 MusweU Hill Broadway, London N10 3SH 

01-8833705 

Maintenance, Service, Support, Training 
all from your No. 1 Commodore centre 

tItmmottJfhJIIc 
Professional System 
Commodore 64 computer 

1541 disk drive 
MPS801 dot matrix printer 

FlEE somm 
Easyscript (word processor) 

Easyfile (database) 
Intro to basic part 1 

FlEE MEDIA 
Box of 10 disks 

Box of paper 

"'---£599.00---" 

tItmmottJfhJIIc 
Starter Pack 

Commodore 64 computer 
Cassette unit 

Intro to basic part 1 
Quickshot II joystick 
Game of our choice 

"'--- £255.0u-- J 

[ Commodore 64 guaranteed for 2 years ) 

.~(6G 
Commodore 64 computer. 195.95 
SX64 portable computer .. 795.00 
1530/1 cassette unit.. ......... 39.10 
Super Saver cassette unit.. 29.95 
1541/2 disk drive .............. 195.95 
1520 printer/plotter......... 99.99 
MPS801 dot matrix 

printer .......................... 195.95 
MPS802 dot matrix 

printer .......................... 295.95 
MCS801 colour printer .... 399.99 
DPSII01 daisywheeL ..... 399.99 
1701/2 colour monitor ...... 195.95 
Z80 card ............................. 50.00 
Commodore joystick ............. 6.90 
Quickshot II joystick.. ......... 10.50 
Commodore paddles .......... 13.50 
Microguide ........................... 5.95 
Plinth for 64 system ............ 24.95 
Superbox 64 (inc. IEEE) ...... 94.95 
Vic switch .......................... 97.75 
DAM's IEEE interface ........ 69.95 
Surge protector plug .......... 12.95 
CBM64 to centronics int.. ... 68.95 
CBM64 to Epson interface. 61.95 

.. ---- ~G3I1I·Q--~II~~Wt_·----, 

Commodore 1701 ........... 195.95 
Microvitec 1431AP ......... 258.95 
Phillip's 12in. green .......... 79.35 
54-Phillips cable ................. 6.00 
Monitor plinth (system) .... 24.95 

RX80T .................... 241.50 
RX80F/T ................. 274.85 
RXI00 .................... 442.75 
FX80 ....................... 399.95 
FXI00 ..................... 557.75 
DXI00 .................... 471.50 
LQ1500 ................ 1092.50 
Juki 6100 ................ 399.95 
Daisystep 2000 ....... 263.35 
Ibico L TR-1.. ........... 228.85 
64-centronics ........... 19.95 
Software for above .... 7.95 

,.,--- 'ifmIaI- ....... 
All products are guaranteed for 
one year unless otherwise 
stated. Payment may be made by 
Access, Barclaycard, Bankers 
draft, Building Society cheque, 
cash or postal order. Sorry, 
cheques need five days for 
clearance. We reserve the right 
to change prices without prior 
notice. All prices are inclusive 
of VAT. Please check before 
ordering for carriage charges. 

~---M fIiDb\':i7llliPCB----"" .-----'Da'DfI6t __ !laiJ--~ 
Diskettes CASS DISK 

Summer 
Games ........ 14.95 17.95 

Jet Set Willy ..... 7.95 
Zaxxon ............ 9.95 
Spitfire Ace ..... 9.95 12.95 
SuperbasB ..... 88.00 
Fort 

Apocalypse .. 9.95 14.95 
Bruce Lee ....... 14.95 14.95 
Solo Flight ...... 14.95 14.95 
Beachhead ....... 9.95 12.95 
Havoc .............. 9.95 
Cass = Cassstte IJisk = Diskette R = Rom 

CASS 

Flight Simulator II ..... 42.95 
Boulder Dash .............. 8.95 
International Soccer .. 4.90 
Battle for Midway ....... 9.95 
Ghost Busters ............. 9.99 
Daly Thompson's Dec. 7.90 
Decathlon ................... 9.99 
Pitfall II ....................... 9.99 
Fire Quest ................... 9.95 
High Noon ................... 7.90 

Disks by Verbatim 

SSIDD40Tr. 17.95 SSIDD80Tr. 24.75 
DSIDD40Tr. 28.92 DSIDD80Tr. 32.75 
Lockable disk storage boxes 40/8016.50/25.25 
Disks ara supplied in boxas of 10 

Computer listing paper 
11 x 8.5 13.80 11 x 9.5 12.65 11 x 15.15/16 15.52 
Paper is supplied in boxes of 2000 sheets. 

Printer ribbons 
MPS801 6.99 RX80/FX80 5.00 Daisystep 5.50 
MPS802 7.99 1515/1525 6.25 Juki 1.85 
Wa also supply a range of dust covers. daisy whaels and other ribbons 



Commodore UK isgearing up for 
what it likes to call its "assault" on 
the personal computer market, 
whether at home or at the office. 

Preparing for its launch of 
several new machines this year, 
Commodore UK has enticed 
two former Plessey employees 
to its higher ranks in Corby. 

David Gerrard, who was 
involved with a business compu
ter project at Plessey, is now 
marketing manager at Commo
dore. 

Mike Beale, formerly in the 
senior ranks at Plessey, has been 
appointed plant manager at the 
200,000 square feet manufactur
ing plant at Corby, I'lorthants. 

Gerrard has experience in 
marketing a wide range of con
sumer and industrial electronic 
products and components. 

At Commodore, Gerrard is 
assigned the weighty responsibil
ity of helping to keep the 
company dominant in the UK 
home computer market. Last 
financial year, the company hit 
£100 million in sales. He also will 
supervise the introduction of a 
new range of home and business 
computers, including the Com
modore PC and the Z8000 
scheduled to be released this 
Spring. 

Beale is a chartered produc
tion and mechanical engineer. 
His role at Commodore includes 
responsibility for all manufactur
ing operations at Corby, which 
supplies both the UK and Euro
pean markets. 

The other side of the big water 
Commodore was expecting 
good sales of the C16 and Plus/ 4 
during the Christmas season and 
the C16 reports are better than 
expected. But, according to 
Computergram International, 
Commodore apparently is not 
advertising the Plus/ 4 in the US 
due to a shortage of the mach-

ines, forcing the company to rely 
on C64 sales instead. 

Meanwhile, the US parent 
company, Commodore Interna
tional Ltd, is trying to fend off a 
proposed takeover, a move that 
began some months ago and has 
since had the Nassau, Bahamas 
headquarters sweating to fend 
off the attempt. 

Shareholders recently voted 
to accept .the preventive mea
sures, including a doubling of the 
share capital to 90 million shares. 
One of the rule changes staggers 
the election of directors so that 
the entire board cannot be 
dumped at once. 

Exposing the goofs 
A UK market research group, 
Business Decisions, reports that 
Commodore's VIC 20s have a 
fa ilure rate of 18 percent in the 
UK. And according to the survey 
of 100 retailers conducted for 
Venture UK, about 13 percent of 
64 machines are returned 
because of product faults. 

A Commodore UK spokes
man says the company last year 
quoted a failure rate of less than 
one percent. 

The Business Decisions survey 
was conducted by telephone 
and Commodore points out that 
the time period covered six 
months ending in October 1984. 
The new Corby factory was not 
on stream before that time. Fur
thermore, the survey covered 
returns to dealers, many of 
which might be prompted by 
other factors such as software fai
lures or the consumer's 
ignorance about the machine's 
operation. 

Nevertheless, a panel of lead
ing computer magazines in 
seven countries recently voted 
the 64 as "Home Computer of 
the Year': The countries involved 
were the UK, the US, Germany, 
Italy, Spain, France and the 
Netherlands. 

conomy boost 
The electronic data processing 
sector will be a major boost to 
the growth of the UK electronics 
market over the next three years, 
according to research by Benn 
Electronics Publications. 

The electronic data process
ing category includes 
computers, personal computers, 
word processing systems and 
computer peripherals. Benn pre
dicts that sector will grow at the 
rate of 8.25 percent per year 

from 1985-1988. 
"A prime factor in the faster 

growth of the UK market at 6 per
cent per annum over the period 
1985-88 ... will be the surge in 
the UK EDP market ... ," Benn 
says. The UK market is projected 
to be worth $6.8 billion by 1988 
compared to $4.5 billion in 
1984. 

Contact: Benn Electronics 
Publication Ltd, PO Box 28, Luton 
LU2 OBD. Tel: 0582417438. 

presents 
Richard and David Darling with the Golden joystick award 

Clamps on pirating 
Software pirates may be subject 
to strict copyright regulations if 
proposed legislation goes 
through Parliament. 

Conservative Member of Parl
iament William Powell recently 
introduced a Private Member's 
Bill on computer software copy
right, a major step in the fight 
initiated by the Federation 
Against Software Theft. 

Powell, a barrister and MP for 
Corby, came sixth in the recent 
Private Member's Ballot. 
Powell's support is a boostto the 
measure and his position in the 
ballot means the bill may come 
up for consideration fairly soon. 

A FAST spokesman said that, 
at the moment, the organisation 
is more concerned with mass 
occurrences of illegal software 
copying rather than isolated inci
dences. FAST would like to see 
heavier penalties and jail sen
tences imposed for those found 
guilty, particularly in the case of 
companies who make and distri
bute illegal copies. 

The videotex industry is showing 
a few nervous twitches at 
reported breaches in security of 
communications systems. 

Most recently, two break-ins 
occurred within days of each 
other in the Prestel service, after 
which Prestel announced it 
would be changing the access 
codes immediately. Butthe Daily 
Mail reports that one of the major 
Prestel customers had its system 
penetrated less than a day later, 
and Prestel quickly pointed the 
finger at British Telecom, saying a 
mole in the higher ranks was 
responsible. 

Meanwhile, software houses 
are taking matters into their own 
hands. Durell Software, for 
example, have put a reward 
notice on the back of their latest 
game, Combat Lynx. The com
pany is offering a £100 reward 
for pirated copies that find their 
way into consumers' hands. The 
person reporting the copy will 
receive a replacement and the 
reward if he can provide the 
name of the supplier and the 
case "leads to a successful prose
cution." 

The Software Registry now 
offers advise to UK software 
houses regarding US copyright 
law and provide a streamlined 
service for registering a work. 
That step is essential because 
copyright law cannot be 
enforced unless there is a record 
of ownership in the proper 
office. 

Contact: The Software Regis
try, 57 A Lincoln 's Inn Fields, 
London WC2A 3LS. Tel: 01-430 
0798 or 01-242 3119. 

In West Germany's videotex 
network, l3ildschirmtext (BTX), 
was broken into by a group of 
computer whizzes who call 
themselves The Chaos Compu
ter Club, according to The 
Financial Times. The largely 
Hamburg-based organisation 
managed to discover a fault in 
the BTX software, obtaining a 
code to access the password for 
Hamburger Sparkasse, a savings 
bank group. 

The club then used the pas
sword to ring up a bill of about 
£36,000 by ordering pages from 
the club's own service. 
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THE SIX FOUR SUPPlES COM
PANY i. the premier independent 
mail-order supplier of products for 
tha Commodore 64. Shop by mail
order in confidence and 
experience the kind of service 
enjoyed by thousands of regular 
customers in the UK, Europe and as 
far afield al Fiji. We can provide 
anything from our catalogue of 
ovar 1500 items of recreat ional, 
educational and bUline •• software 
just lome of which il listed here. 
(New catalogue SOp and large SAE 
but free with updates to custom
ers. Ideal for checking your 
software collection 1 Get on our 
mailing list nowl) 

SPECIAL OFFER: BUY TWO 
GAMESANDKNOCKA£10FFTHE 
PRICE OF THE SECOND I BUY 
THREE GAMES AND KNOCK £2 
OFF THE THIRD AS WELLI (Offer 
closes end of January 1985.) 

Please add SOp P&P for orders 
under £20 (Europe £1 each item, 
airmail at cost). Make cheques/ 
POs/MO. payable to THE SIX 
FOUR SUPPLIES COMPANY. 

LEISURE 
3 Deep Space 
3D Lunar Attack 
3D Silicon Fish 
3D Timetrek 
3D Tunnel 
Activision Pencil 
Adventure Quest 
Adventure Quest 
Adventureland 
Aegean Voyage 
African Safari 
Agent USA 
Ah Diddums 
Aircraft 
Alf in the Caves 
Alice in Videoland 
Alice in Videoland 
Alien 
Ambush 
American Football 
American Football 
Ancipital 
Ancipita l 
Android II 
Annilhilator 
Annilhilator 2 
Ant Attack 
Alphabet Zoo 
Aquanaut 
Aquanaut 
Aquaplane 
Arcadia 
Armageden 
Armagedon 
Astra Chase 
Astra Chase 
Astronomy 
Attack of Mutant Camels 
Auf Wiedersehen Pet 
Automania 
Avenger 
Aztec Challenge 
Aztec Challenge 
B C Bill 
Ballooning 
Bananadrama 
Bath Time 
Battle at Edge of Time 
Battle Through Time 
Battle For Midway 
BC' s Quest For Tires 
Beach Head 
Beaky & The Egg Snatcher 
Beam Rider 
Beamrider 
Bear Bower 
Bingo 
Bird Mother 
Birds 
Bitmania 
Black Hawk 
Black Knight 
Blagger 

c 7.95 
c 7.95 
c 5.95 
c 5.95 
c 7.95 
c 11.99 
c 9.95 
d 11.95 

9.95 
9.95 

c 7.95 
7.95 
5.50 

c 7.95 
c 9.95 
c 9.95 
d 12.95 
c 9.95 
c 7.95 
c 9.95 
d 11.95 
c 7.50 
d 9.50 
c 6.90 

5.99 
7.95 

c 8.95 
c 9.95 
c 7.00 
d 9.00 
c 7.95 
c 5.50 
c 6.90 
c 7.95 
c 8.95 
d 10.95 

7.95 
7.50 

c 6.95 
c 7.95 
r 11.99 
c 8.95 
d 12.95 
c 5.50 
c 9.95 
c 7.95 

7.95 
5.50 

c 7.95 
c 9.95 
c 9.95 
c 9.95 
c 5.50 
d 14.99 
c 9.99 
c 6.95 
c 6.95 
c 7.95 
c 7.95 

7.95 
7.95 

c 7.95 
c 7.95 

six-four supplies 
p.o. box ~B. whitstable. kent etEi ~j 

Acce •• /Berclaycard ordera: DSe? ssssss 

... Number One For Choice ... 
Blue Max c 9.95 
Blue Max d 12.95 
Blue Moon d 8.95 
Blue Moon c 6.50 
Blue Thunder c 6.95 
BMX Stunts c 7.90 
Break Dance c 8.95 
Break Dance d 11.95 
Caverns of Silac c 7.00 
Caverns of Silac d 9.00 
Chartbuster 64 c 9.95 
China Miner c 7.00 
China Miner d 9.00 
Chinese Juggler c 6.90 
Choplifter r 29.95 
Choplifter c 9.95 
Choplifter d 12.95 
Chuckie Egg c 7.90 
City Attack c 6.95 
City Attack d 9.95 
Classic Adventure c 6.95 
Cliff Hanger c 7.95 
Clowns r 11.99 
Cluedo c 12.95 
Colossal Adventure c 9.95 
Colossal Adventure d 11.95 
Colossus Chess d 12.95 
Colossus Chess 20 c 9.95 
COM 64 Forth c 14.95 
COM 64 Games Pack c 14.95 
Combat Lynx c 8.95 
Computer Studies c 9.99 
Conflict c 14.95 
Contract bridge c 9.95 
Cosmic Cruiser c 5.50 
Cosmic Split c 7.95 
Counter Attack c 6.50 
Crazy Ballons c 5.95 
Crazy Caveman d 8.95 
Crazy Caveman c 6.50 
Crazy Kong 64 c 7.00 
Crazy Kong 64 d 9.00 
Creators Revenge c 6.95 
Crossword Twister c 5.75 
Cuddly Cubert d 9.00 
Cybertron Mission d 9.95 
Cybertron Mission c 6.95 
Cybotron c 7.95 
Cybotron d 9.95 
D Thompson's Decathlon c 7.90 

Murphy 
Music Com/Pager/ 
Lazarian/Clowns 

Mutant Monty 
My Chess II 
My Chess II 
One·on-One 
One-an-One 
Pitstop 
Pitstop 
Pyjamarama + Automania 
Raid on Bungeling Bay 
Raid on Bungeling Bay 
Raid over Moscow 
Rendezvous with Rama 
Return to Eden 
Revenge of Mutant Camels 
Sheep in Space 
Silicon Warrior 
Silicon Warrior 
Snowball 
Spider-Man 
Staff of Karnath 
Suicide Express 
Suicide Strike 
Tax Man 
Tapper 
Temple of Apshai 
Temple of Apshai 
The Citadel of Chaos 
Titans 
Thrusta 
Tony Harts Art Master 
Tony Harts Art Master 
Tower of Despair 
Water Ski 3D 
Zaga Mission 
Zeta 7 

EDUCATION 
3D Hypermaths 
Active Computer Learning 
Assembler 64 
Assembler Develop Pack 
Assembler Tutor 
Assembler Tutor 
BBC Mastermind 
Biology 
Biology CSE/O'Level 
Biology O'Level 

c 7.95 

r 14.95 
c 6.95 
d 11.95 
c B.95 
c 9.95 
d 12.95 
c 8.95 
d 11.95 
c 12.95 
c 9.95 
d 12.95 
c 9.95 

d 19.95 
d 11 .95 
d 9.50 
d 9.50 
c 8.95 
d 11.95 
d 11.95 
c 9.95 
c 9.95 

7.95 
7.95 

c 5.65 
c 9.95 
c 14.95 
d 17.95 
c 7.25 
c 9.95 
c 7.95 
c 9.99 
d 9.99 

8.95 
7.95 

c 7.95 
c 7.95 

Mathemetics 1 
Mathematics 2 
Maths (CSE/O'Level) 
Maths O'Level 
Mr T Alphabet Games 
Mr T Measuring Games 
Mr T Number Games 
Mr T Shape Games 
Mr T Tells The Time 
Music Composer 
Number Puzzler 
Paddington Shopping Mix 
Paddingtons Disappearing 
Paddingtons Early Visit 
Paddingtons Problem Picture 
Patrick Moore Astronomy 
Physics 
Physics (A'Level) 
PhySics (CSE/ O'Level) 
Programmers Utilities 
Quick Thinking 
Quizmaster 
Robert Carriers Menu 
Simons Basic 
Simons Basic Extension 
Simons Basic Extension 
Spanish 
Spanish 
Spellbound/Beseiged 
Spellbound/Open Sesame 
Spritemaker 64 
Star Seeker 
Start Prog with Gortek 
Starter Word/Splits 
Text Pro 
Text Pro 
The French Mistress A 
The French Mistress B 
The German Master A 
The German Master B 
The Spanish Tutor A 
The Spanish Tutor B 
Time Traveller 
Tiny Tutor 64 
Tiny Tutor 64 
Up an'Add Em 
Wine & Food 
Word Feud 
Word Wobbler 
Wordpower 

c 9.99 
c 9.99 
c 7.95 
c 2.99 
c 9.95 
c 9.95 
c 9.95 
c 9.95 
c 9.95 
r 11.99 
c 4.99 

7.95 
7.95 

c 7.95 
c 7.95 
c 9.99 
c 9.99 
c 2.99 
c 7.95 
d 14.99 
c 6.95 
c 9.99 
c 9.99 
r45.00 
c 19.95 
d 19.95 
c 12.95 
d 12.95 

9.95 
9.95 

c 6.95 
c 9.95 

c 12.99 
c 9.95 
c 9.95 
d 12.95 
c 8.95 
c B.95 
c 8.95 
c 8.95 
c 8.95 
c 8.95 
c 9.95 
c 9.95 
d 11.95 
c 9.95 
c 1.99 

7.95 
7.95 

c 9.95 
Dallas Quest d 14.95 
Dance Fantasy c 9.95 

BMX Number Jumper 
Caesars Travels 
Chemistry 

c 7.95 
c 7.95 
c 7.00 
d 29.95 
c 29.95 
d 29.95 
c 9.99 
c 9.99 
c 7.95 
c 2.99 
c 7.95 
c 7.95 
c 9.99 
c 7.95 
c 2.99 
c 12.95 

BUSINESS & HOME 
Danger Mouse Black Forest c 7.95 
Danger Mouse Double Trouble c 7.95 
Daredavil Dennis c 7.95 
Davids Midnight Magic c 9.95 
Davids Midnight Magic d 12.95 
Decathlon c 9.99 
Decision Maker c 19.95 
Dragonnders of Pern c 8.95 
Dragonnders of Pern d 11.95 
Drelbs c 9.95 
Dungeon Adventure d 11.95 
Emerald Isle c 9.95 
Emerald Isle d 11.95 
Fahrenheit 451 d 19.95 
Fighter Pilot c 9.95 
Flyer Fox c 9.95 
Forbidden Forest d 12.95 
Forecaster c 19.95 
Forecaster d 24.95 
Forest of Doom c 7.95 
Fraction Fever c 9.95 
Frantic Freddie c 8.95 
F15 Strike Eagle c 14.95 
F15 Strike Eagle d 14.95 
Hard Hat Mack c 9.95 
Hard Hat Mack d 12.95 
Henry's House c 8.95 
Hover Bower d 9.50 
Hunchback II c 7.95 
Impossible Mission c 8.95 
Impossible Mission d 11.95 
Interview c 7.95 
Interview d 9.95 
Jack Attack r 14.99 
Jet Power Jack c 7.95 
Jungle Quest 
Kong Strikes Back 
Legend of Knucker Hole 
Loderunner 
Loderunner 
Lords of Time 
Lunar Outpost 
Lunar Outpost 
Mastermind 
Monopoly 
Motocross 

c 7.95 
c 9.95 
c 9.95 
d 12.95 
d 11.95 
c 8.95 
d 11.95 
c 12.95 
c 12.95 
c 7.95 

Chemistry CSE/O'Level 
Chemistry O'Level 
Computer Mastermind 
Computer Studies CSE 
Count w ith Oliver 
Data 1 General Knowledge 
Data 3 General Knowledge 
Data 4 General Knowledge 
Data Pro 
Data Pro 
English Language 
First Numbers 
First Steps with Mr Men 
French 
French CSE/O'Level 
French O'Level 
Fun Maths On Your Micro 

.Games Creator 
Geography 
German 
German 
German O'Level 
Go Sprite 
History (20th Century) 
Identikit 
Introduction to Basic 1 
Introduction to Basic 1 
Introduction to Basic 2 
Introduction to Basic 2 
Italian 
Italian 
Joffe Plan 
Junior Word/Splits 
Just A Mot 
Kids on Keys 
Kinder Camp 
Know Your Tables 
Learn Basic Programing 
LOGO 1 
Look Sharp 
Mastermind (Films & TV) 
Mastermind (Sport/Games) 
Mastermind (Music) 
Mastermind (Wine & Food) 

7.95 
7.95 

c 1.99 
c 1.99 
c 1.99 
c 9.95 
d 12.95 
c 9.99 
c 9.95 
c 8.95 
d 12.95 
c 7.95 
c 7.95 
c 9.99 
c 12.95 
c 9.99 
c 12.95 
d 12.95 
c 9.99 
c 9.95 
c 9.99 
c 7.95 
c 14.95 
d 14.95 
c 14.95 
d 14.95 
c 12.95 
d 12.95 

9.95 
9.95 
9.95 
9.95 

c 9.99 
c 9.95 
c 14.95 
d 34.95 
c 7.95 

1.99 
1.99 

c 1.99 
c 4.99 

Accountants Time Records 
Advertiser 
Calc Result 64 (Adv) 
Calc Result 64 (easy) 
Cash Book 
Club Membership 
CPM Cartridge 
Diary 64 
Easy File 
Easy Script 
Easy Spell (UK) 
Easy Stock 
Estate Agency 
Future Finance 
Gemini Business Pack 
Gemini Horne Pack 
Home Office 64 
Inventory 64 
Job Costing 
Label Printer 
Magpie 64 
Micro Magpie 
Micro Swift 
Micro Swift 
Micro Wordcraft 
MON64 
Petspeed Basic Compiler 
Poster Printer 
Practicalc 64 
Practicalc 64 
Practifile 64 
Purchase Day Book 
Quadrillion 
R Nest 
Sales Day Book 
Solicitors Time Records 
Stat 64 
Stock Records 
Supabasic 
Supabasic 
Superbase 64 
Supertont 40 
Travel Agency 
Word Wizard 
Wordcraft 40 

d 9.99 
c 6.99 
r 95.00 
r 47.50 
d 9.99 
d 9.99 
r 50.00 
r 29.00 
d 45.00 
d 65.00 
d 45.00 
d 70.00 
d 9.99 
d 70.00 
c 24.00 
c 24.00 
c 14.95 
d 27.00 
d 9.99 
c 6.99 
d 99.00 
d 39.95 
c 19.95 
d 19.95 
d 24.95 
r 39.95 
d 47.00 
c 6.99 
c 35.00 
d 38.00 
d 38.00 
d 9.99 
d 14.95 
c 6.95 
d 9.99 
d 9.99 
r 29.00 
d 9.99 
c 9.95 
d 9.95 
d 88.00 
c 6.95 
d 5.99 
c 6.99 
c 85.00 



IZING UP 

Commodore Com~arison's 
You may be a potential C16 or Plus/4 buyer, or own a 64, a 

VIC-20, or perhaps a CBM/PET. Many of us must have 
surveyed Commodore's burgeoning range of micros, and 

wondered what some have that others don't. 
Rae West takes a look at the differences, 

and how the newest Commodores shape up. 

MEMORY MAPS 

T he five memory-maps summarise the 
design of most Commodore micros. 

Each computer is controlled by a 6502, or 
close relative running identical machine lan
guage (6510 or 7501). These chips have 
64K of addressable space (ie all 64K may 
not be connected, but it could be). Roughly, 
BASIC ROMs are at the top end, and RAM 
for programs at the bottom end, with the 
mid-point, $8000 (~32768), marking a 
boundary. Bank switching extends memory 
by sharing some addresses, in the 
CBM8096, the 64, and the C16/ Plus4. 

** 8032 mem map ** 
This maps the CBM 8032. 2000 bytes of 

screen RAM start half-way, confining BASIC 
to 31 K maximum. BASICs ROMs extend a 

packs? Anyway, 3K expansion packs can go 
in the small area, and various combinations 
of 8K and/or 16K RAM, or ROM, in the 
larger area. The area starting AOOO controls 
auto-running of cartridges, which therefore 
often use AOOO to BFFF, though other RAM 
or ROM is perfectly usable too. An 8K RAM 
pack can be switched into the same area; if 
it is, ML can be stored here without being 
affected by BASIC And RAM copies or 
modifications of ROM software can also be 
put here. VIC-20 has no inbuilt bank switch
ing. 

The VIC chip is wired so the screen RAM 
must usually exist between $1000 and 
$2000. With 3K expansion, the screen shifts 
to $1 EOO, and BASIC starts at $0400. But a 
fully expanded VIC, with 31 K RAM, has its 
screen starting at $1000, to making 27 '/2K 
bytes the largest available BASIC program; 
the 3K area isn't part of BASIC 

ROMs to be switched out. For BASIC-only 
programmers, this is confusing: for exam
ple, RAM tucked under ROM can be poked 
to, but is impossible to access without ML. 

The portable SX-64 is similar, though the 
sign on colours are blue on white, not the 
64's unimpressive blue on blue. 

** C16 memory map ** 
C16 has much more extensive BASIC 

ROMs than any other Commodore. Its 16K 
of RAM sits at the low end of memory, 
where the first 2K - again, more than any 
other - is used as a workspace for all the 
new BASIC functions, and the screen, 
co lour, and luminance RAMs have to coex
ist. This gives BASIC 12K of free memory. 
Unlike expanded VIC-20 and the 64, there's 
no isolated chunk of RAM to store ML -
you have to lower the top of BASIC with 
something like POKE 55,0: POKE 56,32: 

~------------8032~--~--------~ .---------~----C16------------

iF~ ~ __ B~:_: -__ -_ -__ ---.:>,>F:.:·,,··Bi\T 
long way, 18K all told, because of the disk 
commands. and other 'BASIC 4' facilities. 

Other CBM/ PET types aren't shown -
there are at least 8, all more-or-Iess incom
patible, and with different RAM avai labilities 
too. 

** VIC-20 mem map ** 
VIC-20 comes w ith the shortish BASIC 2 

(no disk, graphics, or structured BASIC com
mands), and without an ML monitor. The 
'Kernal' concept - vectors for certain 
important tasks are reserved in fixed loca
tions at the very top of memory - is 
formalised, so the distinction between 
'BASIC and 'Kernal' ROMs makes con
siderable sense. The character set is stored 
at the half-way point: VIC chips take charac~ 
ter information from the memory area, so 
character ROMs are essential for readable 
lettering on switch-on. 

VIC-20's map is notable for the missing 
bits: was this to keep the price down, or to 
give an excuse to sell expensive memory 

As we can see, BASICs starting position, 
and/ or the screen pokes and other graphics 
features don't always work on differently
configured VICs. 

** 64 memory map ** 
64 BASIC is virtually identical tb VIC 

BASIC A major hardware innovation is 
bank-switched RAM. There's RAM every
where in the memory map - hence 
Commodore's advertising agency's ele
phant. Above $8000 the system has to 
decide whether RAM or something else is to 
be accessed . (The diagram doesn't show 
external cartridges. However, a cartridge 
can start at $8000, an auto-run from there. 
AOOO can also auto-run). 

A logic array along with a couple of exter
nal lines and a couple of lines in the 
processor determines whether RAM, ROM, 
I/O or nothing at all appears at each add
ress. The detail of the memory-map can 
therefore vary, allowing external cartridges 
to be present, and also allowing BASIC 

CLR to make space above the top of BASIC, 
or use the tape buffer, now 819-1010. 

The C16 shares the Plus/4's bank switch
ing, although it's redundant. It is built into 
ROM. 

** Plus/4 memory map ** 
Plus/4 is the C16 with 64K RAM. RAM is 

bank-switched, but not as the 64 does it: 
BASIC automatically selects RAM whenever 
it needs to read a program, then immedi
ately 'switches back to ROM, retain ing its 
newly-found byte, to continue processing. 

Almost 60K of RAM is free for BASIC, at 
the cost of some time spent switching over. 
('Almost' because the very top of memory is 
always ROM or I/O chip). This arrangement 
does away with the criticism of the 64 that, 
though it's supposed to have 64K, on ly 
about 30K appears when you switch on! 

Extra cartridge ROM has no obvioius 
place to plug in, since the top of memory is 
full. This is the cue for another innovation: 
several ROM packs can be bank switched, 

~----------WC201---~------~ .---=----------C64--------~ -' .. 
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so several cartridges can be plugged in at 
once, and any one switch-selected by a sim
ple poke. Part of the idea is to allow the 
machine to switch on and display a menu of 
everything that happens to be plugged in, so 
yo~ can choose (maybe) chess, a word pro
cessor, or a graphics pack. Also there's 
freedom and power to have large ROM pro
grams which can use each other - the 
graphics package borrows BASIC com
mands like circle and paint, for instance. In 
the 64, BASIC or cartridge routines can't 
easily be accessed once they' re switched 
out. 

Commodore seem to have had trouble 
deciding what to include on Plus/ 4' s built-in 
software; it's a new area for them. They 
could for example have offered a choice, at 
the cost of extra hassle. The software 
se lected is general-purpose but not very 
impressive. 

Video and sound 
Although domestic colour TVs are a cheap 
solution to the problem of displaying micro 
output, there are difficulties. 80 columns are 
usually unreadable; even 40-columns 
aren't very readable, giving colour fringing 
and so on, so characters and line-plotting 
routines use 2-dot-thick lines to help visibi l
ity. 

International compatibil ity is another 
problem . Commodore concentrates on 
NTSC (mainly' US), and PAL (most of 
Europe), but not SECAM (France - where a 
converter is needed, putting prices up and 
sales down). Because video displays need 
very precise timing, machines vary slightly 
internationally; for example, US 64s run 
slower than UK 64s, and US VIC-20s run fas
ter than UK VICs. If transatlantic software 
doesnY take this into account it may not 
work properly on foreign micros. The C161 
Plus4's TED chip is the first to select 
between NTSC and PAL, wh ich ought to 
make for compatible international software. 
However, some differences, like the num
ber ofTY scan lines, can't be removed so fo r 
example a CIRCLE command with fixed 
parameters wi ll always look different on a 
'foreign' set! 

VIC-20 has the original VIC chip for sound 
and graphics; the 64 has VIC-II, to control 
sound and graphics, including sprites, and 
SID for sound, C16/ Plus4's TED, more 
ambitious, has sound, graphics, and some 
I/O too. All these chips are incompatible in 
every way. 

VIC-20's video chip al lows the display 
size to be changed; you can fill up the entire 
screen, a nice feature missing from other 
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Commodores. But a side-effect is VIC-20 
software from the US may appear off-centre 
or not fit the screen in the UK and vice
versa. VIC-20 has on ly 22 columns (unless 
changed). This looks remarkably large if 
you're accustomed to more columns. 
Unfortunately there's no way to simply 
switch the number of co lumns in any Com
modore micro so far; specia l software 
and/or hardware is necessary. 

TED al lows colour intensity to be con
trolled, within each character, so '1 K of RAM 
is needed to store luminance in high-res 
mode. With ordinary text, locations 275 
through 290 store the colour keys plus 
luminance data. Colour combinations -
like purple on red - which are hardly read
able with the 64 or VIC-20 are OK on 
C16/ Plus 4. Luminance control also offers 
the possibility (not used in the built-in pack
age) of different text intensities when 
word-processing, like Wordstar. 

C16/ Plus4 has a screen bit to control 
flashing, rather like Apple II. All other Com
modores need ML routines to do this. 

- ."". 

High-resolution graphics 
All post-PET/ CBM micros of course have 
inbuilt hi-res graphics, though BASIC 2 has 
no special graphics commands, which is a 
pain for beginners. (A consumer magazine 
review said the 64 has no high resolution 
capability!). 

The VIC chip is wired so it just allows a 
high-res screen of 20x12 enlarged charac
ters (equivalent to 40x24 on the 64). 

The VIC-II chip is wired with a 16K span, 
so a high-res screen plus sprites needs plan
ning to fit into its 16K bank. 

TED is also confined to a bank on the 
assumption that the same screen and colour 
RAM positions w ill always be used. In fact 
C16 BASIC resembles VIC-20 ' w ith the 
'SuperExpander' in place: when the GRA
PHIC command is used, the BASIC program 
has to be moved away to keep the screen 
area within reach ofTED. This is OK with the 
Plus/ 4, leaving BASIC with about 48K of 
RAM, but leaves a tiny and inadequate 2K 
for BASIC with the C16! 

Getting graphics to move smoothly on 
VIC-20 isn't very easy: ML has to be used to 
shift dot-patterns around . Motion to single 
or 'I, character accuracy is easier. 

Sprites on the 64 are technically a con
siderab le achievement, but only eight are 
easily available, and they' re only about 
three characters square at full resolution. (If 
the screen is split horizontally, as in 'Frog
ger', more sprites can be used). Sometimes, 

for example, 'Pool ' with six balls, this is fine, 
but often VIC-20 type techn iques are 
needed . 

The C16, with more formalised graphics, 
has settled for a different system using an 
ordinary BASIC string of up to 256 bytes, an 
easy way to manipulate 2K of dots. At the 
time of writing I haven't checked this for 
speed. As we've seen, though, C16 mem-

0:'"'' ,deQvote 1o m,ke mV'h~,h"! I 

Sound 
VIC-20's sound is simple. Essentially it has 
four timers, which, on tim ing down to zero, 
flip their output, giving a square wave, the 
frequency of which depends on the initial 
value in the timer. Only 128 different values 
are allowed for each voice, so fine tuning, 
particularly at the high end, isn't possible. 
However, three voices are pitched an 
octave apart, so reasonable results are poss
ible. The fourth voice is 'noise'. 

SID ('Sound Interface Device' ) is the 64's 
synthesiser chip - designed by a musician, 
with three-voice, good-quality output. Like 
the BBC chip, but more so, it takes some 
effort to make SID work. A series of POKEs, 
or (preferably) a set of subroutines or a utility 
package is necessary. Also, the final , decay 
phase has to be activated by poking; the sys
tem hasn't its own timer, so every note 
needs two pokes (unless you allow the 
decay phase to fade the note out). Still, if 
you don' t want to do your own programm
ing, this isn't a problem. 

The C16 resembles VIC-20, but has fewer 
voices, though these are tunable far more 
accurately. ML programmers, as with VIC-
20, can tweak the system to get special 
effects. It has a feature missing from all other 
Commodores so far: PLAY allows interrupt
driven music, so a tune can play while 
BASIC runs. Al l the others can do this, but 
need ML. 

BASIC 
Commodore's first PETs used Microsoft 
BASIC, bought outright when this was 
cheap, then altered in-house ever since to 
save money. VIC-20 and 64 BASICs have 
the famil iar 80-odd keywords. C16's BASIC 
3.5 (the number is intended to suggest a 
midway stage to BASIC 4) has about 50 
more commands, making a powerful and 
attractive language. It has some structured 
programming commands, making pro
grams somewhat easier to follow, some 
rather low powered uti lities (TRACE, REN
UMBER, DELETE etc), an ML monitor, 
resembling SuperMon, which doesn't scrol l 
in either direction and lists relatively few 
lines, graphic commands (DRAW, CIRCLE, 
BOX, PAINT etc), and disk commands. 

On the subject of disks, note that the drive 
itself controls disk activity: the VIC-20 and 
64 can do anything the C16 can do with 



disks, including handle relative files, though 
the commands are longer. Note also that 
BASIC 4 programs, if you happen to have 
any, won't work on the C16 without modif
ications, since the commands are stored 
differently. Simons BASIC programs won't 
work either for similar reasons. 

The ESCAPE key on the C16 adds screen 
editing commands to do things like set 
screen windows, enhancing the usual pow
erful Commodore full-screen editor. 

Keywords are stored as bytes with the 
high bit set, allowing 128 altogether. (In fact 
one value does allow extra keywords to be 
put in, overcoming this limit). As it is, some 
commands like DCLOSE haven't been fitted 
in, which is why it's been called BASIC 3.5. 

Help is a function key, just like HELP in 
BASIC aids, which, or. ?syntax error, lists 
whichever BASIC line crashed, signalling 
the error. As usual, the flagged position is 
only approximate. It doesn't work with ML. 

Hardware 
Commodore's policy is to market quite a lot 
of products at low price and see if they sell; 
they usually do. If not, they can be discreetly 
dropped. Commodore's newest offerings 
are the C16 and Plus4, with an IBM PC look
alike, and the C128, a 64-compatible micro 
having 2 sets of 64K RAM, on the way. The 
'Amiga', subject to wrangles between Com
modore and Atari, is said to be a Mac-type 
machine with hardware to move screen 
RAM around, giving real-time animation 
possibilities. 

This hit-and-miss process hasn't so far 
offered any real expansion path . For exam
ple, it's misleading to talk of 'upgrading' 
from, say VIC-20 to C16, because they're 
incompatible - they can't run each others' 
software, except for very simple BASIC. 

VIC-20, 64, C16, Plus/4 
VIC-20 is not now being produced by Com
modore (it's been discontinued several 
times!) but remains one of the most wides
pread micros worldwide. The 64 is 
outse ll ing (in volume terms) all or most other 
computers. What of the C16 and Plus/4? 

BASIC 3.5 is without doubt much more of 
a pleasure to use than any other Commo
dore BASIC, and compares well with any 
other micro. Sometimes programmers 
complain it makes things too easy! -
They've got used to doing things the hard 
way. But most people will turn with relief to 
BASIC 3.5. 

C16 is short of memory. It is a fact that the 
C16's ROM is designed to handle 32K of 
RAM; the coding is in there. The C16 may 
have been deliberately crippled with only 
16K RAM, to be uncompetitive with the 64: 
after all, a new, cheap micro, with improved 
BASIC, showing 30K bytes on sw itch on, 
might appear too competitive with the 64. 

Plus/4 has some hardware differences 
from the C16: 64K RAM, RS232 communi
cation, built-in ROM software, and sockets 
for ROMs. Its RS232 - in hardware rather 
than software - isn't compatible with the 
converter used for VIC-20 and 64 RS232. 
C16 can't be used for communications, des-

pite the fact that many VIC-20s were bought 
just for this purpose. Commodore have 
gone to some lengths to ensure that C16s 
can't be easily upgraded, with a few extra 
parts, into a 32K machine or a cheap Plus/4. 

Peripherals 
Tape storage on all Commodore compu
ters, except the new C16 and Plus/4, is the 
same, painfully slow system. (SX-64 has no 
tape. Device 1 gives syntax errors). The new 
machines haven't included speed improve
ments in software either with tape or disk; a 
pity, since accelerated tape programs load 
faster than disk. 

The actual formatting of the tape on the 
C16 is different, since the C16's TED is too 
overloaded to cope with an edge-sensitive 
system. So it's just not possible to read (say) 
64 tapes into the C16. Rewrites of the tape 
system for fast loading must therefore be 
done anew for the C16/Plus4. The tape 
socket is different on the C16 from all other 
Commodores, and has an entirely non
standard connector. 

Joysticks, tiresomely, are another C16/ 
Plus4 non-standard item, without the 
fam iliar d-connector, using a new type of 
plug. You must get Commodore joysticks 
with this machine, unless someone starts 
making adaptors, which shouldn't be too 
difficult, except ·that plugs to fit the back of 
the machine wouldn't be available. It's hard 
to see why Commodore did this. Are joys
tick sales a big-profit item? Has Atari got a 
patent on d-connectors? Who knows? 

1540 series disk drives are usable with all 
post-PET micros. Word has itthe black 1542 
is identical to the 1541, or perhaps has only 
an improved ROM. So you needn't 
'upgrade' if you have a 1541 already. These 
disks, despite advertising claims, are dis
mally slow; I've heard that Commodore 
wanted to keep sales of their PET disks up, 
so they deliberately designed VIC-20 disks 
to work slowly! Several software and hard
ware devices to accelerate disks exist. 
Commodore has announced its own, new, 
faster, incompatible, drives to plug into the 
expansion port (the C16/Plus4 ROM has 
code to detect them) but don't hold your 
breath - word has it these will probably not 
be made. 

Commodore now has a full range of print
ers, all Japanese and lowish-priced, 
including a daisywheel and a full-colour 
printer. Naturally, they use Commodore's 
own serial interface. Other people's printers 
are hard to attach. In fact, C16/Plus4's user 
port (the smallest edge-connector at the 
back of the machine) has been redesigned, 

making Centronics printers impossib le to 
connect. The C 16/Plus4 seems very deter
mined to be a Commodore-only machine! 

Software 
All Commodores are software incompat
ible. The 'Kernal' idea doesn't extend to 
graphics and sound, two key areas. Differ
ent-sized cartridges for . each micro 
emphasise the incompatibility. However, 
conversion between Commodores is easier 
than converting from other types of 
machine, so any new Commodore is likely 
to have converted software available as 
soon as programmers work out how to rew
rite . Commodore supply documentation to 
favoured software houses for this purpose. 
This is not necessarily a great inducement to 
buy, since people may just keep their older 
machines with the same old programs. 

New software raises problems. O ne is 
Commodore's po licy. Software publishers 
may typically offer 10 to 15 percent of 
receipts. Commodore prefers to retain 
more like 97%. Most of the best software 
suppliers produce and distribute them
selves. In any case some of the products 
backed by Commodore have proved very 
poor quality. This may be related to Com
modore's inability to produce decent 
documentation - though as an author of 
books in this field I can hardly complain. 

Piracy and copying can be a problem. 
Not so much with ROM software, which can 
be made hard to copy in several ways, as 
with tape and disk software, which is much 
cheaper and easier to make, and therefore 
good for smaller software houses. Unfortu
nately Commodore appears to have 
engineered almost no protection into the 
C16/Plus4. Its new reset switch, unlike the 
Stop/Restore of VIC-20 and the 64, cannot 
be defeated in any way, so its software 
seems defenceless against copying. Neither 
VIC-20 (needs external reset switch and 
memory) nor the 64 (needs reset and other 
ground lines) are so easy. 

Another difficulty with the C16 is that if 
expansion memory becomes popular, as it 
might need to be, good graph ics programs 
would on ly work on an 'expanded C16', so 
we'll yet again have different types of sof
tware forthe same machine, as with VIC-20. 

With many more (10: 1 ?) C16s than Plus/ 
4s being manufactured, Plus/ 4 software 
may be relatively expensive. 

With these deterrents, C16/ Plus4 sof
tware availability can't be assured. A 'free' 
tape of four programs (cost of production 
probably 20p) or some bui lt-in ROM may 
not seem very generous by mid-1985. 

Rae West is the author of the defin itive 
'Programming the PET/ CBM' (£14.90) and 
the just-published 'Programming the VIC 
(£15.90). His 'Programming the Commo
dore 64' will appear early in 1985. These 
books are published by Level Ltd (01-794 
7247) in association w ith Compute! books in 
the USA. They are available by mail order at 
no extra charge from: Biblios Distributors, 
Star Road, Partridge Green, Horsham, W 
Sussex RH73 8LD. 
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TRANSFOOMS THE CCf.MlXRE 64 INTO A FULL 

§ 4 FEAnJRED PROFESSIONAL DATABASE SYSTEM. 
WI TH UP TO ](XXl (}lARACTERS PER REC(Jl() 

ON UP TO 4 SCREENS... AND UP TO 128 
ITEMS PER REC(Jl(). DEFINABLE AS KEY. 

TEXT, N.JroERIC, CONSTA~, RESULT· m DATE, 
IN FILES OF UP TO 16M CHARACTERS! SuPERBASE 64 EVEN HAS A SPREADSHEET AND 

CALCULATOR CAPABILITY. CALENDAR FUNCTIONS. EASY INPUT FR~ W(Jl()PROCESSOR OR 
DATA FILES. BOTH Jo£t-.lJ-DRIVEN AND PR(X;RAM OPTIONS. SORTING/SEAR(}lING. FULLY 

DEFINABLE OUTPUTS. .. SUPERBASE 64 IS ESSENTIAL IF YOU WANT THE f()ST FR~ 
YOUR 64! SUPPLIED ON 1541 DISK WITH EXCELLENT TUTORIAL/REFERENCE MA~AL 

PLUS AUDIO LEARNING TAPE.. . QR PRICE ~ £88 . 00 

~ ~ YOUR PR(X;RAMS ~b WILL REALLY 
V TAKE OFF WITH 

DTL .ITPACK 641 100% C(}of'ATIBLE WITH 
C8M BASIC. J£TPACK C(}of'ILES BASIC 

PROGRAMS INTO MA(}lINE CODE. RUNNING 
UP TO 25 TIJo£S FASTER... AND USING 
UP TO HALF AS HJ(}l Jo£f()RY. TO GIVE 
FASTER LOADING. OR BIGGER PR(X;RAMS! 

AND IT EVEN ACCEPTS BASIC EXTENSIONS 
AND MA(}lINE CODE ROUTINES AS WELL! 

QR PRICE <DISIO ~ £35 . 95 

HAS EVERYTHING 

U%aster64 PR~~~NGF~ 
TCJ' PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS! BASIC IV. 
MA(}lINE CODE f()NITOR. AND 85 POWERFUL 

NEW C()oMI\NDS... INQ.UDING TOOLKIT. 
BUSINESS BASIC. KEYED ACCESS FILES. 

DISK DATA C~ESSION. FORMATIABLE 
SCREEN ZONES. HJL TIPLE SCREENS. DATE 

CONTROL. REPORT GEM'RATOR. 22- PLACE 
ARITIM'TIC. SCREEN PLOT. SCREEN DlM'. 

AND f()RE... ALL FCll Ctl.Y £64.95! 

VIZAft'RITE 64 IS A HIGlt-PERFORMANCE, 

VIZAWRITE 64 LOW- COST W(Jl() PROCESSOR WITH ON-SCREEN 
FQRH.!.TIING. THAT TAKES FULL ADVANTAGE 

OF THE 64's COLOUR. GRAPHICS AND Jo£f()RY FEATURES... AND SUPPORTS VIRTUALLY 
ANY PRINTER! WITH A C~EHENSIVE AND EASY- TQ-FOLLOW USER REFERENCE MA~AL. 

VIZAft'RITE IS THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL C~TER W(Jl() PROCESSOR ! AVAILABLE ON 
CARTRIDGE (~ £78). DISK ~ £68) OR WITH VIZASf'ELL ~ £85) 

••• WANT IT TOMORROW? ••• CALL US TODAY! ••• ON 01-546-7256 

VIZASTAR 
VIZASPELL 
EASYSCRIPT 
EASYSPELL 
SIMON'S BASIC 
fIGARO 64 

(DISK) 
(DISK) 
(DISK) 
(DISK) 
(CART) 
(DISK) 

~ i89.00 
£.5.9,-<J5 i49.95 
m.,oo i65.00 
~ H1.95 
~ H1.95 
~i75.00 

HUL TIPLAN (US) 
PRACTICALC 
PRACTICALC 
HOME8ASE 1-4 
STEPP I NG STONES 
PRINTLINK 64 

(DISK) ~ i67.95 
(DISK) ~ i39.95 
(TAPE) ~ i34.95 
(SUPERBASE) il7.95 
(SUPERBASE) i9.95 
(INTERFACE) i29.95 

PRICES INCLUDE ISS VAT MD ARE !3 ~~ CORRECT ON GOING TO PRESS. 
ORDER BY POST OR PHONE. USING 
CHEQUE. ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD OR r-t[] 
OffICIAL ORDER. DESPATCH IS BY == .., 
SAME- DAY 1ST CLASS POST. PRE-
pAlo OROERS fREE. PRODUCT DATA V1S4 W!:In::l 
AVAI LABLE ON REQUEST. REf All Ill • .:. 

LAKESIDE HOUSE. KINGSTON HILL . SURREY. KT2 70T. TEL 01-546-7256 

ARROW MICRO SERVICES 
-Commodore 64-

********ARROW TURBO BREAKER •• *.*.* •• ** 

AT LAST. Transfer Turbo games to Disk 
Blank screen, Flashing and picture 
screen turbos by most software houses 
Easy to usc .. .. . ... . ... . .. ... £10.95 

* ** * **. * ARROW TURBO S!, \fER ••• *** * * ** *** 

Make easy Turbo back up copies of 
your slow load games,no use r knowledge 
needed, easy to use .... . . ... .. £ 8.00 

********ARROW TRANSFER MK2*****.*****. 

Transfer most slow load games to Disk 
Simple to use,and needs no user 
knowledge,or skill ...... . .... £8.00 

********ARROW DISK TURBO •• **.·******** 

Make your disk games lond faster, 
45secs instead of 2mlns,does no harm 
to your drive . ........... . ... £8. 00 

********i\RROW DISKOPY*** ••• ***.***.*** 

A Se l ec tive disk copier,fast and very 
easy to usc .................. £7.00 

********AIlROW DISK DOCTOR*****.******· 

A Disk editor,alter any part of the 
disk,recover a scratched file£8.00 

:=!RROW MICRO SERVICES .. 

20 Portmeadow Walk 
London SE2 



Computers In The 
Classroom 

Computers can't replace teachers just yet, but schools 
quickly discovering their benefits in teaching. Education 

author Mike Gerrard finds out what is really going on in 
classroom O ne of life's little lessons that we all very 

soon learn is that there is a consider
able gap between theory and practice. In 
sport, for instance, you might know what 
you ought to be doing, but somehow the 
ball or discus never quite goes in the direc
tion it should, or as far as it ought to do. That 
gap between man's aspirations and 
achievements is one of the staple contents 
of comedy the world over, and so it is that 
while we talk of the wonders of that grand
sounding phrase "educational technology," 
we all know that in most cases this is more 
likely to mean not the white-heat atthe fore
front of scientific breakthrough, but an 
overhead projector with the bulb gone and 
spares no longer available, a TV with the 
plug missing because a pupil's pinched it for 
his stereo, and a video recorder that only 
one person in the school knows howto (or is 
allowed to) operate. 

Perhaps that is something of an exaggera
tion, but in introducing computers into the 
classroom it's important to remember the 
pitfalls as well as the potential. In fact it was 
the distance between the two that helped 
prompt a book I co-wrote recently with an 
ex-teacher, Bryan Skinner: Mr Chips Comes 
Home (Duckworth, £6.95). Several teacher 
friends, knowing I was a computer journal
ist, had turned to me and said things along 
the lines of: "I've been put in charge of the 
computer that's arriving next term and I 
don't know the first thing about them ... 
Help!" The theory of introducing compu
ters and computer awareness into schools is 
fine, but the reality behind it is the teacher 
whose mechanical knowledge doesn't go 
beyond the ability to squeeze a tube of 
toothpaste. 

Leading the pack 
For the teacher told that "your compu

ter's in the post" and needing to know more 
about the machines then there are any 
number of books on the market that will 
introduce you to micros and the termino
logy used, but you must first, of' course, 
know which machine you'll be using - that 
may seem like stating the obvious, but cer
tainly one or two of my teacher-friends 
weren't aware of the type of computer that 
was due to arrive. There's little point in buy
ing a book that tells you everything you 
always wanted to know about the lX-81 if 
you unpack the box a few months later and 

discover a BBC inside it. 

Most teachers are normally sent on com
puter familiarisation courses, but from what 
I've heard these can be far from ideal. Some 
teach you little more than how to plug a 
computer in, while others hurl jargon in the 1 

general direction of the audience and the 
teachers leave more baffled and apprehen
sive than when they arrived. 

Two organisations that can be of help in 
this and in other respects are MAPE and 
MUSE. MAPE is the abbreviation for Micros 
and Primary Education, and although it is 
mainly for teachers, membership is open to 
anyone having an interest in Primary Educa
tion. As well as organising training courses, 
MAPE offers advice on using computers in 
the classroom, advice on software, a jour
nal, and meetings in its 14 regional groups, 
amongst other things. The organisation has 
been going for almost four years now, and 
was set up originally with the support of the 
MEP (Microelectronics Education Program), 
CET (Council for Educational Technology) 
and the Department of Trade and Industry. 
Membership currently costs £8.50, with 
information available by sending an SAE to 
Mrs Anne Liddle, MAPE Secretary, Pentland 
Primary School, Pentland Avenue, Bill
ingham, Cleveland. 

Both MAPE and MUSE are basically orga
nisations run by teachers for teachers, and in 
addition to some of the facilities offered by 
MAPE (journal, regional organisations, train-

Children uSing the Times Network 

ing etc) MUSE also has a software library for 
all age ranges and covering most machines 
used in schools. MUSE is sligHtly more 
expensive at £15, and for further informa
tion contact the MUSE Information Office, 
Teaching Centre, Westhill College, Weoley 
Park Road, Birmingham B29 6L'L. 

If all else fails in trying to come to terms 
with computer terms you can always, of 
course, try asking the pupils, sorne of whom 
will certainly know more about micros than 
the teacher, and probably have more hard
ware than the school itself. In some of the 
areas my friends teach in, the hardware may 
well have come from the school in the first 
place. Asking the pupils i~n't a frivolous sug
gestion: I know one teacher who was 
insufficiently prepared for her first venture 
into computer studies, and was glad to hand 
over the occasional lesson to one of her 
whizz-kid pupils who taught BASIC pro
gramming far better than she knew she ever 
could. 

Weeding out the dross 
Most teachers will in fact soon master the 

basic knowledge that they need, and then 
start to fall back on commercial software as 
being the easiest way to make use of com
puters in the classroom. This can be 
beneficial, as there are some marvellous 
pieces of software available, covering every 
subject in the syllabus (even if there isn't an 
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'0' Level in Space Invaders yetl, but there is 
also a considerable amount of dross 
around. A software library such as the one 
operated by MUSE can be of help in enabl
ing you to sample cheaply a range of 
software, though in the case of MUSE their 
library wouldn't contain much of the rub
bish which is advertised in the guise of 
educational software. 

Teachers used to working with more tra
ditional resources such as books might 
expect that a piece of software labelled 
'educational' would have certain standards 
as regards spelling, punctuation etc. Not so. 
As just one example I would quote the '0' 
Level revision program for George Orwell's 
1984which defines Ducks peak as "To 
speak as a duck quacks (sic)", and includes 
phrases without a trace of a possessive 
apostrophe: "the mornings activities" and 
"the Parsons children", for example. These 
are just a few of many mistakes in the pro
gram, and 1984 is just one example of many 
such programs. I've seen a spelling program 
which asks you to fill in the blank in the word 
T-NT, and if you type 'I' as an answer it 
responds with "You should of put 'E"~ These 
are not isolated examples, either. I could fill 
a page with more, and that is without going 
onto the programs which are perfectly pre
sented but are about as educational as the 
back of a box of matches. 

Unfortunately, most of the computer 
magazines devote very little space to edu
cational software, seeing their market as the 
games market. This is a little surprising given 
that the breakdown for 1983 software sales 
showed £26 million for games and £12 mil
lion for education, not too great a gap. If you 
want to keep in touch w ith new material 
coming out, though, then a subscription to 
the magazine Educational Computing will 
be vital. The address is 8 Herbal Hill, Lon
don ECl R 5El, and the magazine carries 
reviews of a great deal of new software (as 
well as books and other items of interest) 
although even this cannot hope to keep up 
with the estimated 100 new pieces of edu
cational software be ing published every 
month - they can probably do a better job 

I of keeping up than you can, though, and 
they will warn you off the truly appalling 
material, such as the examples quoted 
above. 

Fun can be good 

This is not to say that all educational soft
ware is poor, far from it, and there is some 
excellent material around, the best being 
those examples which use the computer's 
unique facilities in the way they should be 
used, rather than treating them as little more 
than mechanised books. Computers are 
fast, and most can produce excellent gra
ph ics and sound. Software can take 
advantage of these features and produce, 
for example, educational games based on 
children's arcade favourites such as Space 
Invaders and Pac-Man. While many teach
ers will no doubt be appalled at the 
suggestion that learning can sometimes be 
fun, these arcade-style packages are not to 
be dismissed as they can actually give a 
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Learning with the computer is fun even for the yo unger student 

ch ild a good incentive to learn things like 
multiplication tables and spellings. 

Education is often thought of in the same 
way as medicine: it has to be bad to be 
doing you good. Be warned, though: it's 
easy to shove out a piece of software 
labelled something like Maths Invaders and 
pretend it's educational. If the child enjoys 
playing it then he or she will no doubt go 
along w ith this pretence, bu~ it's up to the 
teacher to evaluate the usefulness of the 
package and test whether the information is 
actually going in or not. 

At the moment the computer is still new, a 
novelty, and because it is used for playing 
games at home many teachers are no doubt 
suspicious, wary of allowing these monsters 
into the classroom to meet the monsters 
already there - no, not the pupils, but tech
nological breakthroughs of the past that are 
also enjoyed at home, such as books, radio, 
tape recorders, TV and video recorders. At 
the other extreme are the people who think 
that computers are the ultimate answer to 
the meaning of life, the universe and the 
education process as well. The truth, as 
usual, is to be found somewhere in the mid
dle. 

Micros can be used to do things no other 
medium can emulate, such as making use of 
their moving colour graphics to recreate the 
perfect chemical experiment which can be 
stopped at any point, or repeated endlessly 
if desired, and as such they should take their 
place with the other technology that is avail
able to the teacher. 

In no way do they supersede books or 
other resources, which is what some of the 
poorer software tries to use them to do. 
There is no po int in transferring a page of 
information from a book and displaying it 
instead on a TV screen unless the micro can 
add something to aid the pupil's under
standing of the subject. Computers are too 
often used as simply expensive page turn
ers. 

The beginning, not the end 
One fear that some teachers seem to 

have is that micros, with the attraction of 
their music and action, will take pupils away 
from boring old books· and so help bring 
about the end of civi lisation as we know it. 
That has not been the experience of Rosetta 
Mcleod, who is Principal Teacher of English 
at Linksfield Academy in Aberdeen. Her 
book, Learning with Adventure Programs 
(Melbourne House, £5.95), explains how 
she developed work units based around 
three adventure programs, all originally 
published for the games rather than the 
schools market: The Hobbit, Valha lla and 
Snowball. 

For those who may not be familiar with 
adventure programs, there isn't really room 
here to explain fullv what they are, but they 
could be' described as interactive fiction. 
No teacher can be unfamiliar with the game 
of Dungeons a'l.d Dragons (but if you are 
then ask any pupil to explain it to you), and 
computer adventure games are merely 
developments of that style of game. You 
must respond to the words and pictures that 
appear on the screen in order to overcome 
problems and plot your way through the 
story to achieve whatever goal you have 
been set. In The Hobbit, for example, the 
person sitting at the keyboard assumes the 
role of Bilbo Baggins and must aim to kill the 
dragon Smaug and collect the treasure that it 
is guarding. This is done by issuing com
mands to the computer, which progresses 
the story accordingly ... or note, as the case 
may be. You use commands such as GET 
THE MAP, READ THE MAP, GO EAST, EAT 
THE FOOD and so on. 

The other adventures used by Mrs 
Mcleod, Valhalla and Snowball, deal with 
the worlds of the Norse Gods and of 
science-fiction respectively. The author 
explains that pupils became so enthusiastic 
at ' living' the story of The Hobbit via the 
computer rather than merely reading the 
text in class that they made the "unheard of" 
request to take copies of the book home 
with them. As further evidence of the useful
ness of computers in the classroom she 



CAL 
says: "Teachers who have worked with 
micro-computers in Remedial departments 
are firmly convinced that their use can 
increase motivation among less able pupils, 
can force these children to pay more atten
tion to detail, and may increase the ir span of 
concentration. After using adventure 
programs with a whole class, I can confirm 
these views." 

Mrs. McLeod also discovered that by 
becoming interested in computers herself 
she developed a better relationship with her 
pupils because she was sharing one of their 
enthusiasms. A further advantage that 
adventure games have for learning is that 
there are no sex barriers with them. Where 
boys tend to enjoy the shooting style of 
Invaders game, which most girls find boring, 
both . sexes respond equally well to adven
ture games and this helps to increase the 
interest of girls in computers themselves. As 
the writer of adventure columns in two mag
azines, I can confirm that there is a 
considerable response from female readers 
who enjoy the intellectual challenge of 
adventures. 

Active response 

Learning with Adventure Programs 
(which, incidentally, is ridiculously over
priced at£5.95 for just 86 pages) goes on to 
show examples of the pupils' responses in 
words and pictures to using the various pro
grams, and sample work units based round 
these three adventures are given. Valhalla, 
for instance, was used in conjunction with a 
recording of Viking stories by Magntl~'Mag
nusson, as well as several reference books, 
so that the pupils came to have a better 
understanding 'of the various characters 
involved in the adventure, and why they 
responded in the way they did to the differ
ent commands typed in. ("We can't ask Loki 
to kill Hel because she is his daughter!") 

The book concludes with a section show
ing how different groups of pupils then went 
on to write their own original adventure 
programs using a commercial package 
called The Quill. (Gilsoft, £14.95 for CBM 
64). Briefly, this is a piece of software which 
contains the framework for an adventure, 
with you typing in the details for yourself. 
This is over-simplifying what is a very tho
rough and exciting piece of software, one 
which encourages creative thought, with 
adventure games themselves useful in 
school for developing reading, writing, art, 
comprehension and discussion skills 
amongst others. 

To use The Quill requires no programm
ing knowledge, and nor does the use of 
Logo, although this is in fact a kind of pro
gramming language. It is also another way in 
which computers can be used and can be 
useful in the classroom. If you're going to be 
familiar with computers in the classroom, 
then you have to be familiar with Logo, not 
to mention turtles. These aren't to be added 
to the nature table, and require a lot less • 
attention than rabbits and guinea pigs, so 
don't be nervous. 

The robotic turtle is simply a device which 
is contro lled by commands typed in at the 

keyboard, or alternatively the turtle can just 
be a speck or shape on the TV screen which 
also responds to the commands. Either tur
tle can draw, leaving a trace behind it, or can 
move about without leaving a trace. The 
user can issue commands such as GO FOR
WARD 10 UNITS, TURN RIGHT 
THROUGH 90, GO BACK 15 UNITS, 
DRAW A CIRCLE OF RADIUS 5 UNITS, and 
so on, though the commands won't be 
worded in exactly that fashion. Each instruc
tion will be carried out, or a series of 
instructions can be given to construct a cer
tain shape, say a square. 

Logo is a language that learns as well as 
teaches, so that if you have given it the se
quence of commands needed in order to 
draw a square, you can tell it to 'remember' 
the instruction SQUARE, and it will go 
through that sequence of commands every 
time you type in SQUARE, even though the 
word wasn't originally in its vocabulary. 

If you then want to move on to draw a 
house combining commands such as 
SQUARE, CIRCLE, TRIANGLE etc, you can 
label the resulting sequence of moves 
HOUSE, and the program will retain this in 
its memory for future use. Anyone using 
Logo must learn to think logically in order to 
initially break down a shape into its compo
nent parts, and by building up the separate 
smaller routines into one large drawing rou
tine the user will be learning how to 
construct computer programs without real
ising it, and can later go on to more 
sophisticated rrogramming languages. 

Micro vitality 
In a world of high unemployment and a 

great demand for computer programmers 
and technicians, who can deny this class
room use of the micro? Early familiarity is 
very important. 

Micros are vital in the classroom for this 
very reason, that they are now a large part of 
the modern world, like it or not, and teach
ers have a duty to their pupils to familiarise 
them with computer terminology as much 

Pupils of Garth School, Bracknell, 
enjoying the activities provided by the 
Times Network for Schools - a national 
electronic mail and information service 

---

as possible. And if you yourself aren't 
knowledgeable, how can you do that? 
Teachers also owe it to themselves, unless 
they feel absolutely secure in their jobs, and 
if they do then they're not like the teachers 
that I know. Micros can also do away with a 
lot of the drudgery of record-keeping and 
letter-writing, and with many programs 
being self-marking, individual pupils or 
groups can be left working with the micro 
and their progress quickly monitored at the 
end, rather than having to read through and 
evaluate several pages of exercises. Though 
the micro might take time to set up, it can be 
like having an extra teacher on hand during 
the lesson. 

The British Government's original plans 
to have one micro per school were certainly 
laudable, but the obvious corollary of this is 
that you have one school per micro. Admit
tedly this could be useful with some of the 
more complicated games on the market, 
which seem to need about 500 hands at the 
keyboard simultaneously, but for educa
tional purposes there is a limit to the number 
of children you should be trying to squeeze 
round a computer at one time. One micro 
per classroom is the better aim, whether it 
be a Commodore, Spectrum, BBC or anyth
ing else, but in an economic climate where 
many schools are having to rely on parents 
raising money simply to buy the books that 
they need, what chance do computers have 
of taking their rightful place in the class
room? 
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UNISTAT 
STATISTICAL PACKAGE 

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION: Ma in output consists of estimated coefficients. 
(·5{aI5. standard errors. R2. corrected R 2: . standard error of regress ion. F stat. and 
Durbin-Watson stat. Further output options: multiple correlat ion matrix. va r-cova T 
matrix . ANDY A of regress ion. residuals . plot of residuals. interpolation. Data opt ions: 
Log/In option for each variable . no-consta nt regression . choice of dependent va riable. 
se lection of independent variables. auto-omiss ion of linearly dependent va riables. 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, SCATTER DIAGRAMS AND TIME SERIES PLOTS; 
One-way and two-way (without interaction) ANOY A tables. sca tter diagrams of pa ired 
data and time series plo ts with auto-scaling. 

STATISTICAL TESTS, CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND PROBABILITY DIS
TRIBUTIONS: Basic Slats on each column of data (s ize. sum . mean. variance . std. dev.). 
Chi -square (contingency table) . t (one sample, two sample. paired). F. Mann-Whi tney 
U . and Wilcoxon signed rank tests. Pearson·s. Spearman's rank and Kendall"s rank corr. 
coefs. Chi-square . t. F. binomial. Poisson and normal (std . . non-std .) distribu tions. 
Results of tests and corr . coefs are displayed with significance levels. 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS, FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AND HISTOGRAMS: 
Analysis of raw data or data with frequency counts. Raw data sorted and grouped. 
Choice of lower bounds and class inte rva ls. Absolute . cumulative and relati ve 
frequencies. Histograms with up to 200 classes . Output displays sum. rnean . rnea n 
deviation. median. variance . std . dev .. 3rd and 4th moments. skewness. kurtosis. range. 
etc . 

All programs are datafile compatible with Matrix Ope rations program in UN IM AX 
package . Data matrix capacity examples (columns by rows): CBM-64; 2x 1250. 5x700. 
IOx380, BBC-B; 2x750. 5x400. IOx200. 48K Spectrum; 2x 1800. 5x900. IOx500. CBM-64 
(disk/eass): £85, BBC-B (disk/cass): £85, 48K Spectrum (mdvcart/cass): £60 

UNIMAX 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING PACKAGE 

LINEAR PROGRAMMING: A powerful and instructive optimisa tio n program capable 
of handling all sort s of linear programrning problerns (min/rn ax. any combination of < =. 
=. >= constraints and xl>=O. xl<=(). -tX<xj<a sign constraints}. Prirnal . canonical . 
dua l and the ir sol utions arc displayed in standard mathematical form . Unbounded 
problem and no feas ible solution prompts. Edit option fo r a ll inputs. Capaci ty examples 
(va riab les by constraints): CBM-64; IOx35. 25x30. 4Ox25. BBC-B; IOx25. 20x20 . 48K 
Spectrum; IOx45. 25x35. 50x25. 

MATRIX OPERATIONS: In version. transposi tion. dete rminant. pre- and pos t
multiplica tion. scalar mult iplica tion. addition and subtrac tion of matrices and vectors. 
Any output can in turn be used as the input of the next ope ration witho ut re -typing. 
Matrices can be saved or loaded at any stage. Datafile compa tible with UNISTAT 
package. Capacit ies: CBM -64; 35x35. BBC-B: 25x25. 48K Spectrum; 45x45. 

CBM-64 (disk/cass): £60, BBC-B (disk/eass): £60, 48K Spectrum (mdvea rt/cass): £45. 

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 4BK SPECTRUM 
INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS SET: £25 

ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY: £9 .95 • BIBLIOFILE: £9.95 
POLYNOMIALS: £6,95 • INTEGRATION: £6.95 

To: UNISOFT LIMITED 
(Dept. C) 29 ST PETER'S STREET, LONDON Nl 8JP, 

TEL: 01·3590978 
Prices include VAT and de li ve ry within the UK . For o rde rs from Europe add 
£ 1.50. outside E urope £3 .00 pe r item fo r a irma il pos t. Deale rs e nquiries welcome. 

COMPATIBLE 
WITH COMMODORE 64, SSC.S, 4BK SPECTRUM 

Dealers, contact 
Lightning, Proteus, 
Centresott, Microdeal 
or Tiger. 

* Comprehensive user manual * Full data handling facilities (display, print, change, save, load) * All results can be printed out * 

FOR CONNOISSEURS 
OF MODE~ LANGUPGE LfAA\JING 

COMMODORE 64 • BBC (32K) .ELECTRON • SPECTRUM (48K) 
.--------=-

All titles are 
immediately 

available from good 
computer stores or 

by 24-hour mail 
order. Price £8.95 

(overseas 
orders add £1) 

For beginners, O-Ievel and beyond, these best-seHing programs are uniqUe and highly successful aids to language learning. Each cassette provides a 
comprehensive senes of vocabulary lessons and a vanety of self-paced learning and test modes. All accents and special characters are clearly displayed and 

different colours denote masculine, feminine and neuter words to reinforce gender learning. 
The create command enables new lessons In vocabu lary or grammar to be entered, edited as required, then saved on tape. By using this simple yet vital 

feature, homework lists and exam revision can be retained indefinitely and recalled on demand. 
Two cassettes are available for each language, covering t.housands of words; Level A provides 16 lessons in general vocabulary; Level B provides a further 16 

lessons Including adJectives, adverbs and fully conjugated verb lists. 

KOSMOS SOFTWARE LTD 1 Pilgrims Close, Harlington, DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6LX Tel: (05255) 3942 

The French Mistress Level A @ £8,95 0 The French Mistress Level B @ £8.95 0 
The German Master Level A @ £8.95 0 The German Master Level B @ £8.95 0 
The Spanish Tutor Level A @ £8.95 0 The Spanish Tutor Level B @ £8.95 0 

KOSMOS SOFTWARE LTD. 
1 Pilgrims Close, Harlington, DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6LX. 

Computer type ...... ... ... (Commodore 64/ BBC/ Electron/ Spectrum) 

Mr/ Mrs/ Miss .. ..... ... ... .... ....... , ........ ... ... ...... .... . . 

Address 

. ..... Postcode 



EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE CHECKLISllT ~~~~~~ 
I 

Product Description Age Group Machine Price Company Address 

Mr. T.'s Money Box Simple addition, coin shapes 3-7 64 Casso £9.95 Ebury Software 72 Broadwick Street, 
Mr. T. Tells The Time 3-7 64 Casso £9.95 London Wl V 2BP. 
Mr. T.'s Measuring Games Sizes, etc. 3-7 64 Casso £9.95 Tel: 01-439 7144. 
Mr. T.'s Alphabet Games Letters & letter shapes 3-7 64 Casso £9.95 
Mr. T.'s Number Game Simple counting 3-7 64 Casso £9.95 
Mr. T. Shape Games Extending vocabulary (shapes) 3-7 64 Casso £9.95 
Mr. T. Meets His Match Matching games 5-11 64 Casso £9.95 
Mr. T. In The Mystery Maze Reasoning 7-11 64 Casso £9.95 
Mr. T.'s Jungle Stories Reading/vocabulary 4-8 64 Casso £9.95 
Mr. T.'s Simple Sums Addition/Subtraction 4-8 64 Casso £9.95 
Mr. T. Makes Music Musical jigsaw puzzle and 4-8 64 Cass.(2) £9.95 

music creation program 

Ftffel Tower French vocabulary 9+ 64 Casso £7.95 Chalksoft 37 Willowslea Road, 
Disk £10.95 Worcester WR3 7QP. 

Words and Pictures Recognising words 3-7 64 Casso £9.95 Tel: 090555192 
Disk£12.95 

Decimals Maths 9-15 VIC 20 Cass.£9.25 
Note Invaders Note recognition in music 7+ Casso £9.25 
Inkosi Survival game (Africa) 9+ Casso f6.95 
Invisible Man Learning compass points 7-14 Cass.£6.95 
Metrics Quiz Metric system 10-15 Cass.f6.95 
Pascal's Triangle Main properties & construction 8-13 Casso £6.95 

of Pascal's triangle 
Sequences Mathematical sequences 8-15 Casso £6.95 

Bailiff Spelling game 14+ 64 Casso £9.95 Sulis Software 4 Church Street, 
Disk£12.95 Abbey Green, 

Starter Word Splits Word recognition (200 words) 4-8 64 " Bath BA 1 1 NL. 
Junior Word Splits 500 words according to spelling 6-10 64 " Tel: 0225 61929 
Just a Mot French vocabulary (5 topics) 12+ 64 " 

Sol-de-rol Spelling program 6-9 64 " 
Open Sesame Spelling program 10+ 64 " 

Besieged Crossword-type spelling game 15+ 64 " 
Tense French French regular & irregular verbs 11+ 64 " 

with 8 tenses 
TIme Traveller History games 7+ 64 " 

Word Power Vocabulary enrichment 11+ 64 " 
Sixers Game of words & logic 13+ 64 " 

The Grammar Tree 3-part grammar course 13+ 64 " 

Time Trucker Time-keeping 8-14 64 Cass.f7.95 ASK London House, 
68 Upper Richmond 
Road, SW15 2RP. 
Tel: 01-8146046 

Amazing Ollie Counting & movement skills 4-8 64 Casso £6.95 Storm Software Winchester House, 
Disk£10.95 Sherborne, Dorset. 

Ollie Octopus' Sketch Pad Drawing lines/shapes, pictures 4-8 64 Casso £6.95 Tel: 0935 813528 
Disk £10.95 

Olympics '84 Olympic Games facts & figures 9+ 64 Casso £14.95 
Disk £17.45 

Kids On Keys Keyboard skills builder 3-9 64 Cass.f9.95 Spinnaker WHS Distributors, 
Aelean Voyage Learning skills builder 8-Adult 64 Casso £9.95 Software, rnc. St.lohn's House, 
Ma e-A-Face Computer skills builder 3-8 64 Cass.£9.95 East Street, 
Alphabet Zoo Language skills builder 3-8 64 Cass.£9.95 Leicester l E 1 . 
Fraction Fever Maths skills builder 7-Adult 64 Casso £9.95 Tel: 0533 551196 
Aif In The Colour Caves Learning skills builder 3-6 64 Casso f9.95 
Kindercomp learning skills builder 3-8 64 Cass. £9.95 

Up&Add'Em Maths skills 3-7 64 Casso £9.95 Fisher-Price WHS Distributors, 
Number Tumblers Maths skills 8-12 64 Casso £9.9S St. John's House, 
Dance Fantasy Creative skills 4-8 64 Casso £9.95 East Street, 
Logic Levels Learning skills 7-12 64 Casso £9.95 Leicester LE1. 

Tel: 0533 551196 

UK Geography Geographical knowledge 10-12 64 Cass. £7.95 Superior Software Regent House, Skinner 
World Geography Geographical knowledge 10-12 64 Casso £7.95 Lane, Leeds LS7 lAX. 

Tel: 0532 459453 

Flashcards Alphabet & Basic skills (also in French and 1,.:.) 64 Casso £5.00 Toddlersoft 1 Catlin Cottage, 
Spelling Spanish) Diskf7.50 Ewelme, 

Oxon OX9 6HX. 
Tel: 0491 39066 

The French Mistress French 9-0/level 64 Cass.(2) f6.95 Kosmos Soft...!,are 1 Pilgrims Close, 
The German Master German 9-0/level 64 Cas.(2) £8.95 Harlington, Dunstable, 
The Spanish Tutor Spanish 9-0/level 64 Cass.(2l £8.95 Beds. lU5 6LX. 

Tel: 052553942 
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CH ECKL I ST --
Product Description Age Group Machine Price Company Address 

Postman Pat Trail Game Problem-solving and logic 4-6 64 Casso £5 .95 Longman Longman House, 
3D Hyper Maths Addition, Subtraction, 8+ 64 Casso £7.95 Burnt Mi ll, Harlow, 

Mu ltiplication, Division Essex. 
BMX Number Jump Addition, Subtraction, 6-10 64 Casso £7.95 Tel: 0279 26721 

Multipl ica tion 
Word Wobbler Spell ing 8+ 64 Casso £7.95 
Exam Revision Software 

Maths French Music 
Physics Biology Exam Revisio n CSE & O/Ievel 64 Casso £7.95 
Chemistry Computer 
Studies 

w ~ ~ 

First Steps With The Pre-reading ski lls 3-8 64 Casso £8.95 Mirrorsofl Holborn (i rlu;, 
Mr. Men London EClP lOG. 
Count With Oliver Introducing Sets 4-7 64 Cas. £7.95 Tel: 01 -822 \{947 
look Sharp! 2 programs - 6 games 3-11 64 Casso £7.95 

;CileG, ;:':"f'~f:,:1 
Qukk Thinking! Space Invaders - simple 7+ .64 Casso £7.95 

addition, subtraction, ta bles 
Caesar's Travels (Caesar the Cat) Very early 64 Casso £7.95 

readers 
. 

Fun To Learn Spell ing, accounting, word 6-12 64 Casso £6.95 Shards 
recognition, arithmetic Linton ROdd, 

! Monster Maths 5 programs 6-14 64 Cas. £6.95 Barking, E;;(o'x. 
Tel: 0 '1-591 76(,6 

, ~ ~ -
Roboforth Extension of Forth language. PET & 64 Robot + Cyber Robotic~ 1 Di tton Walk, 

Talk to diffe rent parts of the Cass.lDisk £650 Cambridg<' CB5IlQ/. 
robot. Tel: 0223 210675 

Application Software Suite of 5 programs PET & 64 Robot + 
Disk £250 
, m-ww 'W 

Shakespeare -
Julius Caesar - Macbeth -
Merchant of Venice - Shakespeare CSE & O/Ievel 64 Casso £7.95 P(o'nguin Boob 536 King"; R(),l(1, 
Romeo & Juliet - Twelfth London SW1 0 OUII. 
Night - Henry IV Part I T(o' I: 01-.>51 21') I 

- - - . .-

That's one answe .. ,he.-e's a IIIO.-e p .. acticalone
BREDEN'S BASIC 

Much as we all love the Commodore 64 for piaying 
games or running our business software on, when it comes 
down' to' t.ae· nitty'gritty of learning more about the computer 
and doing some programming, there is much room for 
improvement. 

That is why we created BREDENS BASIC:- it may not be 
the only extended basic around, but after reading the 
following information we are sure it is the G'nly one you'll buy. 

BREDENS BASIC - the Essential Extended Basic for the 
Commodore 64 incorporating High Resolution Colour 
Graphics, Structured Programming Techniques, 
Multi-Colour Graphics, User Defined Character Graphics, 
Music and Sound Synthesis and Toolkit Facilities plus many 
other useful features. 

BREDENS BASIC has more commands, 135 in all, for the 
programmer to use than any other Extended Basic currently 
available, and drives the Sound. and Graphic chips to their 
fullest extent short of writing in Machine Code. . 



• Each command fully explained with example and 
explanation. 

• Allows control of up to two joysticks or 4 paddles. 
• Automatic light pen co-ordinate scaling. 
• SPRITES and U.D.G's may be SAVEd or LOADed directly 

from tape or disc. The same is true of HI-RES GRAPHICS. 
• Makes obsolete the need to calculate RAM addresses for 

any graphic commands. 
• BREDENS BASIC comes with a 180pp easy to use rt:Ianual plus 

disc and cassette in a presentation box. 
• Less than 8K BREDENS BASIC allows plenty of room for 

program development. 

BREDENS BASIC OFFERS 
Great value for money at £39.95, a 
higher degree of versatility and tremendous user friendliness . 
All in one easy to use package. 

C.S.M. (Consolidated Software Marketing). Suite 40, Strand House,-
Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex. TWa 9EX. Telephone 01-560 4191. 



CHECKLIST 
Product Description Age Group Machine Price Company Address 

4 Games For Children Simple spelling, counting 4-10 64 Casso £6.99 Kindersoft P.O. Box 123, 
Stone, Staffs. 
Tel: 0782 643219 

Punctuation Pete 3 levels punctuation 6+ 64 Cass. £9.95 Hill MacGibbon 92 Fleet Street, 
Special Agent Coded messages 9+ 64 Casso £9.95 Lond6ri EC4. 
Ballooning Flight simulation 9+ 64 Casso £9.95 Tel: 01-353 6482 
Car Journey Maths (running a delivery 9+ 64 Casso £9.95 

service) 

Toddler Tutor Alphabet, numbers, matching 3-5 64 Casso £6 .95 Channel 8 51 Fisher Gate, 
Primary Maths Simple addition, subtraction 5-8 64 Casso £6.95 Software Preston, Lancs. 
Maths Tutor Multiplication, division, 8-1 2 64 Casso £6 .95 Tel: 0772 53057 

subtraction 
Gotcha Maths Addition, subtraction, 10+ 64 Casso £6.95 

multiplication, division 

Active Computer Learning Simple way of learning to use a Adult 64 Cass.(2) £7.95 Express Software 73 Watery Lane, 
computer. Certificate available Birmingham B94HN. 
at end of course. Tel:021-7714711 

Product Carrier's Menu 16+ 64& Casso £9.95 Ivan Berg Dunluce House, 
Planner VIC20 4 Canfield Gardens, 
Patrick Moore's 64 Disk£12.65 I-iampstead NW6. 
Astronomy Program Tel : 01-328 3341 
Know Your Own 64 & Casso £9.95 
Personality VIC20 
Know Your Own I.Q. 64& Casso £9.95 

VIC 20 
Know Your Child's I.Q. 64& Casso £9.95 

VIC20 
Money Manager 64& Casso £9.95 

VIC20 Disk £12.65 
Road User VIC20 Casso £9.95 
Matchmaker 64& Casso £9.95 
(compatibility) VIC 20 
BBS Mastermind General knowledge & specia li st 64& Casso £9.95 

subjects VIC 20 
QuizMaster Write & run your own quizzes 64& Casso £9.95 

VIC20 
BBC Ask The Family 64& Casso £9.95 

VIC 20 
Test your Child Series General knowledge, reading, 7-11 VIC 20 Casso £9.95 

arithmetic, spelling (2) 
Revision Series English, Maths (2), Biology, O/ Ievel 64& Casso £9.95 

Chemistry, Physics, Geography, VIC 20' 
French, German, Computer except 
Studies, 20th Centu ry History French, 

German & 
Computer 

Studies 

Introduction To Levels I &" Reading age 64& Cass. £19.95 each Holiday Brothers 172 Finney Lane, 
Programming Video & above VIC 20 Audio & Video Heald Green, 
Cassettes Ltd. Cheadle, Cheshire. 

Tel: 061-437 0538/9 

Get Ready to Read with BJ Pre-school Reading Skills 3-7 64 Cass./Disk £11.99 Commodore 1 Hunters Lane, 
Bear Weldon, Corby, 
Get Ready for Numbers Pre-school Maths Skills 3-7 64 Cass./Disk £11.99 N. Hants NN17 lQX. 
with BJ Bear Tel: 0536 205252 
Words, Words, Words Vocabu lary Builder 5-8 64 Casso £11.99 
Number Puzzler Mental Arithmetic 3-7 64 Casso £4.99 
Facemaker Observation Skills 5-10 64 Casso £5.99 
Pathfinder Spatial Orientation & Planning 5-8 64 Casso £5.99 
Humpty Dumpty & Cock 
Robin 

Logic and memory 7-10 64 Casso £5.99 

Hide and Seek Memory Skills 4-10 64 Casso £9.99 
Adds and Subs Maths Skills 4-6 64 Casso £5.99 

, Number Chaser Arithmetic Estimation 7-12 64 Casso £5.99 
Number Builder Arcade Arithmetic 7-12 64 Casso £5.99 
Number Learning x3 Combines: Number Chaser 7-12 64 Casso £9.99 

Number Puzzler 
Number Builder 

GCE O/Level Revision French, German, Computer 7-8 upwards 64 Casso £9.99 each 
Studies, English Language, 
Biology, Mathematics 1 and 2, 
History, Geography, Physics, 
Chemistry 

fun Mathematics on your Maths Skills 
M'jcro Computer 

7-8 upwards 64 Cass./Disk £9.99 
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Learning is fun 
Learning doesn't have to be dull. We gave a selection of 

educational packages to a panel (rang.ing in age 
from 41h upwards) to discover their reaction 

TODDLER TUTOR 
This program has four games covering a 
wide range of stimulating ideas. 

Game 1 involves the Alphabet and in the 
first part the player can watch the Alphabet 
presented accompanied by the tune 
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star. The second and 
third parts involve either guessing which 
letter comes next, or guessing the letter 
missing from groups of four letters. The 
presentation could be made more excit
ing, I felt. 

Game 2 invo lves counting toys - up to a 
maximum of 20. 

Game 3 involves the use of the Joystick 
and the placing of coloured 'bricks' onto 
the correct part of a rainbow. My child of 
4'/, enjoyed this part, although the two pre
vious games were beyond him . 

Game 4 can alld was played by adults as 
well as children - up to 3 players. Based 
on the card game Snap, where a player has 
to pick two matching cards from a pack 
placed face down, this game allows each 
player to take turns, and keeps an individ
ual score. An enjoyable game, this one, for 
everyone. Toddler Tutor costs £6.95. 

Contact: Channel 8 Software, 57 Fisher 
Gate, Preston, Lancs. Tel: 0772 53057. 

Stewart and Sammy Greene 
and friends 

STORY MACHINE 
A good game for the over 5's; it encour
ages the art of story-making in a simple to 
follow and interesting manner. Using a 
vocabulary of about 40 words (which can 
be flashed up at any time) the child - with 
help from an adult for younger children -
can construct a short story. 

The characters move to suit the verbs 
keyed in. Fairly silly sentences can be con
structed, such as 'B ill eats the fence' and 
these are played out amusingly. There is an 
opportunity to insert the child's own name, 
and that of a dog and cat which give a famil
iar, attractive touch to the game. 

The options presented are 
1 . Watch a story 
2. Take turns writing a story 
3. Write your own story 
4. Make up names for characters. 

The children who tried it found Story 
Machine fun. Available on cassette, Story 
Machine costs £9.95 . 

Contact: Spinnaker, distributed by WHS 
Distributors, St Johns House, East Street, 
Leicester. Tel: 0533 557796. 

Stewart and Sammy Greene 
and friends 

to computer aided learning 

THE FRENCH MISTRESS 
THE SPANISH TUTOR 
One of the problems for any student of lan
guage - particularly for CSE or 0 Level is 
vocabulary. Both these packages solve this 
problem in a simple yet lively form. They 
offer English or the foreign language first. 
They supply related lists, eg the family, the 
house etc and they let the learner choose 
the speed of response - ideal in building 
in ease of use. 

The 0 Level candidates who tried these 
packages with me not only improved their 
vocabula'ry quickly and Significantly, but 
recommended this for use both in class
room with a teacher, in a language 
laboratory or at home as a way of making 
what is a necessary but repetitious task fun 
to do. 

Younger children using them found no 
difficulty at all and responded with enthu
siasm, treating them more as a game than a 
form of education and in consequence 
learning rapidly even if they were not yet 
taking the languages at school. 

Within their own terms as very useful 
assistance.to learning French and Spanish, 
'The French Mistress' and 'The Spanish 
Tutor' are both highly recommendable for 
children and adults. Both are available on 
cassette at £8.95. 

Contact: Kosmos Software, 7 Pilgrim 
Close, Harrington, Dunstable, Beds. Tel: 
052553942. Anthony Maxel 

PUNCTUATION PETE 
Pete, himself is a charming character jump
ing from word to word and waving when a 
passage has been punctuated correctly. 

The player can choose the reading level 
of the passage, and also what type of punc
tuation he/she wants to concentrate on, ie 
full stops and capital letters or question 
marks or commas, or a passage where all 
the punctuation is missing. 

An ideal program for 0 Level, CSE Eng
lish Grammar students, or for any student 
wishing to improve his/ her basic English 
punctuation. 

On side 2 there are three more games 
Thesaurus, Anagrams and Hangman, all of 
which are self-explanatory and enjoyable . 
Except for the loading time - more than 
10 minutes. (When will software manufac
tures realise that, especia lly in educational 
material, fast loading is a must to keep the 
attention?) th is is highly recommendable 
for schools or homes. Punctuation Pete is 
available on cassette at £9.95. 

Contact: Hill MacCibbon, St Bartholo
mew House, 92 Fleet Street, London EC4. 
Tel: 07 -353 6482. 

Stewart and Sammy Greene 
and friends 

MACBETH 
Shakespeare is everpresent in English 
exam inations for the 15 to 18 year old age 
group. Yetthe language, the,breadth ofref
erence and the multiple emotions make 
the plays difficult even for experts. There 
is, therefore, a permanent need for reason
ab ly simple guides to what the plays mean 
and what examiners demand. 

In this category, Penguin 's series is a 
good idea if somewhat unsophisticated. 

Macbeth (ava ilable on cassette at£7.95) 
carries three blocks of choice - the 'con
cepts': ambition, fear, blood etc; the 
characters: Macbeth etc and the scenes 
and acts. The package lets the user relate to 
one of each group and then lists the refer
ences. So you find out, for example, how 
many times in Act 1 Macbeth and ambition 
are mentioned. 

This seems a fairly basic way of appro
aching a complex play. However, it would 
seem that in conjunction with other infor
mation from a teacher it could reinforce 
the sheer weight of remembered evidence 
available to anyone attempting an exami
nation. 

Contact: Penguin Books, 536 King's 
Road, London SW70. OUH. Tel: 07-357 
2393. 

Sylvester Broadwell 
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The CCI Readers Club brings you 
exceptional Commodore compatible 
products at astonishing discounts. You can 
take just one or as many as you like. All 
products listed are substantially below the 
retail price you would otherwise pay. In this 
offer up to 70 % off the recommended retail 
price. We are offering this month an 
extraordinary selection of books and 
software packages from the world famous 
publishers, Pitmans, and the leading U.S. 
computer publishing house Howard W. 
8ams Co. To become a member of the CCI 
Readers Club you simply add 50p for 
membership to the payment for any 
package you buy. You make only one 
membership payment until 1986. You have 
no further obligations or need to buy any 
other product. 

The Lucky 200 
The first 200 new members of the CCI 
Readers Club will receive our added bonus. 
They have the opportunity to buy the 
acknowledged leading software book of its 
kind: Commodore 64 BASIC programs 
(including disk and cassette!) for just £2.95 
(plus p&p). A reduction of almost 70% on the 
recommended retail price. 

Commodore 64 Basic Programs 
(second edition) RRP £8.95, Lucky 200 Price 
£2.95 (plusp&p) 
30 ready-to-run programs for experiment and 
entertainment in education, games, graphics, 
personal, sound, utilities. A perfect collection for 
the interested user. 

Commodore 64 Trivia Data Base RRP 
£ 18.50, CCI Readers Club Price £ 13. 85 (plus p&p) 
Introducing data bases and their application for 
fun and education; enables users to understand 
how a simplified data base is created and why it 
works and how to use it. A key publication for the 
serious user. 

The Tool Kit Series Commodore 64 
Edition RRP £5.95, CCI Readers Club Price 
£4.25 (plus p&p) 
The "tools" are short 5 to 15 line subroutines that 
combine colour, sound and graphics to form a 
variety of educational programs and computer 
games. An exceptional 'tool' for getting the best 
out of your 64. 

Leam BASIC Programming in 14 Days 
on your Commodore 64 RRP £7.95, CCI 
Readers Club Price £5.75 (plus p&p) 
An ea~y to unders~and course for beginners aged 
13+ With explanations of entering and editing 
programs, printing, loops and arrays data 
storage, creating sound and music colour 
animation and designing graphics. 'A mustfor all 
new 64 users. 

TheCCI 
Readers 

Club 
Commodore 64 Starter Book RRP £9.95, 
CCI Readers Club Price £7.25 (plus p&p) 
A common-sense, practical approach introduces 
the reader to programming and understanding the 
Commodore 64. Also covers accessories, 
computer care and choice of software. 
Recognised as an outstanding aid for 64 owners. 

Mostly BASIC: Applications for your 
Commodore 64 RRP £9.95, CCI Readers Club 
Price £7.25 (plusp&p) 
42 trouble-free programs for the novice whether a 
teacher, hobbyist, small-scale business person, 
gamester, home-owner or small-scale investor, 
offers something to save you money and give you 
pleasure. 

Computer Facts Commodore VIC 20 
Commodore 64 RRP £14.95 each, CCI 
Readers Club Price £ 10.95 each (plus p&p) 
Comprehensive packs containing easy to use 
informative technical data. Each includes specific 
information on the individual components plus 
overall trouble shooting hints for keeping your 64 
or VIC 20 in top condition. 

I wish I knew .... about the Commodore 
64 RRP £5.95, CCI Readers Club Price £4.25 
(plusp&p) 
A largely visual approach is used so parents and 
children can grasp basic ideas about computing 
and programming. No previous knowledge of 
computers is assumed. A must for new owners. 

Learning LOGO on the Commodore 64 
RRP £5.95, CCI Readers Club Price £4.25 (plus 
p&p) 
A practical introduction to the exciting new 
advanced language LOGO - quick and easy to 
learn but as versatile as BASIC. The book 
includes many new suggestions for 
experimenting. Ideal for the more serious user. 

PITMAN TYPING Keyboard Skills 
Cassette RRP £9.95, CCI Readers Club Price 
£7.25 (plus p&p) - Disk RRP £14.95, CCI 
Readers Club Price £11.25 (plus p&p) 
An original, flexible keyboard course teaches 
beginners to type with speed and efficiency; 
provides basic skills for typing, specialised 
figurework or data processing. Ideal, too, as a 
refresher course or simply to improve speeds. 

Commodore 64 GRAPHICS 
Compendium RRP £5.95, CCI Readers Club 
Price £4.25 (plus p&p) 
,f>., complete user-graphics package containing a 
large library of pre-defined graphic characters 
and easy-to-use programs enables you to 
produce your own games programs and special 
effects. 

Pocket Guide Commodore 64 RRP £2.50, 
CCI Readers Club Price £1.85 (plus p&p) 
For those with no programming experience, this 
handy reference guide provides vital descriptions 
of the salient features of the C64, and a lead-in to 
the BASIC language. 

Commodore 64 Pro
grammers Reference 
Guide RRP £13.95, CCI 
Readers Club Price £7.95 
(plusp&p) 
All you need to know about 
the 64; everything from gra
phics & sound to advanced 
machine language. A must 
for all 64 owners. 

To: Commodore Computing International, Finsbury 
40 Bowling Green Lane, London EC1 R ONE 

I wish to join the CCI Readers Club. I enclose 50p for 1985 membership. D 
Please send me the packages indicated. 

D I wish to receive the Commodore 64 
Basic Programs at the CCI special price 
of £2.95 (£3.75 inc. p&p) 

D Commodore 64 Trivia Data Base £14.95 
inc. p&p 

D The Tool Kit Series - Commodore 64 
Edition £4.95 inc. p&p 

D Learn Basic Programming in 14 Days on 
Your Commodore 64 £6.50 inc. p&p 

D 
D 
D 

Commodore 64 starter Book £8.15 inc. 
p&p 

Mostly BASIC: Applications for Your 
Commodore 64 £8.25 inc. p&p 

Computer Facts: VIC 20 £11 .25 inc p&p 

o Cheque 0 Postal Order 0 Access 

Cheques should be made payable to Croftward Limited 
Allow 28 days for delivery. 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Computer Facts: Commodore 64 
£11.25 inc. p&p 

I Wish I Knew About The Commodore 
64 £4.95 inc. p&p 

Learning LOGO on the Commodore 64 
£4.95 inc. p&p 

Pitman Typing Keyboard Skills (cass.) 
£7.95 inc. p&p 

Pitman Typing Keyboard Skills (disk) 
£11.95 inc. p&p 

Commodore 64 Graphics compendium 
£4.95 inc. p&p 

D Commodore 64 Pocket Guide £2.15 inc. 
p&p 

D Commodore 64 Proorammers 
Reference Guide £8.95 inc. p&p 

I enclose 1£ I for payment in full. 
No. . 

ITIlIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Name (BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE). _______ ______ _______ ____ _ _ 

Address ____________ ___________ ____ _ __ _ 



Computer journalist Peter Arnott-Job evaluates a selection 
of newly-released computer books. 

THE EASY GUIDE TO 
YOUR COMMODORE 64, 
by Joseph Kascmer - £6.95 
Most reviewers must surely be running out 
of things to say about books that introduce 
the beginner to a computer. The Easy Guide 
to Your Commodore 64 is one of the better 
efforts but even so it's difficult to get over
excited about. It's really an expanded, more 
understandable version of the 64's 
notoriously poor manual. 

Rather than investing in a book which 
claims to teach all you need to know about 
the Commodore 64 and to take you. from 
beginner to advanced programmer in 200 
pages and two weeks, you'd be much bet
ter off buying a book like this to start off with. 

The book is American, of course, and that 
means that some of the programs will not be 

COMMODORE 64 BASIC 
PROGRAMS IN MINUTES, 
by Stanley R Trost - £8.95 
Commodore 64 Basic Programs in Minutes 
is a useful book that's basically a library of 
small programs. These programs average 
something like 20 lines but that doesn't 
mean to say they're not useful. Many of the 
programs are really subroutines and will 
eventually build into a much bigger pro
gram. The chapter headings sum up the sort 
of programs contained in the book: Home 
and Business Finance, Useful Business Pro
grams, Real Estate Programs, Data Analysis 
Programs, Record Keeping Programs and 
Mathematics' Practice Programs. 

CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
The fo llowing three books take the score 'so 
far to Kids Books 3/Adult Books 3. Or, on 
another level USA Books 5/ Rest of the 
World Books 1. 

The figures are not an accident. They 
rea lly do reflect the situation - children's 
books are a very important market and the 
computer book publish ing scene, espe
cially as far as Commodore machines are 
concerned, is dominated by America. 
(Homework Helper is not, strictly speaking, 
a chi ldren's book. It's a book which helps 
adults write prog'rams that will help their 
children so it is aimed at the children's mar
ket.) 

All three are from the USA but they have 
one other thing in common - they are 
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directly relevant to many of Commodore 
Computing International's readers outside 
the USA. However, it only takes a little com
mon sense to adapt the programs to suit 
your own country. The details of tax sys
tems, pension arrangements and the buying 
and selling of property might be different 
but the principles are basically the same all 
over the world. Even so it's a shame that 
publishers don't try harder to meet the 
demands of the international market. 

Commodore 64 Basic Programs in 
Minutes is by no means a major culprit in this 
respect. It's usefulness probably outweighs 

THE GUIDE TO 
COMMODORE 64 
SOFTWARE, by John 
Darling - £5.95 
In The Guide To Commodore 64 Software, 
author John Darling examines something 
like 250 pieces of software. It's a book 
which, though useful, has inevitable draw
backs. First of all, as John Darling himself 
admits, the software scene is constantly 
changing and a book like this is bound to be 
out of date soon after it's published. How
ever, he seems to have stuck to the better 
software, the sort of stuff that's likely to last 
some time. In the circumstances this book 
does an excellent job. 

The second, perhaps more serious draw
back, may also be inevitable. The 
assessments of the software read as if they 
were written by the software houses them
selves and then rewritten by the author. He 
makes no attempt at an accurate assess-

excellent. They are better than most of the 
books that come into this office in almost 
every respect. It seems odd doesn't it that 
computer books for children in general are 
better than other books although there are 
the inevitable odd few that let the side 
down. 

You've read some strong words on the 
book review pages of Commodore Com
puting International about the consistently 
pathetic production standards in computer 
publishing. Keying in programs from a book 
full of programs which you're told to key in 
so often means destroying the book. Half a 
pound of indestructible glue has been used 
to reinforce the spine and there's no way 
that the book can be opened flat without 

disadvantages caused by its failure to travel 
well. If you're a small businessman or self
employed, own a Commodore 64 · and 
want to learn more about programming 
while producing something useful this is 
well worth looking at. But don't expect to 
produce marvellous business software 
overnight. And, as the author himself warns, 
don't expect a Basic teaching manual. You'll 
undoubtedly learn a lot about programming 
as a by product but the book is not intended 
to be a tuto r. 
Contact: Sybex Computer Books, Unit 4, 
Bourne Industrial Estate, Bourne Road, Cray
ford, Kent. 

ment of the software but rather gives a more 
or less straightforward description of each 
product. The problems of assessing sof
tware are enormous. The best way of doing 
it is by using the software over a reasonable 
period. John Darling may well have used all 
the software himself but anyone who has 
used some of the more advanced business 
software knows that discovering all the 
good and bad points can take a good few 
.weeks of fairly heavy use. I don't particularly 
blame John Darling from avoiding the 
attempt to produce objective assessments 
but personal comments and recommenda
tions would have been invaluable. 

In spite of its drawbacks The Guide to 
Commodore Software will undoubtedly 
prove useful. Especially for anyone receiv
ing a 64 as a present and who's looking 
around for su.itable software. 

Contact: Granada Technical Books, Gra
nada Books, 8 Grafton Street, London Wl X 
3LA. 

breaking the spine in at least half a dozen 
places. Publishers who produce such books 
are either stupid or they don't give a damn 
about their readers. 

it's therefore refreshing to find three 
books in one batch that have spiral binding. 
All such books ought to have spiral binding. 
Computer book buyers pay enough to 
deserve better treatment. 

The three books are well put together and 
it's obvious that a great deal of thought has 
gone into each one. They have been care
fully planned and are therefore logically 
structured, very important when you're 
dealing with children ortalkingto those who 
deal with children. 



HOMEWORK HELPER: 
USEFUL PROGRAMS FOR 
COMMODORE 
COMPUTERS, by Michael 
Ports with Herb Kohl -
£6.75 
Homework Helper is a difficult book to 
review because this reviewer found it 
intensely irritating. Everything about it is 
excellent except for the style of writing. It's 
nice and chatty and friendly but, oh dear, it's 
also so patronising. The author talks to you 
as if you' re a child using lots of phrases like: 
'Are you with me?' and 'As I was saying'. This 
beginning to a chapter called Mathfax (why 
must computerates pervert the English lan
guage so much?) is typical: "'Two and two 
are four; four and four are eight... " The 
mathematical facts of life are never easy and 
everyone has a pet bugaboo (for me, it's 
eight times seven.)' You know what you can 
do with your bugaboo! 

If you don't find that sort of language irri
tating - and I can only suppose that most 
Americans don't - then you will find this a 
very useful book. Although it's intended to 
help parents or teachers with their kids' edu-

'" 
'" 

cation it should also teach the adults a great 
deal about computers. 

Contact: Prentice Hall International, 66 
Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. 

BASIC IS CHILD'S PLAY, by 
Judy Gordon and Marsha 
Schemel- £16.95 

Basic is Child's Play does a very different 
job. Being American it explains that it's 
aimed at elementary school children. In Bri
tain that means primary school children. 
The child will probably have been reading 
for a couple of years and that probably 
means a minimum age of around seven 
years. The clear, uncluttered layout and its 
traditional approach make it very easy to 
understand. There are no clever tricks to dis
tract the child, apart from a couple of 
cartoon characters which are not too obtru
sive. 

As far as the UK market is concerned 
Americanisations will prove to be irritating. 
No kid outside America will know what on 
earth is going on when the authors start talk
ing about the Pledge of Allegiance and Stars 
and Stripes. There's also bound to be confu-

sion about "$". What does it mean? String or 
Dollar? "Is the dollar a variable too, daddy?" 
Apart from these inevitable faults it's an 
excellent book which won't sell too many 
copies. At £16.45 who would be surprised? 
Contact: Sybex Computer Books, Unit 4, 
Bourne Industrial Estate, Bourne Road, Cray
ford, Kent. 

POWER UP! KIDS' GUIDE 
TO THE COMMODORE 64, 
by Marty DeJoghe and 
Caroline Earhart - £7.95 
Power Up! is also the obvious result of a 
great deal of thought. It's aimed at the same 
market as Basic is Child's Play but there are 
two major differences. First of all it is just a 
little bit cluttered. The bright, flashy layout 
might we ll appeal to kids but it might also 
distract and confuse them from time to time. 
This is not a serious fault and it wouldn't stop 
me from buying it. The other major differ
ence is the price. At £7.95 Power Up! is less 
than half the price of Basic is Child's Play. 
The price difference does not reflect a huge 
difference in quality. 

Contact: Sybex, Unit 4, Bourne Industrial 
Park, Bourne Road, Crayford, Kent. 

The written word 
on C16 and Plus/4 

The coming of the New Year brings with it the first books 
for the C16 and Plus/4 

Shiva Publishing, 64 Welsh Row, Nantwich, Cheshire. 
Tel: 0270 629 440 

The Commodore 16/Plus 4 Companion - £5.95 
The Commodore Plus 4 Disk Companion - £7.95 (due in Feb) 
Commodore Plus 4 Adventures - £5.95 C16 Easy Programming £5.95 

Gateway to computing with the C16 - Books 1 & 2 - £4.95 
each 

Introduction to C16 Machine Code '-- £6.95 (due in Feb) 
Commodore Plus/4 Machine Code - £6.95 (due in Feb) 

Bernard Babani, Tel: 01-603 2581 
Introduction to Programming the C16 and Plus/ 4 - £2.50 (due 
in March) 

Sunshine Books, 12-13 little Newport Street, london WC2. 
Tel: 01-4374343 

The Working Commodore C16 - £6.95 

Computer Simulations on your Commodore Plus 4 - £6.95 
The Working Commodore Plus 4 - £6.95 

Melbourne House, Castle Yard House, Castle Yard, Richard, Surrey. 
Tel: 01-9406064 

C16 Games Book 
Commodore 16 Exposed 
Commodore 16 Machine Language for the Absolute Beginner 
Commodore 16 Sound and Graphics 
6502 Reference Guide 
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CI6 & Plus/4 
Software Checklist 

Many software companies are following 
the release of Commodore's C16 and 
Plus/ 4 machines with releases of new util
ity and games software . Because the 
operating systems are the same in both 

machines, ar.y software for the C16 also 
can be used on the Plus/ 4. But the con
verse is not true since the Plus/ 4 has a 
larger memory, so its software may not fit 
into the C16's merlJory. 

The following is a list of offerings - all 
compatible with both the C16 and the 
Plus/ 4 - for those of you eager to get the 
most out of your new acquisition. 

COMMODORE UK, 1 Hunters lane, Weldon, Corby N. Hants NN17 1QX. Tel: 0536 205252. 

Cassette based: 
Mayhem 
Harbor Attack 
Stellar War/Blitz 
Crazy Golf 
Sand Castle/Paramaths 
UXB 
Space Sweep 

Cartridge based: 
Jack Attack 
Pirate Adventure 
Atomic Mission 
Strange Odyssey 
Viduzzles 

Arcade 
Arcade 
Arcade 
Arcade 
Educational 
Arcade 
Arcade 

Arcade 
Adventure 
Text adventure 
Text adventure 
Educational 

£ 5.99 
£ 5.99 
£ 5.99 
£ 5.99 
£ 5.99 
£ 5.99 
£ 5.99 

£14.99 
£11.99 
£11.99 
£11.99 
£11.99 

Included in C16 starter pack: Introduction to Basic; Picture Builder, XZAP, Punchy and Starter Chess on one cassette. Coming 
soon from Commodore: A games creator program. . 

SUPERSOfT, Winchester House, Canning Road, Harrow HA3 7SJ. Tel: 01-861 1166. 

Mikro Assembler 

Graphics Designer 
Kaktus 
Music Master 

The Chip Factory 

Editor/assembler 

Character Editor 
Arcade game 

. Music composer/ synthesiser 

Arcade game 

£12.95 cassette, 
£14.95 disk 
£ 9.95 disk 
£3.95 cassette 
£12 .95 cassette, 
£14.95 disk 
£ 5.95 cassette 

(At the time of going to press, Supersoft had not finalised prices and the above should be taken as an indication only. ) Coming 
soon from Supersoft: Suite 16 - a spreadsheet and word processor. 

ANIROG SOfTWARE LTD, Unit 10, Victoria Industrial Park, Victoria Road, Dartford, Kent. Tel: 0322 92513/8. 

Skramble 
Moon Buggy 
3DTime Trek 
Flight Path 737 
Zodiac 
Las Vegas 

Arcade 
Arcade 
Arcade 
Arcade 
Arcade 
Arcade 

MR CHIP SOfTWARE, 9 Caroline Road, L1andudno, Gwynedd ll30 2TV. Tel: 0492 79026. 

Pacmania 
Olympic Skier 

Arcade 
Arcade sport 

£ 6.95 cassette 
£ 6.95 cassette 
£ 6.95 cassette 
£ 6.95 cassette 
£ 6.95 cassette 
£ 6.95 cassette 

£ 7-.50 cassette 
£ 5.99 cassette 

(At the time of going to press, Mr Chip Software had not finalised prices and the above should be taken as an indication only.) 

ROMIK Software, 272 Argyll Avenue, Slough, Berks. Tel: 75 71.535. 

Pottit Sports simulation 

ZETA SERVICES, Harden Park, Alderley Edge, Cheshire SK9 7QN. Tel: 0625 583850. 

Cassette deck with C16-Plus/4 adaptor 
Joystick interface 
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POOLSWI 
THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM "'~~~~J 
• MASSIVE DATABASE Poolswinner is a sophisticated Pools 

prediction aid. It comes complete with the largest database 
available - 22000 matches over 10 years. The database updates 
automatically as results come in . 

• PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRA WS, but A WAYS, HOMES 
and NO SCORES. 

• SUCCESSFUL SELEC guarantee that Poolswinner performs 
significantly beneT than chaitce. 

• ADAPTABLE Probabilities are given on ~ fixture 
choose as many selections as you need for your bet. The 
precise prediction Cannula can be set by the user - you can 
develop and test your own unique method. 

• SIMPLE DATA ENTRY All English and Scottish team names 
are in the program. Simply type in the reference numbers from the screen. Or use FIXGEN 
to produce flxtUIe list automatically (see below). 

• DlSCIMICRODRlVE COMPATIBLE All versions (except Apple and lliM) are supplied 
on tape, with simple instructions for conversion to disd microdrive operation. 

(This seasons results are supplied with the package so that predictions can start immediately.) 
AVAILABLE FOR Spectrum (48K), Commodore 64, VIC 20 (+ 16K), AMSTRAD 
CPC 464, BBC B, Atari (48K), ZX8 I (16K), Dragon, Apple II, lliM pc 

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive) 

more struggling for hours to get the 

FIXGEN 84/5 fixture list into t~e comput~r. FIXGEN ~as been 
programmed wuh all Engbsh and Scottish 

fixtures for 198415. Simply type in the date , and the full fixture list is 
generated in seconds. Fully compatible with Poolswinner. 
POOLSWINNER with rUCGEN £16.50 (all inclusive) 

alone £5.50 

COURSEWINNER V3 ~o~s;~u~~~~~~~i~~~~~ 
THE PUNTERS COMPUTER PROGRAM ~~;e~~:ir~;~:;n from 

daily newspapers or 'Sporting Life', the most important factors can be input and 
analysed. The program is supplied with a database detailing best trainers and 
jockeys, and effect of the draw for' all British courses. (Flat & National Hunt.) 
AVA:LA.BLE FOR Spectrum (48K), Commodore 64, BBC (B), Dragon, Atari (48K), Apple II 

PRICE £12.50 (all inclu"iiv .. l 

AVAILABLE (RETURN OF POST) FROM. 

1··· ·····~·········1 s-ele-c .. .::;.:::.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.: ~ 
phone 24 hrs SO j'TYC\ R E phone 24 hrs 

37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE. ~ 061-428 7425 

SERIOUS 64 SOFTWARE 

Programmers Reference Guide (Commodore) Book 
D! Watson Basic Course (Honeyfold)t 
D! Watson Assembly Course (Honeyfold)t. 
Mastercode Assembler (Sunshine)t 
Assembler Development Pack (Commodore)d 
MON 64 (Handic)! 
Programmers Utilities (Commodore)d 
CPM (Commodore)r&d. 
FORTH (Audiogenic)! 
LOGO (Commodore)d 
PILOT (Commodore)d. 
Simons Basic (Commodore)! 
Petspeed 64 Basic Compiler (Commodore)d 
]etpack Basic Compiler (Dataview)Vd 
Scope 64 (J.S.P' )Vd 
Micro Magpie (Audiogenic)d 
Superbase 64 (Precision)d. 
Calc Result Easy (Handic)t 
Calc Result Advanced (Handic)r&d. 
Micro Swift (Audiogenic)Vd 
Easy Spell (Commodore)d 
Easy Stock (Commodore)d. 
Cashbook & VAT Accounts (Gemini)Vd 
Final Accounts (Gemini)Vd 
Micro Simplex d 

t = 'Tape d = Disk r = Cartridge 

£9.95 
£10.50 
£12.50 
£14.95 
£28.95 
£37.95 
£14.99 
£49.95 
£29.95 
£34.95 
£24.95 
£44.95 
£44.95 

£14.95/ £29.95 
£17.95/ £18.95 

£39.95 
£87.95 
£44.95 
£89.95 
£19.95 
£44.95 
£66.00 

£59.95/ £64.95 
£59.95/ £64.95 

£150.00 

(Send a SAE for a list of our full range) 

PLUS-THE PRICE YOU SEE IS ALL YOU PAY 

* FREEPOST (no stamp needed) for ordering * 
* FREE postage, packaging and insurance * 

* 14 Day MONEY BACK guarantee * 

ACT NOW, by sending cheque or postal order to:-

64 ~I~~LUS FREEPOST, BLETCHLEY, 
MILTON KEYNES, MK3 
7EF. 

Unlock the full potential of your disk-based 
Commodore 64, use Superbase 64 - the complete 
records-handling system that puts bUSiness-style 
power and practicality at your fingertips. 

Superbase 64 solves a host of filing problems 
with its easy record formatting, powerful indexing 
and sorting, extensive outputting options, and its 
'Superbasic' programming capability. 

- Invoices _ Stock 
_ Finance & Banking _ Prospects 
- Collections _ Management Accounts 
_ Recipes _ Car Reet Records 
_ Personal Filing _ and many, many more! 

~4 
-The complete information 

. control system for the 
. Commodore 64 includes a 

simple-to- follow manual. 

Complete your Commodore 64 - Complete the coupon 
More mlormation on Superbase 64 1$ available from Commodore r~ 
Dealers . Major Retailers or from Precis ion Sohwafe d,rec!. i.e. DIS-. . ~ 
From the authors of Easy Script. C1r"':";'6.~4"C/i~ 

..... ----------~ aSSro I Please send me more information on Superbase 64. 'Nte I 
I Name Tel I 

Address __________________________________ ___ 

I ~e I 
l

occupation _______________ ___ 1 
. j APllp, 

I ~ 
Precision Software Ltd . 6 Park Terrace, ~C' ~ I 
Worcester Park, Surrey, KT4 7JZ 15 .. ~ 

I Tel (>~",orfl~ I 
Telex 8955021 ...... 

I Precision 
Software 

I 
PRECIS G I 



• One word menu lines for easy 
selection of facilities . 
• The high resolution grid pattern 
frames the worksheet giving an 
easy-to read display. 

• Extract from your information files 
and include them into the worksheet 
for fast, powerful calculations and 
easy reporting. 
• Instant , on-screen design of your 
information records. 

• Add or remove items from your 
records without having to re
construct your existing information 
records. 
• Records up to 1,000 characters 
long with each item up to 250 
characters . 

• Supports virtually any printer 
- CBM, EPSON, JUKI, BROTHER, 
OLIVETTI and many others. 
• Parallel printers require ONLY a 
low-cost cable. 

• A 1000 Row by 64 Column wide 
worksheet with large memory 
capacity and efficient usage. 
• Extensive use of 'Windows' allows 
you to view one part of the 
worksheet while working on 
another. 

• Advanced spreadsheet features 
include individually variable column 
widths, protected cells, a pro
gramming facility plus a wide range 
of maths functions . 

• Worksheet manipulation lets you 
Search, Sort , Copy, Move, Delete 
and Insert by row, column or a 
range . 

• Include information directly into 
the Worksheet from VizaWrite and 
almost any other system . 

• Text editing facilities for letters, 
invoices, report headings etc. 

• Simultaneous display of work
sheet and line or bar graphs. 

VizaStar integrates three important electronic 
aids to your business or horne office. 
A fast and easy-to-use package - VizaStar is a 
comprehensive information processor that 
includes an electronic worksheet, information 
filing system and simultaneous on-screen 
graphics. 

VizaStar has been designed to incorporate 
the very latest in user-friendliness - so now you 
can handle your all-important information in 
many new ways and in a quick and effective 

manner. 
~_........ The information filing capabilities 

of VizaStar enable you to store 
your information onto disk in 

an ordered and instantly retrievable form. This 
means that you can quickly pick out individual 
or entire groups of related information to 
create lists, statements, labels or reports. 

VizaStar is the ONLY program of its kihd on 
the Commodore 64. Completely consistent 
with the VizaWrite word processor, VizaStar 
provides a totally comprehensive office 
system. 

VizaStar costs just £99.95 (incl. VAT) 
from your computer dealer and 
selected stores. Please write for 
more details and the name and 
address of your nearest 
dealer. 

VIZA SOFTWARE, 9 MANSION ROW, 
BROMPTON, GILLINGHAM, KENT ME7 SSE 
TEL: MEDWAY (0634) 813780 

SOFTWARE_D_eal_er_e_n..;quI_·_ri_es_w_e_lc_o_m_e_. ________ _ 
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FLIGHT 32 
The galaxy of flight 
simulators 

iBEADERS' 
BEVIEWS 36 
More reviews; ccr 
paJlelannOlillCed 

TOPTWENTY 38 
Prime pickings 

GAMES LISTING 39 
Mission (aJld listing) 
completed 

BEVIEWS 43 
Macbeth leads the charge 

PROFILE 50 
Adventurer international, 
Scott Adams 

PBEDICTIONS 52 
A look ahead from 
induStry leaders 

COMPETITION 56 
Win dozens of disks and a 
disk camera 

New games releases 
ARCADE 
Agent USA, (£7.95 cassette, 
£14.95 disk), released by Long
man Software, Longman 
House, Burnt Mi ll, Harlow, 
Essex. Tel: 02792672 1 

In 1985, (£4.99 cassette), 
re leased by Phoenix Software, 
Spangles House, 116 Marsh 
Road, Pinner, Middlesex. Tel : 
01-868 3353 
Henry's House and Witch
switch, (£8.95 each cassette), 
released by English Software, 
Box 43, Manchester M60 3AD. 
Tel: 061-8351358 

Frantic Freddie, (£8.95 cas
sette, £12.95 disk), released by 
Aud iogenic, PO Box 88, Read
ing, Berks RG6 1 AZ. Tel: 0734 
664646 

The Thinker, (£1.99 cassette), 
released by Atlantis Software, 
19 Prebend Street, London N 1 
8PF. Tel: 01-354 1437 

Invaders 64, (£6.50 cassette, 
£8.50 disk), and Invaders VIC 
20, (£4.90 cassette), released 
by Live Wire Software, Progress 
House, 31/33 Mount Street, 
Salford M3 6LQ. Tel: 061-834 
4233/ 4519 

Perils of Bear George, (£6.95 
cassette), released by Cheetah
Soft Ltd, 24 Ray Street, London 
EC1 R 3DJ. Tel: 01-833 47 33 

Black Thunder, (£7 .95 cas
sette, £12.95 disk), released by 
Quicksilva, Palmerston Park 
House, 13 Palmerston Road, 
Southampton, Hants. Tel: 0703 
26515 

Blue Max, (£9:95 cassette or 
disk), released by US Gold, Unit 
10, Parkway Industrial Centre, 
Heneage Street, Birmingham 
B7 4LY. Tel: 021-359 3020 

Quinx, (£6.95 cassette, £8 .95 
disk), re leased by Supersoft 
Winchester House, Canning 
Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, 
Middlesex HA3 7SJ. Tel: 01-86 1 
11 66 

Combat Lynx, (£8.95 cas
sette), battle simulation 
re leased by Durell Software, 
Castle Lodge, Castle Green, 
Taunton, Somerset TAl 4AB. 
Tel: 0823 54489 

Juice and Suicide Strike, 
(£7.95 cassette), released by 
System 3 Software, South bank 
House, Black Prince Road, Lon
don SE1. Tel: 01 -5827522 
Big Ben, (£7 cassette), released 
by Interceptor Micro's, Lindon 
House, The Green, Tadley, 
Hampshire. Tel: 07356 71145/ 
371 1. 

ADVENTURE 
Spiderman, (£9 .95 cassette), 
graphi c adventure released by 
Adventu re International, 119 
John Bright Street, Birmingham 
B1 1BE. Tel : 021 -643 5102 

Swords and Sorcery, (£9.95 
cassette), graphic adventure 
released by PSS, 452 Stoney 
Stanton Road, Coventry CV6 
5DG. Tel : 0203 667556 

Salvage 64, (£6 .50 cassette, 
£8.50 disk), graphic adventure 
re leased by Live Wire Software, 
Progress House, 31 / 33 Mount 
Street, Salford M3 6LQ. Tel: 
06 1-8344233/ 451 9 

Tristan and Isolde, (£8.95 cas
sette), graphic adventure 
released by CRL Group, CRL 
House, 9 Kings Yard, Carpen
ter's Road, London E15 2HD. 
Tel: 01-533 2918 

Counts Castle, (£5.95 cas
sette), graphic arcade 
adventure, and Hurrah Henry, 
(£6.95 cassette), 3D adventure 
also for the C16 and Plus/ 4, 
both released by Mirage Soft
ware and Distributors, 9 Rossini 
Street, Seaforth , Liverpool L21 
4NS. Tel: 051-9209713 

Time Traveller and Magic 
Stone, (£5.95 each cassette), 
both graphic adventures; also 
Alice in Videoland, now on cas-

sette, (£8 .95 cassette, £12 .95 
disk); all released by Audiog
enic Ltd, 39 Suttons Industrial 
Park, London Road, Reading, 
Berks RG6 1AZ. Tel: 0734 
664646 

Upper Gumtree, (cassette), 
graphic adventure released by 
Richard Shepherd Software, 
Elm House, 23 -25 Elmshott 
Lane, Cippenham, Slough, 
Berks. Tel: 0628667148 

Soldier of Fortune, (£7.95 cas
sette), arcade adventure written 
by Psychic Engineering Control 
Group for English Software, Box 
43, Manchester M60 3AD. Tel : 
061-835 1358 

The Wrath of Magra, (£12 .50 
for two cassettes and paper
back book), Se-Kaa of Assiah, 
(£2.99 cassette), and Black 
Crystal, (£3.99 cassette), both 
graphics adventures released 
by Mastertron ic Ltd, Park Lome, 
111 Park Road, London NW8 
7JL. Tel: 01-402 3316 

My First Adventure, (£5 .95 
cassette, £9.95 disk), released 
by Jolly Rogers Software, 19 
Castleton Avenue, Barnehurst, 
Bexleyheath, Kent DA7 6QT. 
Tel: 0322 332889 

Interview, Dead City Rescue 
and White Viper, (£7 .95 cas
sette, £9.95 disk), graphic 
adventures released by Front 
Runner Software, 620 Western 
Avenue, London W3 OTU. Tel: 

. 01-992 8055 
Choplifter, Lode Runner, Spe

lunker, David's Midnight Magic, 
Raid on Bungeling Bay, Hard Hat 
Mack, One On One and Realm 
of Impossibility, (£9.95 cassette, 
£12.95 disk), and Operation 
Whirlwind, Murder On The Zin
derneuf, Archon and M.U.L.E., 
(£ 11 .95 cassette, £ 14.95 disk), 
all re leased by Ario lasoft, Ash
phelte House, Palace Street, 
London SW1. Tel: 01-8348507 

SPORT 
Hyper Biker, (£7 .95 cassette), 
released by PSS, 452 Stoney 
Stanton Road, Coventry CV6 
5DG. Tel : 0203 667556/ 81346 . 

Motocross, £7.95 cassette), 
re leased by System 3 Software, 
Southbank House, Black Prince 
Road, London SE 1. Tel: 01-582 
7522 
Match Point, (£7.95 cassette), 
tenn is simulation released by 
Psion Ltd, 22 Dorset Square, 
London NW1 6QG. Tel: 01-723 
9408/6919. 

Attention software companies: If 
you wou ld like your Commo
dore games included in our list, 
please send complete informa
tion as soon as possible. 

TBBEEFROM · 
SYSTEM 3 
A frustrated aJldroid, a sui
cidal pilot and a computer 
biker could be. guests at aJl 
asylum. Actually they are 
the subjects of three new 
games from America 
imported to the UK by Sys
tem 3 Software. 

In Juice, Edison the kin
etic android is trying to 
build a circuit board but is 
constantly being inter
rupted by harmless but 
annoying Nohms, the 
sneaky Killerwatt aJld, of 
course, Flash the light
rung bolt. 

The pilot in Suicide 
Strike must attempt to 
destroy a major military 
post no matter what the 
cost, including his life. 
other less disturbing 
dangers include getting 
"your tail shot off' - the 
tail of the jet, we should 
hope. 

Motocross is a realistiC 
simulation of what it's like 
to zoom over a motorcycle 
track with the speed
ometer, fuel gauge, 
temperature gauge and 
rev cOlillter reflecting the 
moves the player makes. 
Of the three difficulty 
levels, number two 
includes a starter, a timer 
and five lap courses. 

Each of the three games 
is available on cassette 
and retails for £7.95. 

Contact: System 3 Soft
ware Ltd, Southbank 
House, Black Prince Road, 
London SEl. Tel: 01-587 
0873. 

FINAL RELEASE I 
IN llAllE HUNT ') 
Fanatic followers of the 
£30,000 hlillt for the 
.golden jewelled hare can 
now get the final game 
installment in the series, 
Hareraiser-Finale. 

Since Haresoft brought 
out the competition puz
zle-computer game 
combination, groups of 
friends and colleagues 
have banded together to 
solve the puzzle with the 
clues and graphics on the 
game. The company says 
schools also have ordered 
the game to help teach 
computer logic skills. 

Cant. on page 31 
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•• roductlons 

c:amba.. 
SoftWilff 

FLIGHT SIMULATOR Orlgln«1 for 64 ' 
Pilot yuUI dHcra!! to lht~ alrpon of yow chulc(:- 10 U ~ kt::Ca ll your 
p O!:>illon on thE:: nlUp at <.Jny lime dUIIng yow flight und t.:xptflence tfl t
thrill of lake off , fllyhl and landing . 
Joystick preferable CU .. n. g ..... i9.9Sp 

~HTZEE ~. _ 
Play Ihl!:> lJ t.:ry skilful old ChlnE:Se dIet:: guffiE! .. ellht! ! by your :;Ic: J! ... 1 ; .. ~ .. ~ 
wllh your f.m uly dnd fflends (Up to 4 p layers ) Grl:.jl fomlly (jolIlt: f " '" '" I" 

Xmas ~. gaae £7 .SOp ,~ ~r . 

( RI L J ,~~~~""".",,. ,,, '" ~"'" '"" ",""", ,,,' ".W' " ",,' V_ lu fu ll PCA Rule:; and Jt!iUn tht:: gam~ or ImpIC .. ,vt · ',' .ur t, ~d ld J,·..J ) •• at 
home .. CUMtt. game £7.S0p 

'=nno~" [t) l Complet~ ~)W 1 1 ' ~;t.~; unci l:v,-dutJlt:: your vt:rL,d. nUffit:!lCul. !>-pach..d orld . ! 

PHct:pruol .... blllllcS In widlion to MI AVf;: I cJ.\JE: 

CUoott.g ..... is.4SP 

Order any 2 games and receive our excellent 
ASSEMBLER FREE worth £6.95p 

Help yourself 10 learn how 10 WIlle. redd 
and copy your own mach me code programs 

················~·REPLACEMijfr-GUARANTi:E·-·······--·· 

To order Just complete the coupon and mat! It to us With yOU! remttlanCE 

Name . ....... ......... . 
Address . . ... ..... .... .. ......... ............. . 

flight 
Golf 
Yantzee 
Assembler 
LO 

£9 .95 D 
£7 .50 D 
£7 .500 
£6 .95 D 
£5.45 D 

Any COrnblOi1l1on of programs <wadable on DISk £2 extra 0 
ANCER PHODUCTIONS 14 The Oval Broxbourne H(;ris ENI O tj ]}C 

FREE - CBM·64 Dust·cover when you order 
direct from DACC 

the simulation specialists 
747 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
(over 15,000 sold already) 

•~.' I····· .. m 1----. . . .a.a.ae 

•

' '" ' ·· .aooel 
It& . ~1.I.oooe~ 
., Ul . .. .. I .a.a.a.a t 

picture shows BBCI S version (2 colour) . 

LOOK at these features on our C8M·54 version. 

* full colour high-resolution graphics 
.. fast - 100% machine code 
.. real engine sound and audible alarms 
.. take-off, land and fly between seven airports 
• instrument landing system ilLS) 
.. precise, perspective view through cockpit window 
.. joystick optional 
.. full, four-engine instrumentation 
.. 21 real dials plus many other indicators 

Available direct from DACC Ltd . 
Cassette [9.95 Disk£II.95 

... Commodore-64 Accessories 

•• High quality PVC dust cover each ........ £2.95 
•• Blank C20cassettes .................. .. . five for ..... ... £2.75 
•• Diskss / ss / d . ...................... .. .... .. . 
·· Diskstoragebox .. ... . _ ......................... . .......... ......... . 
... Flow-chart template .................... .. 

all prices include VAT. P&P 
Despatch with in 48 hours by first class post 

each . . ..... . [1 .95 
each ........ [ 1.95 
each ........ [ 1.00 

( •• Special Offer - order 747 F/ S and receive dust-covEn 
or any other accessory absolutely FREE ... ) 

order from DACC Ltd . tDept. CIS 21 
23 Waverley Road . Hindley. VVgan, Lancs. WN23BN. 
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The Jewelled Hare of 

Masquerade is a famed 
piece of jewellery and the 
player who solves all the 
puzzles and riddles 
involved in the game must 
decide whether he or she 
will keep the treasure or 
take Haresoft's offer of 
£30,000 in exchange. The 
company says, when the 
jewel first was buried by 
Kit Williams and Bamber 
Gascoigne in 1979 its 
value was listed at £5,000. 

Contact: Action Media 
Ltd, 57 Hanover Gardens, 
London SEll 5TN. Tel: 01-
5828080. 

64 FULL UP 
Mines, machine guns, 
stra,fing rockets and a 
Lynx helicopter are just a 
few of the ingredients that 
help:fill all64K of memory 
with a new game from 
Durell Software for the 
C64. 

Combat Lynx featwes 
3D graphics including an 
intelligence map on 
screen which gives a pic
ture of the area in relief. 
The player, working in 
real time, flies a Lynx heli
copter with a mission to 
support the ground forces 
and protect the bases. 

Durell engaged the 
aSSistance of Westland 
Helicopters to put 
together the battle simula
tion, which can be played 
with keyboard or one or 
two joysticks. 

Available on cassette, 
Combat Lynx costs £8.95. 

Contact: Durell Soft
ware, Castle Lodge, Castle 
Green, 'L'aunton, Somerset 
TAl4AB. Tel: 0823 54489. 

THE FIBST STEP 
For those not quite up to 
the complex word games 
presented in most compu
ter adventures, new 
company Jolly Rogers 
Software has released My 
First Adventure. 

Initially available for 
the C64, My First Adven
ture has the player 
roaming the countrySide 
meeting and helping nurs-

, ery rhyme characters 
along the way, The game 
permits no abbreviations, 
forcing young children to 

FB.Al\1XIE GOES TO OCEAIf FAB EAST SHOPS, 

Frankie Goes To Holly
wood will make its debut 
next spring on a new kind 
of keyboard - new to the 
group, that is. 

Ocean Software has 
arranged a contract which 
will produce the first 
Frankie computer game 
with the cooperation of 
Island recording company 
and the group's creative 
producers Zang Tumb 
Tuum (ZTT). The three 
companies will share cop
yright privileges as well 
as profits. The band also 
will get royalties from the 
game, being written for 
the 64. 

"We are considering the 
possibility of producing 
the game on other 
machine formats and 
looking at worldwide sales 
through tie-ups with hard
ware manufacturers," 
says James Bradley of 
Island Records. "A record 
company's marketing 
strategy does not stop at 
albums and singles. Today 

spell words out com
pletely, and any relevant 
objects are clearly shown 
on the screen rather than 
hidden as they often are. 

My First Adventure, 
which sells for £5,95 on 
cassette and £9.95 on 
diSk, uses vivid sound as 
well as graphic effects 
such as a horn blowing or 
a wheelbarrow being 
dropped. 

Contact: Jolly Rogers 
Software, 19 Casteleton 
Avenue, Barnehurst, Bex
leyheath, Kent DA 7 6QT. 
Tel: 0322332889. 

there is a wealth of oppor
tunity in ancillary 
products providing we 
deal with reputable com
panies." 

Ocean, which appar
ently has been working on 
the game for some time, 
promises its release "early 
in the Spring of 1985," 
with a recommended 
retail price of £9.95. 

SELLFAXE 
'GAlVIES 
Quicksilva is chasmg soft
ware pirates all the way to 
Singapore. 

Rod Cousens and Mark 
Eyles recently attended 
the Per Comp Asia '84 
Exhibition in Singapore, 
but when they arrived 
they found that quite a few 
of their C64 games had 
preceded them - without 
the proper visas, you 
might say. Apparently 
several shops there had 
been selling pirated soft
ware and some Quicksilva 
enthUSiasts promptly 
revealed the names and 
addresses of the shops. 

A short time later, an 
article appeared in "The 
Straits Times", the 
Singapore daily news
paper that had found the 
claims to be true. Quick
silva says the matter is 
"being vigorously pur
sued". 

LOW PBlCES SELLING HIGH 

Mastertronic, the cut
price computer games 
company, has sold its mil
lionth game since its 
launch last April. 

The success of its £1.99 
games line has allowed 
Mastertronic to consider 
export as a major expan
sion possibility, and the 
company has now set up 
shop in Van Nuys, Califor
nia, with a launch of 10 
initial titles at a disk price 
of £8.99 each (about £7). 
Prices of software are con
siderably higher in the US 
and Mastertronic hopes to 
take advantage by selling 
its goal of 750,000 units 
over the next year. The 

company also has moved 
into nine other countries. 

Mastertronic is follow
ing its current line with a 
new label, Master Adven
turer, designed to produce 
adventure programs at 
prices of £2.99 and £3.99. 
But to introduce the new 
line is ,The Wrath ofMagra 
at a cost of £12.50, which 
includes a library case and 
a 158 page paperback. The 
two cassettes combine for 
120K of content. 

Among the first budget 
releases are Se-Kaa Of 
Assiah, a game originally 
intended for the 
Masteryision label last 
September but now selling 
for £2.99 on the C64. The 
player is Se-Kaa, assigned 
"to liberate the world from 
the influence of a mutant 
race known as the Dark 
Hordes and reinstate the 
Wise Ones who ruled in 
former, happier times" . . 

Other new adventures 
for the 64 include Black 
Crystal at £3.99. 

Contact: Mastertronic 
Ltd, Park Lorne, 111 Park 
Road, London NW8 7JL. 
Tel: 01-4023316. 
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"64 to Ground 
Control" 

Ever felt the urge to enter a cockpit and flyaway from it all? 
Sue Pearce dons flying helmet and goggles to experience 

some of flight simulator programs zooming 

M any of us at so me stage in life have 
longed to take over the controls and 

experience the exhilerating fee ling of fly
ing a plane. Or eve n to take on the 
personality of the Red Baron in annih iliat
ing enemy bombers. The more ambitious 
have probably dreamt of conquering 
space in a shuttle. 

Wel l now it's all possible w ithout 
end angering your life - without even 
leaving your living room in fact. Flight 
simulators for home computers are 
appearing in all shapes and sizes: from 
those based on the real thing to others 
designed simply to offer the thrills of flying . 

A friend of mine had the opportunity to 
sit in the cockpit of a rea l flight simulator in 
his childhood . Although he was too sma ll 
to actually reach all the controls, it was an 
experi ence he has never forgotten. 

Some of the better flight simulator pro
grams have actually been written by pilo ts 
and are therefore technica lly co rrect. On 
the whole they are not games and should 
not be mistaken for such. Unl ike the major
ity of games, yo u can' t just pick up the 
joystick and go. Flight terminology must be 
learnt, along with the function and opera
tion of each co ntrol. 

You must know what speed is req uired 
for a successful take off or landing, w hen to 
raise or lower your fl aps, ai lerons (see w hat 
I mean! ), etc. 

It's no coincidence that these programs 
come complete with lengthy instruction 
leaflets or, in some cases, manuals. 

I have this sneaky leeling that one ot the 
reasons that flight simulators take so long to 
load is to enable you to study these instruc
tions in great depth! 

Here we have looked at eight cassette
based flight simulator programs ava ilab le 
fo r the 64. Two we were unable to include, 
but which are worth investigating are Sub
logic's Flight Simu lator 2 (sa id to be TH E 
flight simulator) and Omega Run from CRL. 

If you're not prepared to spend time 
learning f light procedures, go for the pro
grams wh ich simply offer a taste of flying 
experience. But who knows? O ne day you 
may be ab le to take over the contro ls of an 
unexpected ly pilotless plane and guide it 
to safety! 
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onto the software market 

747 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
You are in command of a Jumbo-jet, with 
the p ilot's view and real istic flight deck 
instrument panels. Your task is to take off 
from Heath row and land at anyone of 
seven choices of airport. 

A 14-page manual guides you quite 
clearly through the instruments and other 
essential informatio n for a successful fl ight. 
Control is via the keyboard w ith the 
optiona l use of a joystick. (Us ing a joystick 
is more fun. ) 

3D graphics are interesting and the 
steady drone of the engine interspersed 
with audible alarms help set the ·atmos
phere. 

As with all flight simulators, take-off is 
easier than landing. Thankfully a pause 
faci li ty is incorporated (as in most fl ight 
simulators) which gives you a chance to 
search desperate ly through the manual to 
check wh ich flap setting yo u should 
choose when fl ying at below 230 knotts! 

Contact: DACe, 23 Waverley Road, Hin
di y, Wigan, Lai]cs. Tel: 094257872. 

This review was sent to us by a reader 

HEATHROW AIR TRAFFIC 
CONTROL 
An air traffic controllers work is not easy, as 
practice with this simulation wi ll show. Your 
task is to land ten planes (or more) in th irty 
minutes. This can be in normal or twice nor
mal speeds. 

Your aids consist of a communications 
channel with all planes in your area, Heath
row, on screen representation of aircrats' 
height, location, speed and direction. Along 
w ith this you are given details of all aircraft 
wanting to land. 

There are seven levels of play, from land
ing light aircraft to five types of aircraft, each 
w ith different speed and rate of ascent/des
cent. On the highest level you are 
concerned with spacing the aircraft away 
from each other, co rrecting speed, using the 
independent landing system, avoiding out
going aircraft at varying heights, eq uipment 
fail ures and emergency landing proce
dures. 

The hi-res display of ai rcraft locations and 
runways is good and cannot be faulted. The 
sound however is somewhat basic, but 
what does an air traffic contro ller expect. 

After the thirty minute period is up you 
are given an assessment of your perform
ance w ith detai ls of where you went wrong, 
or right. You then have the option of playing 
again or continuing w ith your previous 
session for another thirty minutes. 

The cassette loaded quite quickl y for a 
non turbo, and on load ing you are given a 
menu of levels from w hich you can select a 
demonstration, or it wi ll default to a this after 
a preset time. All in al l th is is a realistic simu
lation and for the price should provide 
hours of enjoyment. 
Company: Hewson Consultants Ltd., Hew
son House, 56B Mi lton Trad ing Estate, 
M il ton, Abingdon, Oxon. OX 14 4RX. Tel: 
0235-832939 

Reviewer: R J Penfold of Bitterne, Sou
thampton 

FLIGHT PATH 737 
Also avai lable on the VIC 20 (and doing 
very well) Flight Path 737 has you sitting in 
the cockpit of a 737 sitting on' the runway 
ready to take off. Well, almost ready. First 
you must line your plane up on the correct 
heading. 

Different sk ill levels are ava ilab le ranging 
from First Solo to Test Pilot. 

An instrument panel shows essentia ls 
such as altitude, airspeed, aircraft head ing 
and f lap indicators. 

Graph ics include contro l instru-
mentation and a more interesting pilot's 
view than some other flight simulators. 
Here yo u actually have mountains to take 
into consideration instead of straightfor
ward green is land, blue is sea. 

More of a game than some others, Flight 
Path 737 often pulls you up on your mis
takes quite sharply, in that you often get an 
error message as soon as you do someth
ing wrong and have to start back from the 
beginning. Good fun though. 

Contact: Anirog, 29 West Hill, Dartford, 
Kent. Tel : 0322 92513. 



The SUPREME SIMULA TION ..... 
it leaves the rest at the runway threshold! 

SPECTRUM VERSION VOTED 
"Simulation ofthe year- 1984" 
by CRASH MICRO READERS. 

Available from all good 
computer retailers and dealers 
In case of difficulty, please 
write to Digital Integration 

Watchmoor Trade Centre, 
Watch moor Road, 

Camberley, Surrey 
GU153AJ 
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INTERDICTOR PILOT 
This one's a bit different. Set in the year 
2131 with space travel commonplace, a 
project codenamed Interdictor Pilot is set 
up to counter the high percentage of pilot 
recruits lost during training. You now have 
the opportunity to undergo training to fly 

the Interdictor Mk 3 =c=ra=f=t.;;;:;~!!!!=!!!!!=.!P!!~ 
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A 50-page Federal Inter Starbase Patro l 
Force pi lot's instruction manual sets you 
en your way with helpful tips such as 
"buzzing a Federation freighter invites a 
hostile reaction ': 

After keying in your initials and surname, 
you are given a rank and grade and 
assigned to a craft. You then have a choice 
of various sorties. 

Once aboard your craft, little touches 
like turning on cockp it lighting and power 
really add to the enjoyment of the pro
gram. The graphics are effective from 
inside the cockpit to travelling down the 
tunnel leaving the safety of the Starbase 
and encountering the starry atmosphere. 

Correct speed and positioning on leav
ing and entering the Starbase is essential to 
avo id being shot down by the Starbase 
auto-defence system. 

Interdictor pilot is well worth getting to 
grips with. The manual may look daunting, 
but it's an entertaining read . 

Incidentally, this one's written by a 
retired Commodore, L Marshall. 

Contact: Supersoft, Winchester House, 
Canning Road, Harrow. Tel : 01-861 1166. 

SPACE SH UTTLE 
As this space flight simulation program 
arrived just before we went to print, we 
can't give it a full review this month. How
ever, on first impressions it looks like an 
interesting package. 

A 32-page four-colour flight manual 
accompanies the cassette. You also get a 
cardboard 'flight deck contro ls' overlay to 
place over the 64's function keys. Nothing 
specia l, but a nice touch and also useful in 
remembering which key does what. 

Graphics look good as you take off in 
your space shuttle and speed towards the 
stars. Your mission is to launch, rendez
vous and dock with an orbiting satellite as 
many times as possible. A demonstration 

' flight shows you how it's all done. 
Sound is also effective with realistic 

engine noise and various bleeps as you 
touch controls. 

Contact: Activision (UK), 15 Harle y 
House, Marylebone Road, London NWI. 
Tel: 01-4867588. 
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Biggles to the rescue! Or maybe that's not A real-time flight simulation based on the 
appropriate in this American offering com- F-15 Eagle, USAF air-superiority jet figh-
plete with the old 'Stars and Stripes' playing ter, Fighter Pilot offers you realistic flying 
as the program loads. (and crashing) experience. 

Cassette-sized documentation provides You are given several options including 
the instruction for this game - and it is landing practise (tricky!), air-to-air combat 
more game than true flight simulation. (actually tracking down your enemy is the 

Choose your scenario from a list ranging hardest bit), and b lind land ing (navigation 
from Malta-based RAF attacks against by radar, flight map and computer only). 
Rommel 's Africa Corps, to the Blitz Instructions are given on the cassette 
defending London from the Luftwaffe . sleeve which opens up to double the usual 

Your mission is summarized on the size. These should be read very carefully 
screen, which also indicates scores and before attempting anything. The section 
previous victories you may have accumu- headed Pilot's Notes shou ld be learnt. 
lated. 

The killing instinct comes out as you dive 
towards the enemy, guns firing. Beware, he 
fires back. Nice graphical touches here are 
the red f lashes when you are under fire and 
the bullet holes which appear in your 
screen when hit, heralding a fatal plunge to 
the ground. Joystick control is quite sensi
tive and it's enjoyab le for those who are 
not taking flying too seriously. 

Contact: Micro Prose, distributed by US 
Gold, Unit 24, Tipton Trading Estate, 
Bloomfield Road, Tipton, W Midlands. Tel: 
021-3593020. 

Control is via the keyboard, although a 
joystick can be used for aircraft movement. 

Fighter Pilot is worth persevering with. 
When you finally get to grips with it, it offers 
realistic flying experience. 

Contact: Digital Integration, Watchmoor 
_ ~~L---"7~-J Trade Centre, Watch moor Road, Camber

ley, Surrey. Tel: 0276684959. 

FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
As in 747 Flight Simulator, you have to 
take-off from Heathrow and land at 
another airport (this time you get a cho ice 
of eight). 

The only written instructions are on the 
back of the cassettesleeve: all explanations 
of abbreviations and technical information 
appear on the screen before the program is 
finished loading. Here it helps to have a 
photographic memory! 

On the other hand, screen prompts are 
provided for the inexperienced when 
landing which, while perhaps not quite so 
realistic, can prove inval uable. 

A map can be ca lled up at any time to 
show your location. There is also a map 
reference table and you must fly to exact 
map referen ce locations before any 
attempt to land. All navigation is per
formed using a grid system. I found this 
tricky to get to grips with . 

Graphics are simple including only a 
view of the runway and, after take-off, 
green representing land and blue repre
senting sea. 

Contact: Anger Productions, 14 The 
Oval, Broxbourne. Tel: 0992 461156. 

SOLO FLIGHT 
. "As close to the real thrill of flying as you 
can handle!" 

Well, if that sounds American, you're 
right. Piloting a light plane (the sound 
effects certainly make it sound shaky!), 
Solo Flight gives yo u the option of flying 
practise or the Mail Pilot game. 

Complete with a 16-page instruction 
leaflet, this program al lows you to fly in 
three different American states - Wash
ington, Colorado and Kansas. 

A bonus is the demonstration mode 
which guides you through a practise flight. 

Graphics show the terrain you are pass
ing over and are realistic in that when you 
fly above clouds, ground objects are not 
visible . In these instances you rely on the 
IFR (instru ment flight rules) and navigate by 
instruments alone. 

The attraction of an I FR flight is the result
ing map projected onto the screen which 
illustrates the course you actually flew. 
Solo Flight is entertaining, but less realisti c 
than other flight simulators we looked at. 

Contact: MicroProse, distributed by US 
Gold, Unit 24, Tipton Trading Estate, 
Bloomfield Road, Tipton, W Midlands. Tel: 
02 1-3593020. 
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INTERNATIONAL SOCCER 
International Soccer heralds Commodore
first REAL game for the 64 ... and what a 
game! 

A cartridge-based game, it's a sporty 
simulation combining stupendous 
sound,amazing animation w ith perfect 
playability and graph ics that wi ll make you 
gawp in awe! 

After choosing 1/2 player game, 1-9 diffi
culty level, and your colours, the team 
emerge from the tunnel to the delight of the 
packed stadium. An authentic whistle, and 
you're off! A pass out to the wing, an elusive 
dribble, a teasing cross, and the centre for
ward chip it goalwards, leaving the keeper 
waving an imaginary tennis racket. 

The teams go in for a brief rest at half
time, and at the end of the game the winning 
team are presented with a cup. 

It's these little things that make this game 
special .. . the presentation, the swaying 
crowd, the advertising boards, the bali's 
shadow ... almost every aspect of real-life 
football is here. Buy it! 

JET SET WillY 
This complex platform game features Miner ' 
Willy, already famous for his exploits in that 
top-selling platform game, Manic Miner. 

The basis for the game at first sounds 
rather an unusual one. Rich from your 
adventures in the mines, you have bought a 
huge mansion with a beach nearby. You 
have also got a yacht. Due to your wealth 
you have held many big parties and on this 
ve ry night you have held just such a party. 
Very nice you may th ink, but there is a 
catch. Your housekeeper Maria won't let 
you go to bed until you have co llected up 
ALL the glasses, plates, etc that your friends 
have left lying around the mansion. Sounds 
easy? I can assure you it is not. 

As you journey round your mansion you 
discover numerous unwanted guests 
remaining, in the form of walking penknives 
and barrels that float around rooms as if by 
magic. These items must be avo ided at all 
costs. 

The game features 68 fully interlocking 
rooms, which you just walk or jump into. 
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Title: Internationa l Soccer 
Programmer: Andrew Spencer 
Company: Commodore, 1 Hunters Lane, 
We ldon, Corby, N Hants. Tel : 0536-205555 
Hardware: 64, joysticks 
Type of game: Arcade/si mulation 
Description: One or two player football 
simulation 
Graphics: ***** 
Sound: *** 
Playability: * * * * * 
Readers' Rating: ***** 
Price: £9.99 
Reviewer: Tim Burke of Atherton, Manches
ter 

DEFENDER 
Patrol the planet protecting and rescuing as 
many humans as possible. You have three 
sh ips equipped with laser cannon and smart 
bombs. Th is is one of the best, shoot-em
up, games I have seen. The graphics are 
sharp and clear, the action is fast and fu ri ous. 
Particularly good use of co lour and choice 
of background make the screen very attrac-

The graph ics are well designed, but rather 
dull. A few splashes of colour would have 
helped considerab ly. 

A cl ear, but rather morbid tune is played 
throughout your game unless you have the 
sense to turn it off by pressing 'Return'. 

The game is very addictive and you find 
that time passes very quickly when you are 
playing, so beware! 
Title: Jet-Set Willy 
Programmer: Shahid Ahmad 
Company: Software Projects, Bear Brand 
(omplex, Allerton Road, Woolthan, Liver
poo/. Tel: 051 -428 7990 
Hardware: 64, cassette recorder, joystick 
Type of game: Arcade adventure 
Description: Co llect all the objects left by 
your friends 
Fast loader: Yes 
Graphics: .. * 
Sound: *** 
Playability: *.*. 
Readers' Rating: .*.* 
Price: £7 .95 (cassette), £12 (d isk) 
Reviewer: John Archer of Ashbourne, 
Derbyshi re 

I 

Beaderl 
I 

Now is your chance to dis 
games reviewers! Here rea( 

their favourit, 

tive. The scroll ing, in both directions, is very 
smooth. Ships and bombs are awarded for 
high scores, a bonus is added for the num
ber of humans that survive. As you blast 
'Landers' and 'Mutants', dodge 'Space 
mnines', catch fa lling humans and set them 
down safely, you may just have time to 
glance at the scanner wh ich shows appro
aching aliens in front and behind . If it all gets 
too much you can jump to hyperspace and 
hopefully reappear somewhere quieter. To 
say you need fast reactions is a gross under
statement. 

My only criticism would be that to drop a 
bomb or to jump to hyperspace the player 
must look down at the keyboard . A 
moments hesitation is fata l in this game. The 
only so lution is one handed joystick opera
tion, tricky if yours doesn't have rubber feet 
or suckers. 

The game offers a real test of arcade skills 
and is highly add ictive . 
Title: Defender 
Programmer: I Gray 
Company: Interceptor Software, Lindon 
House, The Green, Tadley, Hants. Tel: 
073567 11 45 
Hardware: 64, cassette recorder, joystick 
Type of game: Arcade 
Description: Shoot aliens to protect humans 
and prevent the planet from exploding 
Fast loader: None 
Graphics: ••• 
Sound: .** 
Playability: ***** 
Readers' Rating: **** 
Price: £7 (cassette), £9 (disk) 
Reviewer: P Dent of Seaham, Co. Durham 
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ZAXXON 
Zaxxon is Synsoft's official version of the 
we ll-known arcade game. Most people wi ll 
know the Zaxxon saga by now. For those of 
yo u who don't, the object of the game is to 
destroy the infamous zaxxon robot having 
first overcome its defences - namely mis
siles (watch out for the homing ones !), gun 
replacements, enemy fighters, brick walls 
(in space?) and force fields . 

The graphics are not complex, but clear 
and neat: the trade mark of most Zaxxon 
games. Most of the effects, such as exp lo
sions, are very realistic. The perspective, 
however, is far from faultless and can be 
very misleading if the player is not fam iliar 
with the game. 

Although the sound during the game is 
reminiscent of Space Invaders, there is a 
very good rendition of a well-known Ameri
can tune played during load ing wh ich 
removes the boredom to some extent, but 
as it stands the loading time is quite short 
anyway. 

To concl ude, I found Zaxxon a highly 
addictive zap w hich caters for all grades of 
player. It w on 't be a case of "Whump! 
Whump! Whump! ... game over" if it's your 
first go, but if you like a challenge the action 
heats up considerably on higher levels. Nice 
one Synsoft! 
Title: Zaxxon 
Programmer: American author 
Company: Synsoft via US Gold, Tipton Trad
ing Estate, Bloomfie ld Road, Tipton, West 
Midlands DY4 9AH. Tel: 021-5 207591 
Hardware: 64, disk drive/cassette recorder, 
joystick 

Type of game: Arcade 
Description: Fly through an enemy fortress 
avoiding various hazards to destroy the 
Zaxxon robot 
Fast loader: Novaload 
Graphics: *** 
Sound: *** 
Playability: ***** 
Readers' Rating: ***** 
Price: £9.95 (cassette), £ 14.95 (d isk) 
Reviewer: Craig Pemberton of Nethertoll, 
Merseyside 

FOOTBALL MANAGER 
Even if you're not a football fanatic, this 
addictive game is well worth a second (or 
third) glance at. In my op inion it has to be the 
most absorbing game of the year, a view 
seemingly shared by many computing mag
azines. 

There are seven ski ll levels to play at, and 
at the begin ning you choose the team you 
wish to manage and then commence the 
season in Division 4. (Yes, Ron 
Atkinson, that's where my management of 
Manchester United had to begin. ) 

Team selection completed, you begin 
your first match of the season and can sit 
back to watch the goal mouth incidents at 
both ends. Th is is where Kevin Toms (the 
designer) has exce lled. The real istic players 
wearing correct team colours can dribble, 
pass, tackle, score and miss from point 
blank range. Very reminiscent of Match of 
the Day. 

Then, the fi nal score shown, the rest of 
the division's results are viewed (lovely tele
printer effect) followed by League Table and 
players avai lable on the Transfer Market, 
along with the finances. 

The game can be saved to tape so that 
when you've progressed to the First Divi 
sion you can recommence from there. (You 
can also be sacked, by the way.) 

My only criticism of the game, albeit 
minor, is the loading time of 20 minutes! 
(The longest I have come across.) Neverthe
less great value for £7.99. 
Title: Football Manager 
Programmer: Kevin Toms 
Company: Addictive, 7a Richmond Hill, 
Bournemouth BH2 6HE. Tel : 0202-296404 

Hardware: 64, cassette recorder, joystick 
Type of game: Sport simulation 
Description: Manage your favourite team 
Fast loader: None 
Graphics: **** 
Sound: * 
Playability: ***** 
Readers' Rating: **** 
Price: £7 .99 
Reviewer: Kevin Exley of Leeds, Yorkshire 

DINKY 000 
My fears have been confirmed! Cheese 
before bedtime does give you nightmares! 

So runs the plot of Dinky 000. Poor little 
Dinky (a lovable round blob) is having nigh
tmares, your job is to guide him around the 
screen and to the milk which will allow him 
to clear the screen. 

Sounds like a piece of cheese doesn't it? 
Except that the best nightmares are never 
quite as easy as that. Snakes, monsters and 
electrified walls all make your task that 
much more challenging. 

The 15 screens of graphics are average 
but the game is saved by an interesting plot. 

In my nightmares I never seem to move 
fast enough so I suppose the slight sluggish
ness of Dinky is excusab le. 

Dinky 000 wasn't exactly a smash but it 
was obviously popu lar enough to inspire 
Pyjamarama. 

The music, w hile it loaded, was pleasing 
as it was a vast improvement on the usual 
blank screen and boredom that accompany 
most games when loading. 

Not outstand ing, but all in all an amusing 
and add ictive game. 
Title: Dinky 000 

Programmer: Damian McComb 
Company: Software Projects, Bear Brand 
Complex, Allerton Road, Woolton, liver
pool, Merseyside, L25 7S F. Tel: 051-428 
7990 
Hardware: 64, cassette unit, joystick 
Fast loader: None 
Graphics: '** 
Sound: ** 
Playability: *** 
Readers' Rating: '** 
Price: £ 
Reviewer: Julien Francois of Manor Park, 
London 
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T[]P TI\IE~TY 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

TITLE 
Ghostbusters 

Raid Over Moscow 

Hunchback II 

Fighter Pilot 

Kong Strikes Back 

International Football 

Pyjamarama 

Combat Lynx 

Select 1 

Blue Max 

Black Thunder 

Tapper 

Eddie Kidd Jump Challenge 

Tornado Low Level 

Space Sh uttle 

Match Point 

Spiderman 

Be's Quest for Tires 

Boulder Dash 

Daley Thompson Decathlon 

Quango 

Tom Thumb 
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CHANGE 
UP 

DOWN 

NEW 

DOWN 

NEW 

NEW 

UP 

NEW 

UP 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

DOWN 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

COMPANY PRICE (£) 
Activision 10.99 

Access/US Gold 9.99 

Ocean 7.95 

Digital Integration 9.95 

Ocean 7.95 

Commodore 14.95 

Mikro-Gen 7.95 

Durell 8.95 

Computer Records 12.95 

Synsoft/US Gold 

Quicksilva 

Sega/US Gold 

Martech 

Ocean 

Activision 

Psion 

Adventure 

International 

Software Projects 

Statesoft 

Ocean 

Interceptor 

Anirog 

9.95 

7.95 

9.95 

7.95 

7.90 

9.99 

7.95 

9.95 

9.95 

8.95 

7.90 

7.95 

7.95 
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----------------~----------------
Mission complete 

The final frontier is reached as we give you the last part of 
Richard Franklin's Star Trek mega-adventure. 

T he version of Startrek reproduced in this 
book was taken from a main-frame ver

sion and converted to work on the 64. The 
game is a text based adventure type game 
where you, the commander of the Starship 
Enterprise, have to go around a galaxy 
destroying all Klingons that you encounter. 

There are two types of Klingons, the nor
mal ones 'K' which are not that hard to 
destroy and the command ships 'C' which 
are a much tougher breed. You are allotted 
a certain amount of time to destroy the 
Klingons after w hich your mission will be 
deemed as a failure. 

Along with the normal commands such as 
warp drive, short range scan, long range 
scan, photon .torpedoes, and phasers, a 
number of experimental devices are on 
board which you may (or may not) choose 
to use. These devices are prone to acci 
dently backfiring etc the effects of this are 
that the Enterprise (or you) are destroyed . 

Warp Engines 
This is obtained by command '0' and is 

the method to move. After typing in the 
command 0, you are asked for the direction 
of travel (course). This value is in the range 
0-8.999 and works in an anti-clockwise 
direction 

432 
5-*-1 
678 
The second question is the warp factor. 

this valuedetermines how far you will travel: 
0.25 Travels 2 sectors 
0.5 Travels 4 sectors 
1.25 Travels 1 quadrant 
2.5 Travels 2 quadrants 

etc. 
A warp factor of 12 will be available after 

9 solar years. This warp will open up a time 
porta l for travel back and forward in time 
but has a 0.4 probability of nuclear implo
sion. 

Short range sensor 
This is obtained by the command ' 1' and 

will display the current quadrant that you 
are in. 'E' is yourself, 'K' and 'C' have been 
explained, 'B' is a Base (friendly)' . and '*' are 
the stars. 

To dock with the Base, move to an adja
cent position and do a short range scan. 

Beam me up Scotty! 

long range sensor 
By typ ing '2', the 8 quadrants around the 

one that you are in and the one you are in 
are displayed giving a number that denotes 
the number of Klingons, Bases, and stars : 
218 means 2 Klingons, 1 Base, and 8 stars . 

o@ 

Phasers 
'3' w ill al low you to fire the phasers. You 

can fire part of all of the energy available. 
The energy you select will be divided up 
between all Klingons in the quadrant and 
the effect wi ll depend on the distance away. 

Photon Torpedoes 
By entering '4', the Photon torpedoes can 

be fired. there is a limitation on the number 
that you have (13 to start) but they wi ll be 
replen ished upon docking. The direction to 
fire is given as the direction of travel. if a 
photon torpedo hits a target, it wil l be 
destroyed unless the Klingon takes evasive 
action. 

Damage control report 
The command '5' will display status of 

each device. If the va lue is 0, it means that 
the device is in perfect working order. 

Self destruct 
'6' enters the self destruct sequence. This 

w ill count down from 10 and when it has 
reached 5, the fai l safe mechanism is acti
vated requesting for the secret password to 
continue. 

Abandon Ship 
Upon entering '7', you wi ll be asked 

whether you wish to re-consider. Upon typ
ing 'N', you wi ll abandon ship and will be 
given a new ship that is much les powerfu l. 

Activate Energy Shields 
'8'. The energy shields cannot be fired 

through and will thus need lowering first. 

Deactivate Energy Shields 
'9'. This will lower the shields. 

Fire Experimental Death ray 
' 10' . this is, as it suffests, a very unsafe 

device to use. Once it is most likely that it 
cannot be used aga in. It cannot be used until 
8 solar years have past. This device causes 
very wierd effects. 

Activate Teleporter 
'11 '. The teleporter w il l instantaneously 

transport you to your Base. The teleporter 
can be used an infinite number of times 
(after 5 solar years have passed) but it can 
sometimes fail. 

Engage Impulse drives 
'12' . Impulse drives use up 400 power 

units to engage and sometimes w ill 
Implode! 

Rest 
'13 '. This wi ll rest for 0.5 stardate and is use
ful to allow maintainance to damage 
devices. 

Current position and stardate 
'14'. This will display your current posi

tion and the time elapsed. 

Galaxy starchart 
' 15'. To display the chart of the entire gal

axy, enter th is command. The location that 
you are in is reversed and on ly locations 
visited by you or displayed on a long range 
scan will show. 

Command Table 
'16'. This is the last command and just lists 

the commands available. 
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11 ::: 1 CiO:::;UB 130::: 
11 :::2 PF.: nn" :~~:" 
11:::3 CiO::;UB 130:::: 
11 ::::4 F'F.:I tH" ::-'2" 
11 :::5 OO:::;U1: 130::: 
l1E:6F'F:ltH" ;:~1" 
11:::7 CiU::;IJE: 130:::: 

, .... 11 • 
',II .. 
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~-------------~---------------
1260 PPHlT" 'T'OU TP',' THI::; .. THE" 

11 :::::: GOT055:::: 
11:::9 PF.:It-n 
1190 PPHH"~ 
1191 PPHH 
1192 130T0210 
1193 

~:;EF.: IE::; EtHEP-:E:L I TZ TEPr'l I tiRTED. II 1261 PP I t-n II L I \,' I tlCi CiOD, :<OPF' ~,j I LL DE::;TPO'T' 
1262 F=F+l 

'r'OU. Ii 

1194 
1195 
1196 
1197 
119::: 
1199 
1200 
1201 
1202 
1203 
1204 

F'P I tn":m r'lPUL::;E EtlCi I t-iE::; ot-j ::;TAt-jDE:'T'." 
F'PHn 
PF.: I tH" :~:[:JJUF.:::;E (1 -:::. 9999) : " -; 
INPUT#2 .. Clf:PRINT:Cl=VAL(Cl$) 
IFCl <: 1 THEH214 
IFCD=9THEtH 196 
PP 1m" :~l,jAF.:F' FACTOF 0:: 1-5) : "; 
IHPUT#2 ,W l$:F'F.:INT : Wl=VAL(Wl$) 
Inll<:l THEtj214 
IFfH:>5THEH214 
PP 1m" m r'lF'UL::E EtjCi I tiE::; Et-jCiACiED." 

1205 C$=" r'lO\,' I t-m" : POVE532:::0, 12 
1206 E=E-400 
1207 IFE<:=0THEN654 
120::: 
1209 
1210 
1211 
1212 
1213 
1214 
1215 

IFRNIt(I)<:.85THEN952 
PPIm"mr'1F'UL::;E EtjGIrjES If'lPLODE." 
(;OT055::: 

FOF.: -C2=1 TO :3 
IFC(C2 .. 1)=0THEN121::: 
IFC(C2 .. 1)<::>Z3THEN1218 
I~C(C2, 1)<::>Z4THEN1218 

1216 C(C2 .. 1)=O 
1217 CiOT01;:-:19 
121;:: ;"~E;:'::T :::2 
12 19 ~:ETU F.: t·~ 
1220 
1;;::21 IFT=:: TO+4~ 99THEt·~1225 
1222 F'P I f·( f;i :l'!ITELEF'OPTl::F: CAt·H·40T BE U~:;ED Ur'~T I L II 
1223 PP I t'{T II ~:; TriF:DFiTE II T~1+~; 

1224 GOTO;;::14 
1225 IFW9):25THEN1230 
1226 F'Plt'~T":~~=:Ot:1f:1ut'~ICrlTIot~:=; ~'JITHii ,; 
1227 PP I t'~T ii BA~:;E TE:!'1F'OPAP I LiT' II 

122::; F'PI t'4T ;'LO~:;T - - TELEPOPTEP., ::;HE t·~O ~.JOF.:K" i l 

1229 C;CIT0214 
1230 H1=Hl+1 
1231 IFHIC=H2THEN1235 
: .-,.:,.-, F'Plt4T Ii :~JTELEF'OPTEF.: CAPRI: I L I Tlr'!1 .; 
12J3 F'P l r'~TI/ F' EF.:t:1Ht·~Er~TL 'T' L..O::;T = II 

1 ~:::4 CiOT021 ·~ 
~ 23::' !='F:: I t'{T 11 :~JTELEF'OPTEF r--iCT I '/ ATED" II 

1236 FOR 1=1 TO 8 
12J7 FOR J=1 TO 8 

1239 BJ=I NT«G(I~J)!99R99-K3)*1 0~0) 
1240 IFB3)0THEN1 ~44 
1241 ~ j" •• "- T 

f1C .... ·. ! '_' 
.; .-,.~ .-, 
1'::,''::. 
of .-,.~ .- , 
1..::.'"t . .:, 

1;;:"44 01=I:02=.J 
1245 IFFt·4D( 1 » .. 15THEt~1251 
1246 PPI t4T II :t:ID I ~:; It~TECiPRTOF: .. ··' I t'~TEGPATOF.: II .; 

1247 F'FHF" f'1ALFUHCTIGtj- - " -
124::: PP I tn" ::;TAP3H I F' PEOF: I EHTATED UtJU3A:BLE." 
1249 F'PItH"'r'OU ATE THAT otjE !" 
1250 
.; .-,t:"" of 
.i. '::' ,_'1 
of '-.C"'-' 
1 .::. ·_1'::' 

GOT055::: 
(iOT0364 

1253 IFF:>2THEN1264 

1263 GOT01270 
1264 PPHH":J~~ 'T'OU HA"/E DAPED TO ,,-
1265 PP ItH" EmEF.: SU:E:--::;PACE " _; 
1266 PF.:ltH" _ A THIF.:D TIt'lE." 
1267 PF.: ItJT" FOF.: TH I ::;, " 
126::: 'F'F.:lt-n" iHtl'i'HtHl'T'OU DIEHHHHHHt" 
1269 GOT0553 
1270 PETUPtJ 
1271 
1272 Pl=INT ( 10*RHD(1)+1) 
1273 R2=INT(10tPND(1)+I) 
1274 IFO(Pl .. P2)(:>OTHEH1272 
1275 F.:ETUPH 
1276 F'PItH":1~l;::~"t:IPDEF.:::;: ::;TAF.:DATE=~"T 
1271 F'PHH"~l A::; CAF'TRm OF THE"; 
127::: PPItn" UtHTED ::;TAP::;HIP" 
1279 PF.: I tn" EtHEPF'F.: I ::;E _, " _; 
12:::0 F'F.:It-H"'r'OUf? r'1 I 3::; IOt-j 1:=; TO DE3TF::O'r'" 
12:::1 F'F.:lt-H"THE KLIt-jGotj I t-j',/R:=; I Ot-j " _; 
12:::2 F'F.: I t-n" FOPCE OF" f<9" BATTLE" 
12::::::: FR I t-n" CPU I :::EF.::=;. 'T'OU HA"iE" T9" ::;OLAP 'T'EAP:::; 
12:::4 F'F.: I t-rr" C:Of'lPLETE 'T'OUP r'1 I ::;::; I CIt-j. " 
12:::5 F'F.: I m "~I~l( I • E. um I L ::;TFiF.:DATE" TO+ T9" ) • " 
12:::6 IFB9:>lTHEN1290 
12:::7 PF: I In "~I~1r'OU ~'l I LL HA' ... 'E otjE "; 
12:::";:: PP I tn" ::;;UPPOPT I t-jG ::;TAPBFr:E," 

1290 F'P I tn" :~r~HOU (,j I LL HA"iE":B9_; 
1291 F'F.: I HT" ::;UF'POPT I t-jG ::;TAPI:A::;[::;. " 

TO il 

1292 PP I f-rr" -~n IppCtn pn c I T I rltj - nlll:IDPAt-H" '-'1 " -- " ,-,-~, 
129::::F'R I in "T_- - -- -'- - -' - - ~;ECTClP;' S'1 " -" ::;2"-
1294 PP n-rr" :~r~l :,j-j IT At-N KE'T' EI GmiTI tlUE!!" _; 
1295 WAIT 197,64,64 POKE1:38 , 0 
1296 PPIt·~T Ii:J'I.; 
1297 Ci09-,B 1299 
129::: CiOTO 104 
1299 F'P I t·~T /I:J1l 
1300 F:ETUPt-i 
1301 F'P I NT II :Z!t!!!4 DO 'TIOU ~,J I ::;H TO FLA'TI r:n}A I t·i ? II.; 

1302 INPUT#2,A$ : PPINT 
1 ::::03 I FA$=" 'T'E::;;; THEt-jF.:Ui-l 
1304 I FA$= II ITI I! THEt·4PUt·~ 

1305 F'F.:lt-n 
d06 F'F.:ItH":J :#,H HA"iE A tHeE DA'r' tH" 
1307 am 
130::: T 1 = TI 
1309 IFTI(Tl+60THEH1309 
1310 PETUPtj 
1311 F'F.:lt-n":1~l 
1:::: 12 F'P I t'~T II :~).] 
1::::13 FRItH" 1 
1:31 4 F'P I t·4T 11 2 
1315 F'F:HH"3 
1316 FFHH "4 

TAKE OF COnt'lf'1tm::; A"iA I LABLE : " 
- 3ET COUF.:::;E At-m r'IO'.,.'E II 

::;HOF:T PAHGE ::Hj::;GF.: ::;CAti" 
LGt10 PAt-mE ::HEOP ::;CAH" 

- F I F:E FHA3EP::;" 
- F I F.E PHOTot-j TOF:PEDClE::;" 

i 31? F'P I t'~T II 5 - DAt=1RGE COt'~TF.:OL PEF'OF.:T II 
131 ::: F'F: I t'~T II 6 - :::;ELF DE::;TFUCT \I 
1319 PP I tH" 7 - ABAt-m:X-J ::;H I?" 
1 320 PF.: I tn" ::: - ACT I '.,,'ATE G1EF.:G'T' ::;H I ELIt:::" 
1 321 PR I m "9 - DEACT I ',/ATE EtiEF.:G'r' ::;H I ELD::;" 
1 :322 F'P I f'~T 11 1 [I - F I FE E::-::P EF.: I t'lEt'4TRL DEATH Pf1;rlll 

i:::23 pp nn" 11 AeTI \iATE TELEPOFTEF.:" 
13;;::4 F'F.: I t '~ T II 12 -- Et·iGFiCiE I t'1FUL::;E DP I !.,.'E:=: II 

1254 F'P I tn" ~I~ETAF.SH I P EfjCOUtnEP::; am OF GALA;:'::IT'. II 1325 F'PIf'~T"13 - F'AU::;EII 
of .-,t:"'t:" 
1.::.,_,·_1 
of .-,t:".'-
l'::'·_'C' 

1257 
125:=: 
1259 

PP I In" :~l FOOL I 3H [,jOPTAL .. "_: 
PP I HT" '/OU HA"/E ATTEI'1PTED TO" 
F'F.' I t-H" '.,.'Et-HUPE OUT OF "_; 
F'PHH" THE -GALA;,,;'T' HHO :=;UE:-:=PACE"_; 
F'F.'I m" :~l otj THE THIF.:D TIr'lE"_; 
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1326 PF.: nn II .t 4 - IW::PLA',' PO::; IT IOtJ Fitm ::;;APIn:HE" 
1327 F'F.:ltH" i5 GALFi::<'r' CHAPT II 

132::: F'k: I t·4T II 16 - Ii I :::FLRir' TH I::: PAGE I! 
1329 GOT02 J. 0 
PEFiD'yl" 



Toil and trouble 
Graphic adventure Macbeth heads this months selection of 

adventure and arcade games 

MACBETH - THE 
COMPUTER ADVENTURE 
In this case, Will Shakespeare might not turn 
over in his grave. This new, high quality 
offering from Creative Sparks lives up to the 
old man's standards, at least as far as com
puter games are concerned, in which case 
he wouldn't know anything about it any
way. But if he did ... 

A combination of comp lex, colourful gra
phics, captivating text and those 
all -important little touches like flickering 
fires and creaking doors make Macbeth -
The Computer Adventure one of the best 
new games of the season. The package of 
two cassettes along with a doumented text 
was put together with the expertise of 
Oxford Digital Enterprises - the text of "the 
Scottish play" having been edited specif
ically fo r this game from Oxford's 
computerised copy of the original First Folio 
published in 1623. 

The ODE team is a powerful combination 
of physicists, computer programmers, doc
toral students and artists: Scots, English, 
Australian and American. Every bit of that 
experience shows in the four superb adven
tures and the accompanying psychoanalysis 
programs in which the Royal Psychiatrist 
interviews the player. 

In the first and fourth adventures, the 
player is Macbeth and must slay the realm's 
enemies or keep Dunsinane Castle safe 

from attack. The second adventure puts you 
in the role of Lady Macbeth helping your 
fated husband to do the dirty deed - kill 
King Duncan. In the third adventure, you 
must find the ten crucial ingredients for the 
witches' brew. 

Clues and solutions often are found 
within the accompanying text. But don't 
despair; you needn't know the play inti
mately to succeed because the game is 
programmed with a help mode that either 
tells you where in the text the answer is 
found or gives you a riddle clue, although 
yo u'll have to take from there. The game 
also allows you to use more than the ordi
nary two word commands. This is achieved 
by technologically advanced "parsers" that 
understand at least 35 verbs, 35 nouns and 
10 prepositions in addition to complex 
commands such as "Ask the cook to quickly 
jump into the fire". 

Exciting graphics and sound are the high
lights of these masterpieces. The excellent 
artwork, some animated, draws itself when 
each screen appears but avoids becoming 
tedious with its quick speed. Caves, sea
shores, room interiors, battlements all are 
drawn with great attention to detail. Mean
while, you hear the rushing of the tide, 
screeching seagulls and a cat's meow at all 
the right times. 

"We will proceed no further in this busi
ness," as Macbeth says. Thou gettest the 
point - 'Tis brilliant! 

All games reviews appearing in this 
magazine are personal opinions and serve 
only as a guide to new games on the 
market. Our star ratings for graphics, 
sound, playability and the CCI rating are as 
follows: 

* = Poor 
** = Average 
*** = Good 
* * ** = Very good 
* * * * * = Excellent 

Title: Macbeth - The Computer Adventure 
Programmers: Oxford Digital Enterprises 
Company: Creative Sparks, Thomson 
House, 296 Farnborough Road, Farnbo
rough, Hants GU14 7NU. Tel: 0252 543333 
Hardware: 64, cassette unit 
Type of game: Adventure 
Description: Take on character roles in one 
of four adventures or be psychoanalysed in 
one of the roles 
Fast loader: Yes 
Graphics: ***** 
Sound: ***** 
Playability: ***** 
CCI Rating: ***** 
Price: £14.95 (cassette) 

HAMPSTEAD 
If you want to enjoy this adventure game, 
you' ll either enjoy being insulted or brace 
yourself to take it as the joke that we hope it 
was meant to be. 

The most degrading, impertinent, arro
gant offering yet from Melbourne House, 
Hampstead is nevertheless an entertaining 
concept if you aren't sensitive about your 
social status, for few of us wi ll ever "attain 
Hampstead" in the way it is presented here. 

The player in this case is a social climber 
determined not only to live and be seen in 
Hampstead, but to "attain Hampstead", 
meaning he or she must adopt the right atti 
tude, wear the right clothes, look at the right 
art, read the right books and so forth. 

Furthermore, Hampstead minces no 
words. You are "a nobody" living in "a 
smelly Council flat", eating banana and cod 
sandwiches and watching some disgusting 
television show wholly unworthy of your 
potential social status. But the game doesn' t 
really make the player feel worthy of anyth
ing. 

What makes this game fun is that, for 
once in your life, you can be unscrupulous, 
underhanded and downright shifty without 
the least bit of shame, which I suspect was 
the purpose of writing it. 
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It's a pity there are no graphics other than 
the title screen with Hampstead. Neverthe
less, the game tries hard to be offensive and 
succeeds, so if you can deal with that you 
probably will enjoy its snide comments and 
degrading manner. Besides, anyone above 
the million pound mark in worth probably 
wouldn't stoop to computer games anyway, 
and if they did they wouldn't stoop to cas
settes. 
Title: Hampstead 
Programmers: Trevor Lever and Peter Jones 
Company: Melbourne House, Castle Yard 
House, Castle Yard,Richmond, Surrey 
TW10 6TF. Tel: 01 -9406064 
Hardware: 64, cassette unit 
Type of game: Text adventure 
Description: Cl imb the social ladder to 
Hampstead living through any means poss
ible 
Fast loader: Pavloda 
Graphics: None 
Sound: None 
Playability: **** 
CCI Rating: .*** 
Price: £9.95 cassette 

FORT APOCALYPSE 
Kralthan tanks, rotating fie ld enve lopes, 
hyper chambers and .. . the ominous Fort 
Apocalypse - all ingredients to be avoided 
in th is copter arcade blast. 

And blast is what you must do to destroy 
the Kralthans and their Fort and rescue 18 of 
your friends. But a myriad of destructive 
little annoyances stand (or fly) in your way, 
bent on doing the same to you. All's fa ir in 
love and war, after all. . 

There's no love lost here as you guide 
your rocket copter armed with interceptor 
rockets and plasma bombs through the Dra
conis and Crystalline caves and the fort 
itself. You' ll need practised skill with a joys
tick to manage this once you get inside the 
caves and this is more complicated than it 
sounds. The programme.s have added 
numerous variab les such as fuel leve ls, pris
oners that need rescuing and landing pads 
that require your attention. A Novatron 
allows you to see some items in the distance 
so you can prepare yourse lf, but surprises 
await the helicopter neverthe less. 

.once you've mastered the initial leve l, 
you can always adjust gravity, skill and your 
number of pilots to make it a greater chal
lenge. Other than some jerky scrolling, the 
actions of the copter are quite good and 
enemy tanks on the ground are quite well 
defined . Action in the caves will test you a 
bit more but practice helps. Nothing amaz-
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ingly new in Fort Apoca lypse, but it's more 
than the average zap-em game. 
Title: Fort Apocalypse 
Programmers: Steve Hales and Joe Vierra 
Company: Synsoft, US Gold Ltd, Unit 10, 
The Parkway Industrial Centre, Heneage 
Street, Birmingham B7 4LY. Tel: 021-359 
3020 
Hardware: 64, cassette unit or disk drive, 
joystick essential 
Type of game: Arcade 
Description: Fly helicopter thorugh maze of 
caves and into Fort Apocalypse to rescue 
friends inside 
Fast loader: Novaload 
Graphics: *** 
Sound: *** 
Playability: *** 
CCI Rating: *** 
Price: £9.95 (cassette), £14.95 (disk) 

RAID OVER MOSCOW 
Nuclear war is no subject for beginners and 
neither is Raid Over Moscow. 

The daunting scenario of a nuclear missile 
attack is the premise of this game that simply 
reeks of American superiority from the US 
national anthem and red/white/ blue ban
ner that introduce US Gold games to the 
subject itself. 

As a US commando, your mission is to 
destroy Soviet nuclear launch sites and stop 
a nuclear attack by destroying the Soviet 
Defence Centre. All of this is a good chal
lenge, though the subject may not be a 
gaming one. 

The catch is that you first have to get your 
fighter planes out of the space station 
hanger, a seemingly basic task but made 
much less so by the difficulty. The directions 
te ll you to push left or right on the joystick 
"thus controlling the direction that you are 
fac ing" - but not, apparently, the direction 
you are moving. 

There are other gaps of logic in Raid Over 
Moscow. Once you get your man to the 
Soviet Defence Centre, you huddle in a 
convenient trench behind a conveniently 
low wall conveniently directly in front of the 
Centre. Come on! Just how cushy do you 
th ink the Soviets would make this? If they 
have soldiers on the high wa ll s to the side of 
the Defence Centre, why not on a high wa ll 
in front? 

Well, never mind. The story line is quite 
complex, though the blunt distinction of 
Americans as good guys and Soviets as bad 
guys doesn't exactly encourage detente. 

Okay, so skip the ethics and work on des
truction and Raid Over Moscow is an 
exce llent arcade spree. For the more expe
rienced gamester, it wi ll bring hours of fun 
and challenge and the fact that it requi res 
practice is probably one of its good po ints. 

Another is the graphics, quite detailed 
and vivid. They include a world overview 
on one screen which immediately indicates 
when and where a missile has been 
launched, its target and time to impact. 
Sound is very good with the most interesting 
be ing the revving of the fighter engines and 
the US commando's footsteps. 

Pause, demo and abort game functions 
are additional icing on the cake. So don't. let 
our little picks discourage you if you're a 
games fanatic. Even we admit that once you 
get beyond the hanger, there is quite a game 
awaiting you. 

Title: Raid Over Moscow 
Programmer: Access Software 
Company: U.s. Gold Ltd, Unit 10, the Park
way Industrial Centre, Heneage Street, 
Birmingham B7 4LY. Tel: 021-359 3020 
Hardware: 64, cassette unit or disk drive, 
joystick essential 
Type of game: Arcade 
Description: Destroy Soviet nuclear missile 
launch site before missiles hit U.S. targets 
Fast loader: Novaload 
Graphics: ***** 
Sound: ***** 
Playability: **** 
CCI Rating: **** 
Price: £9 .95 (cassette), £12.95 (d isk) 

TH E PETTIG REW 
CHRONICLES 
Slipping easi ly into the role of secret agent 
Rupert James Pettigrew is one thing after 
you find his diary in a burned out house. 
Carrying out his task is quite another. 

Even if you manage th is part of Pettigrew 
Chronicles, there are three more to tackle, 

Chapter one, for example, is entitled The 
Searching and requires the player to find 
and rescue five secret agents in varioius loc
ations throughout Britain. The only help 
given is a paltry £500 budget, a list of loca
tio ns and a map along with a hint as to wh ich 
agent is closest to you. 

In this adventure, moving to a specific 
object such as a nightclub is reasonably 
doable. Moving to a new location is not, 
though you can choose whether to go by air, 
water or hitching a ride. In addition, you are 
constantly aware, after a few tries, that death 
by unorthodox means almost always lurks 
waiting for you to make one si lly move. Part 
of the prob lem is the limiting two-word 
commands that don't allow for oddities like 
compound words. Another hitch is the 
incomplete instructions. 

The difficulty of each chapter would be 
daunting to any novice adventurer. Patience 
and a good imagination certainly are virtues 
in Pettigrew Chronicles for it does not offer 
fun w ithout effort. 

While the game's reactions to player 
commands are yawningly slow, instructions 
and occasional comments flash much too 
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,------------------~----------------~ 
quickly over a horizontal band along the top 
of the frame and cannot be retrieved. 

The low price for four adventures on two 
cassettes, however, is one advantage and 
you might want to make a party of this one. 
Two or more heads must be better than one. 
Title: The Pettigrew Chronicles 
Programmers: Stephen Mattz and Keith 
Green 
Company: Shards Software, Suite G, Royc
raft House, Linton Road, Barking, Essex. Tel: 
01-591 7666 
Hardware: 64, cassette unit 
Type of game: Text adventure 
Description: As secret agent, Pettigrew must 
complete various challenges in each offour 
adventures 
Fast loader: Novaload 
Graphics: ** 
Sound: N/A 
Playability: *** 
cel Rating: *-. 
Price: £9.95 (cassette) 

MIND CONTROL 
Since when is high quality defined by diffi
culty? 

That is an issue that comes to mind with 
Mind Control by Mastertronic in which the 
player must survive the "aggress ive 
patients" in a hospital in order to even begin 
his mission - to kill an indestructible alien 
ca lled Zyco who has taken aver planet 
earth . Once you get into the miniaturisation 
room, you shrink yourse lf in order to enter 
Zyco's brain and destroy the nerve center 
before you expand to normal size once 
again. 

It is one thing to make a game challenging 
but quite another to make it impossible or 
quite nearly so that you want to give up in 
frustration and exhaustion, not to mention 
fury, before you've even started. Perhaps 
the idea was to keep players' interest as long 
as possible but such difficulty defeats that 
purpose. 

Several of us at CCI tried our hands at 
Mind Control to little avail. No one could 
ward off the patients - mainly because the 
game won't let you - long enough to reach 
the miniaturisation room and the brain inter
ior. 

As far as we cou ld see the graphics are 
excellent, much better than anything we 
would have expected from a budget-priced 
game. Mind Control offers detai led, clearly 
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drawn characters and lively, though deadly, 
an imation in the patients armed with wheel
chairs, clubs and personality problems. 
Sound effects are a bit stilted but suffice. 

Our main objection was not having a way 
to fight off the nasty hospital residents, eg 
sending the wheelchair sprawling or hauling 
in a swipe here and there. Pity. It would have 
been so wicked! 
Title: Mind Control 
Programmers: Richard and David Darling 
Company: Mastertronic Ltd, Park Lorne, 
11 1 Park Road, London NW8 7JL. Tel: 01-
4863478 
Hardware: 64, cassette or disk drive, joys
tick optional 
Type of game: Arcade 
Description: Reach and destroy nerve cen
ter of alien's brain before time runs out 
Fast loader: None 
Graphics: -*** 
Sound: *** 
Playability: ** 
CCI Rating: *** 
Price: £1.99 (cassette), £5.99 (disk) 

FRENZY 
Reminiscences of a line-based game from 
Supersoft called Stix come to mind with the 
latest offering from Micro Power, Frenzy. 

Little Leptons squiggle and squirm with 
abandon about the screen, which in this 
case is a scientific laboratory. The Leptons 
are deadly sub-atomic particles that have 
escaped and must be recaptured by a robot 
craft before the time limit runs out. 

The player operates the little craft trailing 
a line behind it. You can trap the Lepton by 
capturing it within a filled-in area created 
when your line reaches another border. But 
if the Lepton comes in contact with your line 
first, you' re done for. The game allows two 
speeds of movement, the slower one giving 
more points. At higher levels of play, you 
also must contend with the Chasers - up to 
five - pursuing you. 

The introductory music doesn't set the 
mood for the lively chase, sounding more 
like a funeral march or church organ music, 
but that is a minor gripe. We app laud the 
inclusion of stop, pause and on-off sound 
functions that make starting out more pleas
ant. 

Frenzy presents an interesting challenge 
and, since one cannot retract a line once 
drawn, requires considerab le forethought 
and strategy about how a certain closed-in 
area will affect movement of the Lepton. 
Title: Frenzy 
Programmer: Nick Hallas 
Company: Micro Power Ltd, Sheepscar 
House, Sheepscar Street South, Leeds LS7 
lAD. Tel: 0532 434006 
Hardware: 64, cassette unit or disk drive, 
joystick optional 
Type of game: Arcade 
Description: Trap escaped Leptons within 
borders drawn with lines stream ing from 
robot craft 
Fast loader: None 
Graphics: *** 
Sound: ** 

Playability: **** 
CCI Rating: •• -
Price: £6.95 (cassette), £9.95 (disk) 

BRUCE lEE 
us Gold touts American patriotism like 
Ronald Reagan. Never mind the fact that 
Bruce Lee actually concerns a traditionally 
far eastern subject - karate and is set in 
Japan. 

Nevertheless, US Gold insists on playing 
that penetrating American national anthem, 
The Star Spangled Banner, to present yet 
another piece of "A ll American Software". 
But that is one of the few gripes this game 
prompts. 

Detailed graphic features include snow
covered peaks on mountains in the 
background and other touches that help set 
the scene effectively. Animation such as the 
character's running and karate kicks and 
chops is exce llent and accompanying 
sound effects fit in well. 

Bruce Lee in this case is a rather endear
ing chap, wielding his "deadly weapons" in 
the ready position and squat against any 
oncoming th reats such as a ninja with his 
bokken stick or the horrific Green Yamo. 
The karate master's goal is to find the wizard 
within a fortress of many rooms and, once 
you get there, you must kill him to obtain his 
wealth and the secrets of immortality. 

Initial screens are interesting and encou
raging but the challenge heightens when the 
Orient goes high-tech, eg electrical beams, 
pan lights and exploding bushes (what??) to 
supplement the ninja and Yamo. In addition 
to pause and quit game features, Bruce Lee 
allows one or two players in various com
binations of roles. 
Title: Bruce Lee 
Programmer: Datasoft Software 
Company: US Gold Ltd, Unit 24, Tipton 
Trading Estate, Bloomfield Road, Tipton, 
West Midlands DY 4 9AH. Tel: 021-359 
3020 
Hardware: 64, cassette unit or disk drive, 
joystick essential 
Type of game: Arcade 
Description: Chop and kick your way 
through rooms in a fortress to reach the 
wizard and obtain his wealth 
Fast loader: Novaload 
Graphics: ***** 
Sound: ***-
Playability: **** 
cel Rating: ***** 
Price: £9.95 (cassette), £14.95 (disk) 



THE FASTEST WAY TO GET THE 
BEST PROGRAMS 

Software Supermarket is a very different kind of software shop. First, we actually play all the programs ourselves -and choose just the best to offer you Second, we send FREE 
with your order our unique 32-page catalogue of the best programs -which quotes all the reviews and even lists load times I (For a catalogue only, send £1 cash and we will 
send you a voucher for £1 off any order -plus your catalogue.) Third, WE ALWAYS TRY TO SEND OUT YOUR PROGRAMS ON THE SAME DAY WE GET YOUR 
ORDER, UK prices include VAT Export prices are the same (plus p&p). To order by VISA! ACCESS call 01-789 8546 at any time, 24 hrs a day. We 're not the cheapest, but our 
customers in over 40 countries tell us we 're the fastest -and we only sell the best. 

CLIFFHANGER "The way ehaeboeh characrers ace as 11m 
a carmon lS superb ... alJ my dreams have 

come erue ... graphlcs and ammaeion are excellem" (PCGames). "You 'll eieher find it irntaemg 
or sublime, depending on how you feel aboue Roadrunner cartoons. "(PopCompWkly). 
NEW GENERATION. STICK OR KEYS. CASSETTE £7.95 

GHOSTBUSTERS ':A eerriiJc game .... extremely 
addlctJVe and great fun to play" 

(C& VGames). "The speech symhesis is very good indeed and the rune is realJy catchy. .. THE 
GAME IS REALLY JUST AS GOOD AS THE FILM" (PopCompWkly). "Ie may be che cheer of 
ehe year ... fortunately J[ IJVes up to ies hypmg." (CommComp). ACTNISION. STICK NEEDED, 
CASSETTE £11.00 

COMBAT LYNX "Brilllant graplucs, outstanding 
simulation, an excellent game" (ZX 

Comp). "The 3D graphlcs are quite dj[ferent to anythmg seen before on any micro ... hills, 
valJeys and fields move towards you m an astonishingly convlflcing way" (PCGames). 
DURRELL. STICK OR KEYS. CASSETTE £8.95 

INTERNATIONAL ThiS football-playing game is one of 
the most hIghly-praised of all 

FOO TBALL Commodore programs. Sensational 3D graphics and 9 
skill levels. For 1 or 2 players. 

COMMODORE STICKS NEEDED. ROM £15.00 

MACBETH "A SUPERB NEW ADVENTURE ..... oozes atmosphere 
and is totalJy enthralJing ... a whole heap of material for 

your money, and it 's alJ high quality, make no miseake. I cannot praise it too highly. Macbeth 
lS THE adventure of the year" (PersCompNews). CREA TNE SPARKS, CASSETTE £14.95 

PSI WARRIOR FustBeyond game for theC641 Asusual;'lth 
Beyond, the graphiCS are lancastlc and It s a 

totally onginal game. As the Psi-Warnor , you ride your hover plane (like a hovering 
skateboard) through the hi-tech 3D silo as you fight your way down towards The Source. 
BEYOND. STICK OR KEYS. CASSETTE £9.95 

ZAXXON "Quite slmply_ the best shoot-em-up for the C64" 
(CommUser). "If you want ehe genume artJcle, this is che one 

to go for." (CommHoriz). "The 3D graphlcs are excellent .. alJ thae a good arcade game should 
be ... very classy" (HomeCompWkly). US GOLD. STICK NEEDED. 
CASSETTE £7.95 DISK £14.95 

ERIK THE VIKING Thl,sgraphlcadventurelsbase~ 
on The Saga of Enk the Vik10g by 

TERRY JONES. The accompanY1Og 24-page manual contams extracts from the book and 
these hold clues which will help you 10 the adventure. As Erik the Viking , you travel through 
over 200 locations in search of the evil Dogfighters who have kidnapped your family . 
MOSAIC. NO STICK. CASSETTE £9.95 

BOULDER DASH f;~/~!S;::;~h~~~!::~c:n~e 
movement of ehe rocks are posuvely Newtonian! ThlS game lS m a class of les own .. . A muse 
for your games collection (HomeCompWkly). STATESOFT. STICK NEEDED. 
CASSETTE £8.95 DISK £10.95 

EUREKA' "Aminated graphics and Video-style split-screen techniques 
• make EUREKA a V1SUalJy lnteresting game as well as an 

entertaining adventure" (C& VGames). "With or wichout pnzes , tlus package has got to be 
eerrific value._. the music and sound effects are spectacular" (C&VGames). DOMARK. STICK 
NEEDED. CASSETTE £14.95 DISK £16.95 

SYSTEM 15000 ':An absolueely wonderful idea ... artificial 
hacking! Syseem 15000 closely mimics a 

vast number of different databases and you have to hack your way around discovering 
passwords (PopCompWkly). "I recommend you play chis game if you can. Ie could become a 
cule game m years to come (YrComm)_ CRAIG. CASSETTE £12.95 

COMPLETE MACHINE CODE 
"THE BEST MACHINE-CODE TUTOR. .. no serious programmer should learn machine-code 
without it" (Crash). "The lessons are comprehensive enough to help even che beginner . .. very 
user-friendly " (SUser). NEW GENERATION. NO STICKS. £14.95 

WHITE LIGHTNING ;~:!s~:a~:::::es 
produC[ion" (HomeCompWkly). "The best package I have used, its features and flexibility are 
second to none" (PersCompNews). The key to profeSSional games deSign; Includes a separate 
20K SPRITE DESIGNER OASIS. CASSETTE £19.95 DISK £29.95 

SOLO FLIGHT ''ltisa deiJght to fly tlus one!" (CommUser). 
"A very good slmulanon. .. the aircraftJs very 

easy to handle " (PersCompGames). You must master take-off, landing, Instrument flYing , 
navigatIOn, emergencies, turbulence, before you can play MAIL PILOT to test your new skills . 
US GOLD. STICK NEEDED. CASSETTE OR DISK £14.95 

SOFTWARE SUPERMARKET VISA/ACCESS CALL 01·789 8546 (24 HRS) 

------------·--------------------------1 
POST TO: SOnWARE SUPERMARKET (CC11 ) 
87 HOWARD'S LANE, LONDON SW15 6NU, ENGLAND. I PROGRAM NAME CASS/DISK PRICE 

For CATALOGUE ONLY, send £1 cash. Refunded with your fi rst order. I 
I own a Commodore 64 . I enclose a cheque/PO payable to Software Supermarket OR I 
charge my 
VISA! ACCESSIEUROCARD/MASTERCARD I 
No l I I I 10 I 00 I IDITTO 
Signature: .. . .... ....... .. 
Please write clearly. If we can't read it, you won 't get it. 
Name: 
Address: 

Postage & Packing UK add 75p per order 
Europe ADD £100 per program 

Outside Europe ADD £ 1 50 program 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~~; I 
Total Order PHONE NO , if any, in case of query . ................... ... ,. ....................... ,. I 

-----~--------------------------------
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---EXCLUSIVE·---

BC'S QUEST FOR TIRES 
If a picture is worth a thousand word s, the 
expressions on th is character's face would 
buy a go ld mine. 

The popular comic strip character 
makes this new ga me from Software Pro
jects an absolute delight to play wh ile 
presenting a hefty challenge at the same 
time. Quest For Tires begins with the 
character, Thor, bumpily riding along on his 
stone whee l trying to avoid rocks, over
hanging tree limbs and logs in his path and 
nimbly hopping from turtle back to turtle 
back over a pond. 

Birds f lyi ng overhead keep a wary eye 
out as Thor zips by, his wi nd-blown hai r f ly
ing behind him . The trek isn' t always 
successful, of course, and when BC tum
bles to the ground the stars f loat above his 
head in the true cartoon tradition. 

Smooth scrolling to the left, blades on 
the grass and leaves on trees are other 
clever attributes rarel y seen in arcade 
game graphics . Furthermore, when you 
lose one of your lives you aren't forced to 
begin the game allover again, though yo u 
are set back some distance . 
Title: Be's Quest For Tires 
Programmer: Sierra-on-Line 
Company: Software Projects Ltd, Bear
brand Complex, Allerton Road, Woolton, 
Liverpoo l L25 7SF. Tel : 051-4289393 
Hardware: 64, cassette unit or disk drive, 
joystick essential 
Type of game: Arcade 
Description: Guide Thor safely through the 
land of the stone age on his single wheel 
Fast loader: Burner 
Graphics: ***** 
Sound: **** 
Playability: ***** 
CCI Rating: ***** 
Price: £9.95 (cassette), (d isk ava ilab le 
soon) 

This review was sent to us by a reader 

ENCOUNTER 
Exploding spaceships and hom ing missiles 
are just two of the ingredients that help to 
make Encounter one of the best games 
avai lable for the 64. 

Encounter is a 3D combat sim ulation in 
which you must track and destroy a number 
of cunning aliens, whilst manoeuvring 
through a barren landscape with only tow
ering cylinders and alien spaceships for 
company. After destroying the aliens, a por
tal opens and into the void you must go ! 
Successfully steering through a hailstorm of 
meteors takes you to the next of the eight 
landscapes featured. 

The cockpit of your craft is fitted with a 
radar, and three sets of lights to warn of any 
im pending dangers. The graph ics are 
superb, and the accompanying sonics are, 
to quote a phrase, 'Lound and clear'. 

With fast loading and a screen picture 
whilst loading, this is a game that should be 
encountered as soon as possible. 

Title: Encounter 
Programmer: Pau l Woakes 
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Company: Novagen Software, 213 Broad 
Street, Birmingham. Tel: 021 -643 9100 
Hardware: 64, cassette player or disk drive, 
joystick 
Type of game: Arcade 
Description: Travel the eight landscapes by 
destroying the alien spaceships and riding 
the meteor storm to the next level 
Fast loader: Novaload 
Graphics: *.*. 
Sound: *** 
Playability: ***** 
Readers' Rating: ****. 
Price: £9.95 (cassette), £12.95 disk 
Reviewer: Cpl. T P Ruckwood of RAF Bish
ops Court, N. Ireland 

CCI REVIEW PANEL 
Martin Younger of Stockport, Cheshire 
N Edwards of Bexleyheath, Kent 
Carl Coffey of Longfield, Kent 
Paul Serbot of Harrogate, N Yorkshire 
E E O'Brien of Mavley, Cheshire 
Luci Kershaw of Teddington, Middx 
David Cooper of Northwich, Cheshire 
P Dent of Seaham, Co Durham 
Julien Francois of Manor Park, London 
Cpl Ruckwood of RAF Bishops Court, N 
Ireland 
R J Penfold of Bitterne, Southampton 
Craig Pemberton of Netherton, Mersey
side 
Kevin Exley of Leeds, Yorkshire 
Time Burke of Atherton, Manchester 
John Archer of Ashbourne, Derbyshire 

Our review panel will review one game 
a month - if you're not on the panel, don't 
give up. We will still publish readers' 
reviews on a regular basis and will elect 
another panel in six months time. 

SPECIAL DELIVERY 
Christmas may be over, but a Santa out of 
season at least is a novelty. Special De livery 
is a fun idea and a good basic arcade game 
no matter what the season. 

Having awoken late on Christmas morn
ing, Santa has only five hours to deliver his 
presents and you have to guide him and his 
sleigh safely through the air littered with 
dangerous clouds and imposing mountain 
peaks. On his way to the homes, though, he 
still has some presents to pick up. 

Once he gathers them and makes his way 
safely to a rooftop, he still faces the obsta
cles of fi reballs and snowballs inside the 
chimney. Finally, he must make sure the 
ch ildren don't see him, for that would spoil 
everyth ing. 

Time is of the essence in Special Delivery 
(don't confuse this w ith the GPO) and the 
slightest, indiscriminate bump or jolt can 
throw you off enough to snatch an hour. 
Graphics and sound aren't spectacular; 
smoke com ing from ch imneys looks more 
like flames and it would have been nice to 
see all nine of Santa's reindeer instead of just 
half of one. An imation lacks a bit of spark as 
well, though Santa's climbing actions are 
well done. 

But Special Delivery is a good, simple 
game that still manages to keep your atten
tion and challenges the player enough to 
make you try "just one more time". 

Title: Special Delivery 
Programmer: Dalali Software 
Company: Creative Sparks Software, Thom
son House, 296 Farnborough Road, 
Farnborough, Hants GU14 7NU. Tel: 0252 
543333 
Type of game: Arcade 
Description: Gather Christmas presents and 
deliver them to the houses before time runs 
out 
Fast loader: Yes 
Graphis: *** 
Sound: ** 
Playability: *** 
CCI Rating: .** 
Price: £7.95 (cassette) 

---~ EXCLUSIVE ----

JUICE 
This little android doesn't look much like 
his namesake, Thomas, but the idea is 
there and provides imaginative fun doing 
something most of us know li ttle about -
building a circuit board . 

The player in Juice, the newest Ameri
can import from System 3 Software, 
controls Edison - not Thomas but the frus
trated android who simply wants to get on 
w ith his job. But he is hindered by little 
creatures of your choos ing. The avai lable 
array includes Nohms, a "negative inf lu 
ence;' Flash, the lightning bolt and 
Killerwatt who unscrupulously tr ies to "fry 
poor Edison's brains:' 

Juice is a slinky-like game but expands 
on that theme by offering sl ight variations 
as the level of play changes. Co lourful gra
phics include transporter pads that take 
Edison to the other side of the circuit 
board. These "Star Trek" -like devices go 
fuzzy when the transporter beam demater
ialises Edison and then makes him 
re-materialise on the other side. Edison's 
jumping from one square to another on the 
board is quite good as well. 

Sound effects consist of a few beeps and 
bleeps, but perhaps cou ld have been more 
elaborate to spice up the action. 

A praiseworthy feature for beginners 
and pros alike is the ab ili ty to play w ithout 
characters so you can complete your 
board's connections without an noying 
hinderances. Furthermore, as you clear 
each level you must find an invisible trace 
on the circuit board from the top left to bot
tom right of the screen and you' re moving 
aga inst a time limit. 
Title: Juice 
Programmer: Arti Haroutunian 
Company: System 3 Software, South Bank 
House, Black Prince Road, London SEll . 
Tel: 01 -582 7522 
Hardware: 64, cassette unit, joystick essen
tial 
Type of game: Arcade 
Description: Edison the android must avoid 
charging creatures to complete his circuit 
board 
Fast loader: Novaload 
Graphics: **** 
Sound: *** 
Playability: **** 
CCI Rating: **** 
Price: £7.95 (cassette) 
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Meet lVIr Marvel 
himself! 

Sue Pearce talks to Scott Adams, creator of the Marvel 
characters, and to Adventure International, UK 
manufacturers of his popular computer games 

ADVENTURE 
INTERNATIONAL 

T he UK manufacturers of Scott Adams' 
games started life as Calisto, a distribu

torof American software including the pro
ducts of Adventure International. 

Pat Wood roffe, a di rector of Adventure 
International, expla ins: "At the end of '81 
we decided it wou ld be a good thing to 
manufacture just one of the products, sav
ing import costs. 

"We got in touch w ith Scott Adams and 
went to Florida in 1982. There we nego
tiated a deal with Scott regard ing the 
manufacture of his products sole ly in the 
UK." 

This time last year, Adventure Interna
tional realised the need for conversions of 
games for the most popular computers in 
the UK (wh ich enabled all you 64 owners 
to vent your frustration through the guise of 
The Hulk!). 

After the Las Vegas show in January ' 84, 
Adventure I nternational was awarded a lic
ence agreement w ith Marve l to 
manufacture games based on the Marvel 
characters. Since then the company has 
also negotiated the manufactur ing rights 
for Europe. 

Scott Adams' name certainly aids sales 
of Adventure International's games. "Scott 
Adams adventures are so we ll-known;' 
agrees Pat. " It's got to be a plus po int 
because of all his well -known characters." 

Anything that is prod uced by Scott in the 
US is manufactured by Adventure Interna
tional in the UK. 

"Our own products are also being deve
loped under Adventure International' s 
name, w ith Scott's blessing;' says Pat. 
"One idea is arcade games based on Spid
erman:' 

Although basica ll y an adventure com
pany, Adventure International have 
dabbled in arcades in the past and intend 
to do so in the future. 

"Adventures are long lasting;' comments 
Pat. "More so than arcades which have a 
life of three months at the most." 

New Adventure International products 
to look fo rward to in the very near future 
are games based on the Fighting Fantasy 
book written by Steve Jackson and Ian Liv
ingston . 
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SCOTT ADAMS - ADVENTURER INTERNATIONAL 

i I 
• 

Scott Adams with two a his creations, Sp iderman and The Hulk 

"T he world 's greatest adventure wri
ter" is an accolade often attributed 

to Scott Adams, creator of the Marvel 
characters. 

Spiderman and the Incredible Hulk have 
adorned the bedroom walls of many a 
ch ild. Marvel comics and the resu lting films 
and TV programmes have all met with a 
high degree of success. The opportunity to 
actually contro l these heroic characters 
through computer adventure games has, 
not surpris ingly, also been very popular. 

Scott Adams is no novice when it comes 
to computers . He says: I've been working 
on computers since 1968. I started with 
micros in the early days w hen they were 
first around:' 

The Marvel characters are the basis for 
the first Questprobe series: around 13 
adventures, each a chapter involving a dif-

ferent character. " I do all the scripting and 
programming for the major versions;' 
expla ins Scott. "It' s been quite an interest
ing challenge transferring my characters 
onto a computer." 

In his programming role Scott has writ
ten a couple of arcade games, but 
adventures are his first love. 

" In the early days I programmed some 
adventure games on the PET wh ich were 
marketed by Commodore;' says scott, 
who has watched computers becoming a 
lot more sophisticated over the last few 
years. 

As the number of Scott's adventures 
increases, so does the level of difficulty. 
The results are entertaining and challeng
ing games, well worth spend ing the time 
puzzling over. 
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Microdeal, 41 Truro Road, 
St. Austell, Cornwall PL25 5JE 

Credit Card Orders 

~I VISA ).~ 
Phone 0726 73456 

cuthbert 
Enters the 
Tombs of 

Doom 
CBM 64 £6.95 

The Cuthbert cult continues with 
colossal capers in the 
escapade from Microdeal. It ' s 
five star game all the way . 

The challenge consists of 
200 chambers! How do they 
it? Chambers are littered . 
keys, lock s, ghostly ghou 
beastly bats, sadistic saxapho 
- yes, saxaphones -
spheres, stekevab fiends , trans
ponation cham bers and various 
treasures . 

Then there are lamps to be 
filled to give temporary 
immunity from the nasties and l 

extra lives to be won and lost. It 
is quite mind-boggling. 

With the cassette comes a join 
the Cuthbert Club registration, a 

. 16 page instruction booklet -
sorry manuscript - autographed ' 
poster application with a meet -[ 
Cuthbert competition and a 
fob. It's superb packaging to 
with an excellent piece 0 

software. 
The early stages start easily, 

but the going soon starts to 
tough as Oxygen shortages 
to penalise any delay. 
more, negotiating a room 
might not be enough, you 
have to go back more than 
to pick up more keys . But t 
enough from me, you'll . 
the rest when you buy it. 

BUY IT! 
Cuthbert in the Tombs 

is available from 
Computer Dealers Nationwide. 

Dealers Contact 
TWANG WHOLESALE 0734580200 

CENTRESOFT0213593020 
TIGER TRADER 09 2555222 

LEISURESOFT 0604 46658 
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Defining '85 
"A year of 

flexibility" 
If reality was "The Word" for 1984 in the computer industry, 
flexibility may be it for '85. Viola Gienger continues her look 
at the business, talking to some of the leaders in software and 
hardware. Last month, they told us that 1984 forced them to 
face some harsh realities. Now they reveal some forthcoming 

changes - both chosen and forced - in 1985. 

T he boom is over and that newfangled 
machine that captured the minds and 

purses of mill ions not so long ago is sett ling 
into its comfortable niche in the home - the 
computer right along with your refrigerator 
and television set. 

At least that is the prediction from many of 
those who ought to know, the ones whose 
livelihoods depend on the public's continu
ing infatuation w ith computers. That first 
roar of the flame has died down to a slower, 
but steady, fli cker, making software and 
hardware compan ies change tactics for 
results that don't sweep the market as much 
as keep a steady, loyal fo llowing. 

"The home computer market is not going 
to carry on growing indefinitely and in 1985, 
the onus will be on us as manufacturers to 
act creatively and give people new reasons 
to buy," says Howard Stanworth , general 
manager of Commodore UK. 

Led by Commodore's two recent mach
ines, the C16 and Plus/4 and the promised 
PC and Z8000, the Commodore-related 
market w ill try to keep the ba ll ro lling. In any 
case, personal computers certainly are not 
be ing written off as a fad. 

.- Iq~5 .-
"I think people wi ll always have compu

ters around as much as they have record 
players," says Llamasoft owner and pro
grammer Jeff M inter, "The games market is 
shrinking, but there always w ill be a bunch 
of enth usiasts that w ill keep on playing." 

Others agree, including sales director 
Christine Laugharne of Melbourne House 
who says, "The young games playing mar-
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ket might get smaller - the 10-15 year olds. 
But the enthusiasts market - those who· 
know a lot about computers and experi
ment with them - will always be around." 

Precision Software's Nigel Lavit-Turner 
says, " I think it's part of life. " 

And Mark Eyles of Quicksilva sees the 
computer playing a more practical role in 
the home in order to surv ive. "They're defi
nitely not a fad," he says. "But the way 
people use them as a seasonal change, it 
wou ld be difficu lt for me to guess." 

- Iq~5-
Greater sophistication seems to be the 

direction for the home computer market, a 
comment supported by evidence of sa les 
by Rumbelows, one of the major retail 
chains in the UK with 400 electrical retail 
and TV/ video rental shops. 

"There is a very clear movement in the 
home computer market th is Autumn with 
customers moving away from the more 
basic models, and upgrading to second gen
eration products w ith additional capacity," 
says chief executive David Johnson. 

Now offering a range of 11 models, 
Rumbelows says it has "included a wide 
selection of peripherals to cater for an 
increasingly sophisticated market. 

The average spent on a computer rose 
from under £150 in 1983 to £300 or more in 
1984, says Johnson. 

Activision's Geoffrey Heath also takes an 
optimistic tone. The company is re lative ly 
new to the computer games market and 
Heath, UK managing director, says, " I don't 
know whether we've got to the boom yet." 
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-- /'1?S-
"It's in the home with the television and 

the washing machine. The com puter kids 
today wi ll be computer parents tomorrow," 
he says. " I just think one has to be very care
fu l with using words like boom." 

The result of the settling is a turn by many 
companies to more serious software and to 
better quality that will c hallenge a~d keep 
the interest of an increasingly choosy mar
ketplace. Better graphics, elaborate text, 
extended uses - all in demand more and 
more by users who've skimmed the ir com
puters' novelties and now long for 
something more mearlingful, practical, use
ful. 

"The future of the home market is defi
nitely in the more sophisticated models," 
says Johnson. "The public know that the 
combination of computer and TV set wi ll 
eventually ·be the focal point for so many 
areas of their lives - shopping, education, 
leisure, home security and home budgetting 
- and I be lieve that they are determined 
that they will make this particular technol
ogy really work for them." 

Audiogen ic's Martin Maynard sees local, 
national and international networks as an 
exciting new frontie r. " It could be the year 
for communications," he says. Commodore 
UK be lieves communications capabil ity is a 
key reason people wi ll keep buying. 

" In fact, it is probably the single most 
important factor in the future of home com
puting," Stanworth says. 

Another key to success involves that irri
tating catch-phrase "user friend ly." 
Complex programming and keyboard gym
nastics may amuse and entice computer 
buffs, but the average user doesn't want to 
know every nook and cranny of the printed 
circuit board just to balance a chequebook. 

"We think people should bring out hard
ware that isn't too complicated," says Peter 
Calver of Supersoft. "The nice thing about 
small computers is that they're easy to 
understand." 

Software houses also are making plans to 
move into areas they perhaps haven't con
sidered before - from games to joysticks, 
from accountancy packages to communic
ations and so forth. The contracting market 
in one area is forcing the companies to stick 
their hands in elsewhere. 

·-/1?5 
But they won't be ab le to slack off any

where. New products wi ll have to be top 
notch to compete and after-sale service 
must be aimed at making buyers happy, 
loyal and vocal in their praise. 

"I can't quite see a 1985 as good as 
1984," says Frank Coward, general 
manager of Stack Computers, who forecasts 
the number of computer, hardware and sof
tware dealers will plummet over the next 
year, reducing by more than one half. But 
Coward expects the decline to halt at 
around 2,000 dealers who will service those 
still interested. 

At Commodore, Howard Stanworth sees 
a similar trend. "I n 1985 the shakeout which 
has already begun in the industry wil l inten
sify and we're going to see a lot of 
casualties," he says. "The companies which 
survive will need to be more aggressive and 
more flex ible than ever before." 

Audiogenic's Martin Maynard is a bit 
more blunt: " I think 1985 w ill see the make 
or break of the home computer market. " 

The companies that will be making or 
breaking also talked about their own roles 
within ~he industry, though the inevitable 
secrecy kept many from naming specific 
products. Nevertheless, each software and 
hardware "house" is gearing up for the new 
year and long ago decided strategies to 
keep them among the success stories. 

ACTIVISION 
"I don't see us getting really highbrow," says 
UK managing director Geoffrey Heath, who 
hopes to successfully keep his company on 
its current track of quality games. 

Geoffrey Heath 

Heath says Activision intends to stick to 
the leisure end of the software industry and 
has no plans to advance on the business side 
of the computer. Any software the company 
does introduce wi ll have to be easy to use, 
he says. 

"People will want to have fun with it," he 
says. "I think people want to enjoy it, not sit 
there and work and think ' I don't really want 
to do this'." 

With one to two titles released each 
month and more in early '85, Activision cer
tainly won't limit itself. "We will widen what 
we do," Heath says. 

AUDIOGENIC 
As a thrust in the direction of communica
tions, Audiogenic will be introducing Well 
Talk, a communications package, early in 
1985, says managing director Martin May
nard. 

Home productivity packages also will be 
among the new offerings from this com
pany, including a· database, spreadsheet, 
word processors and other variations. And 
increasing demand for peripherals may 
make up a wider avenue, "qu ite possibly" 
the future wing for Audiogen ic, wh ich 
already entered that area in 1984. 

"I'm looking for a robotic arm to be used 
in the home," he says. 

BUBBLE BUS 
Sandy Marchant says his company is going 
straight where the heart is - the home. 

Diaries and accounts packages are 
among the possibilities, but Marchant 
would first want users to have access to 
blank cartridges that eliminate the lengthy 
loading time of disks. He expects Bubble 
Bus to introduce more products next year, 
particu larly for home use. 

"Parents buy computers for their kids at 
Christmas and a few months later they ask, 
'Oh, can't you do anything apart from 
games on it?'" 

COMMODORE 
UK general manager Howard Stanworth is 
confident that Commodore will be among 
the survivors desfiite the lukewarm recep
tion so far given to the newest machines, 
C16 and Plus/4. 

"No-one can afford to be complacent in a 
market as vo lati le as ours, butwe have every 
confidence that by being creative and 
adaptable, Commodore will be even 
stronger than every next year." 

So Commodore has big plans for the 
hardware and software markets, he says. 
"We're looking forward to further broaden
ing our hardware range, with the launch of 
the new Commodore PC and Z8000 busi
ness computers and we'l l also be aiming 
square ly at taking a sizeable slice of the sof
tware market. " 

HANDIC 
Maker of the popular CalcResult package, 
Handic Software is planning to bring out a 
database during the first quarter of 1985. 
Though games wi ll continue to be in 
demand, managing director Terry Taylor 
says more will take the form of ROM car
tridges and disks, rather than the traditional 
cassette. 

And w ith the market "getting more selec
tive," Handic w ill also try its talents in the 
expanding communications field. "We're 
working to get a modem approved," Taylor 
says. 
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PREDICTIONSI~~~~~~~~~ 
LLAMASOFT 
Jeff Minter isn ' t reaching for the stars in 
1985. 

"I have no ambitions to get any bigger," 
he told CCI. "That wou ld be too much trou
ble." 

Minter goes to a lot of troub le for his 
games clientele, however, w itnessed by the 
devoted fo llowing he developed with heal
thy sa les for Ll amasoft last year. " I' ll stick to 
games and entertainment," he says. " I won't 
be doing anything too serious w ith it. " 

Minter would like to see more sprites and 
greater flexibi lity from hardware, but in his 
own business, he' ll continue designing 
games for the loya l gamester. 

MELBOURNE HOUSE 
Sales director Christine Laugharne says Mel 
bourne House will be focusing some of its 
energies on software for Commodore's 
newly re leased C16, expected to do well 
during the Christmas season. 

" I think it w ill do very well," she says. " I 
think it wi ll substitute quite well for (he VIC Pearl Wellard and Peter Calver 
20." 

Books and young chi ldren's software wi ll 
be two of the priorities among a range of 
learn ing products. "We do qu ite we ll with 
books like disassembling your ROM and 
ones like that," Laugharne says. " I don't 
th ink that end of the marKet wi ll shrink at all ." 

PRECISION 
The United States wi ll continue to be a key 
market for UK software house Precision, 
according to finance director Nigel Lavit
Turner, whose company secured millions of 
dollars in contracts last year for its Superbase 
package, now translated into eight 
languages. 

The greater demand there than in Britain 
for· superior quality wi ll mould the com
pany's offerings fo r 1985, includ ing tutorial 
audio-learn ing cassettes . "You' ll be able to 
listen to instructions so you don't have to 
peer at a manual," he says. " I th in k it's 
im portant that people fee l they've achieved 
something in half a day." 

The word processor Easyscript will be 
extended to machines other than Commo
dore, he says, and Precision will be add ing 
appication templates to its database. 

QUICKSILVA 
"We' ll be doing everything we have been 
doing but better!" 

That, in a nutshell, is the plan for Quick
silva in 1985, according to creat ive design 
executive Mark Eyles. "As far as the actual 
co ntents of products, it won't change 
much," he says. "We' ll be working on 
character based games, but at the same 
time, that's something that always goes on." 

Eyles says Quicksilva, wh ich on ly began 
supporting Commodore machines with 
softwc.re about a year ago, w ill continue to 
design for the Commodore, particularly the 
64 "because it's a big machine." 
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SUPERSOFT 
Along w ith repackaging for more serious 
software, Supersoft will be another of the 
companies turning to the C16 for new ideas. 

Co-founder Peter Calver says, "We think 
the Commodore 16 is an excellent machine 
and we think it's going to be successful. I 
think it's going to overshadow the Plus/ 4." 

Ca lver says he is impressed by the 16's 
keyboard , high resolution, powerful basic 

ROMIK 
Managing director Mike Barton says Romik 
is looking in the dir·ection of the C16 for a 
sign of where the company should go in 
1985. 

"We' re putting a lot of hope behind it," he 
says. Led by the November release of Pottit, 
a full video simulation game, Romik is plan
ning for two or three more titles in the near 
future for the C16. 

Three games later in the year are 
expected to be "sign ificantly ahead of the 
market" in terms of quality and technology. 
"We' re looking at the development of what 
some people have termed mega-games," 
he says. "They will be three games that will 
abso lutely leave the market standing." 

Romik also has been approached by 
several companies to develop more serious 
software, but Barton says even if those plans 
come to fruition , the products likely will be 
marketed by other firms though Romik wi ll 
be responsible for design. 

"They are talking about far more serious 
applications at far higher prices than we 
would ever dr·eam of," says Barton , w ho 
would not elaborate on specifi cs of the yet
to-be-decided deals. 

STACK 
Liverpoo l based Stack is planning four new 
products in the first quarter of this year and 

and colour and sound capabilities and 
expects consumers to turn to it for business 
as well as first-time buyer use. 

To prepare for that, Supersoft will intro
duce its Suite 16 range of software including 
a word processor w ith two-three pages of 
text and a spreadsheet. And all wi ll be deve
loped with simplicity and a low se ll ing price 
in mind, he says. 

will consider moving into markets using 
micro technology, says genera l manager 
Frank Coward. 

One of those markets includes aids to the 
handicapped, an area Stack has dabbled in 
on a smal l scale in the past. Programmers' 
aids such as a light pen and other alterna
tives to the keyboard are in the works "to 
make computers more user friend ly," Cow
ard says. 

He says the company would also like to 
develop a package to allow the computer 
user to build his own games in modular 
form, selecting sprites and the conditions 
and creating from there. 

VIRGIN 
As for all software companies, it wi ll be 
another difiicult one for Virgin managing 
director Nick Alexander, but the range of 
new computers may give software houses 
something to live for. 

Virgin , for example, is focusing on more 
sophisticated software. 

Contradicting some of the excitement 
welling up in the industry for the 16, Alexan
der says the 16 will not be one of the points 
of emphasis at Virgin . 

"We 're not reall y very excited about the 
Plus/ 4 or· the 16, particularly the 16. I don 't 
see why anyone is bothering with that." 



COMMODORE 64 OWNERS 

MIDLAND COMPUTER 
LIBRARY 

The first and largest Commodore 64 library in the 
world (often copied' but never equalled). 

1) All the latest titles on cassette, disc and cartridge 
2) Hire your first two games absolutely free 
3) Life membership £6 
4) Hire charge from only £1 inc p&p for full 7 days 
5) No limit to the amount of games you can hire 
6) All games originals with full documentation 
7) Games, Business and Educational software 
8) Return of post service guaranteed 
9) Lowest new hard and software prices in the UK 

10) Join now on money back guarantee 

Send cheque or postal order for £6 with your two 
selections or large sae for further details to : 

MIDLAND COMPUTER LIBRARY 
31 Evenlode Close, Lodge Park 

Redditch B98 7NA 
Telephone 0527 23584 

©@~~@[Q)@~rn 
COMPUTING INTERNATIONAL 

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM 

Please send me 1 2 issues of Commodore 
Computing 

CHEQLJE ENCLOSED 0 
PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS 0 
AMERICAN EXPRESS lJ 
BARClA YCARD 0 

High·Denslty BERIDOX Coating. 

Certified Error·Free Quality. 

Wide· Range Choice. 

Amazing Durability. 

Magnum Media Limited 
7 Hogwood Industrial Park, 
Wokingham, Berkshire RG 11 
Telephone: (0734) 734849 

Name . .. .. ........ .... .... . ... ... . .. .. , .. .. .. .. ... .. . ... .. .. .. .. .... ... . . 

Address.,., .. .. . ...... .. ..... ... . ....... .... ... ' . .. , .. ,., ' ..... ,. ' .. •.. 

County .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... ... ..... Post Code .. .. ..... ... .. .... ..... .. . . 

Telephone (home) ...... . , . .... .. ,., .. .. . , .. . ' . . , ...... .. ... ..... . .. , 

(Business) ..... . ...... .. .. . ... . .... . ... .. ... .. ....... . 

Signed . .. ... .. " .. .... .. .. .. ... , ... . . ..... .. ... , .... . ... . .. .. . .... .. .. . . 

Date (Sub to commence) . . .... .. , .. .... , .... " .............. , .... . 

o Subscription rate U.K, £15.00 o Europe £20.00 

CHARGE NO. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
o Outside Europe £ 28.50 

Expiry date : 

Cheques should be made payable to : 
Croftward Limited 

TO AVOID FUTURE LAPSE IN MY SUBSCRIPTION 
PLEASE DEBIT MY RE NEWAL FEE TO MY CREDIT 
CARD ANNUALLY UNTIL I CANCEL IN WRITING . 

Return form to: 
Subscriptions Manager, 

40 BOWLING GREEN LANE, 

'lONDON EC1R ONE TEL 01·278 0333 TELEX 267247 FINSEC 
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WIl\T disks by the 
dozen 

One hundred Fuji floppy disks and a Fuji disk camera are up 
for grabs in our easy word puzzle competition 

I f you can still focus your eyes after all 
those w ild Christmas and New Year 

celebrations,see how many times the name 
Magnum (Magnum Media are distributors of 
Fuji) appears on the floppy disk pictured 
here. 

And to strain your brain a little further, 
there are three simple questions to answer. 
Just tick the correct answer. 

The first correct entry to reach us by 20 
January 1985 wins our first prize of a Fuji 
disk camera plus three boxes of Fuji dis
kettes . 

Our second prize is two boxes of Fuji dis
kettes, and 50 runners up w ill each receive 
one diskette. 

QUESTIONS - please tick cor
rect answer 
1 How many bytes in a K? 

a) 1024 
b) 1000 
c) 1010 
d) 956 

2 Which was the first major computer 
manufacturer to use a floppy disk in a com
puter? 

a) ICL 
b)Commodore 
c) Apple 

3 Which of these British companies was 
once involved in computer manufacturing? 

a) Lyons 
b)Tube Investments 
c) British Leyland 
d) Prudential'lnsurance 
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I counted Magnum __ times (please 
insert number) in the floppy disk pictured 
here. 

How many times can you find the word "MAGNUM" reading 
in a straight line - forwards, backwards, up, down or diagon
ally? 

Name: __________ _ 

Address: _________ _ 
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Top Floor 
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SOFTWARE MANAGER 
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NOTE WE HA VE MOVED TO NEW PREMISES 



JARGON 

Learn the lingo 
Baffled by computer terminology? 

Pete Gerrard translates it into English 

ACCESS 
To obtain data from, or place data in, mem
ory, either the computer's or some other 
peripheral ' s. 

ADDRESS 
The number associated with each memory 
location. 

ALGORITHM 
A step-by-step procedure by which instruc
tions are given to the computer. 

Alternatively refers to digital music. 

ALPHAMERIC 
Letter characters only. 

ALPHANUMERIC 
Refers to letters, numerals and symbols. 

ANALOG 
Method of measurement using a continu
ously variable physical quantity. 

APL 
A Programming Language used mainly in 
mathematics, consisting principally of sym
bols. 

ARGUMENT 
Usually used to describe the val ue asso
ciated with a command. 

ARRAY 
A linear arrangement of individual items of 
data, each identifiable by an index, allowing 
single items of data to be examined. 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
That displayed by those who talk about it! 

ASCII 
American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange. Uses the numbers 0 to 128 to 
represent numbers, letters and control 
characters for the purpose of communica
tion from computer to computer. Not very 
standard in practice. 

ASSEMBLER 
A program that converts machine language 
to assembly language. 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
Similar to machine language, but since it 
consists of mnemonics and symbols it's a lot 
easier to understand. 

ATTACK 
The rate at which a musical note reaches 
peak volume. 

BACKUP COPY 
To make a duplicate of a file. 

BASIC 
Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction 
Code. A conversational computer language 
that relies on words rather than symbols to 
program a computer. Usually used on home 
microcomputers. 

BATCH 
Holding of jobs tor processing at a later time. 
As practised by many government depart
ments. 

BAUD RATE 
Time it takes to reach above state. 

Or, the speed of data transfer from one 
computer to another, in approximate bits 
per second. 

BINARY 
Numeric system using only digits 0 and 1, 
with each digit in a binary number repre
senting a power of two. 

BIT 
A single Binary digiT, it is the smallest piece 
of information that a computer can hold and 
process. 

BOARD 
The large thing inside a computer that has 
processors, fuses, heat sinks and a maze of 
wires and cables soldered onto it. 

BOOT 
Short for bootstrap, and is the process either 
a) when you load an operating system into 
the computer, or b) when one small pro
gram loads one extremely large one. 

BRANCH 
Point at which execution of a program is 
transferred from the main logic flow to 
another part of the program. Usually used 
with subroutines. 

BUFFER 
An area of memory where information 
coming into or out of a device is temporarily 
held. 

BUG 
An error in a computer program, often used 
to refer to errors in anything else as well. 

BUZZWORDS 
Whatever saying happens to be in vogue in 
the computer world atthe time. See artificial 
inte lligence. 

BYTE 
A group of bits, usually 8 on home compu
ters. Usually the same as the amount of 
room required to store a single character. 

Referred to in units of Ks, where 1 K is equal 
to 1,024 (the nearest number to 1000 that is 
a power of 2). 

CAL 
Computer Assisted Learning. Computers 
teaching humans, as used in mainly educa
tional areas. 

CAMBRIDGE INSTITUTE OF 
MATHEMATICS' AXIOMS 
Variables won't, Constants aren't, GOTOs 
don't, GOSUBs do but don't usually come 
back. 

CENTRONICS 
One of the three main types of interface. 

CHARACTER 
A letter, number, punctuation mark or spe
cial symbol. 

CHIP 
The chip of silicon from which an integrated 
ci rcuit is made, but usually refers to the cir
cuit itself. 

COBOL 
Common Business Oriented Language, a 
computer language mainly used for busi
ness app lications. 

COLD START 
Switching the computer off and on again. 

COLUMN 
A vertical sequence of characters. 

COMMAND 
A request or instruction to the computer. 

COM PATABI LlTY 
Whether or not two or more devices can be 
connected together. Sometimes used to 
refer to humans! 

COMPILER 
Effectively translates a program written in 
the standard BASIC of a computer into a 
pseudo-machine code language. 

COMPUTER 
That which makes life much more difficult. 
As in driving licences, gas bills etc. . 

CONSTANT 
A specific numeric or string value, as in 
A=12.2, or A$="H I THERE!" 

CONTROL CHARACTER 
A character with no graphic meaning, but 
which does signify something to the compu
ter (e.g. cursor control characters). 

TO BE CONTINUED NEXT MONTH 
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Microcomputer 
Ownership 

Help us to help you: 
1 Do you ow n a microcomputer? 

Over the last few months CCI has undergone several changes designed to give 
you, the reader, more value for money. We do need to know if you like what 

we're doing and welcome suggestions for further improvement. Help us to help 
you by filling in this questionnaire. As a further incentive, we are giving away 50 

FREE 12 month subscriptions for the first replies we receive. (If you already 
subscribe your subscription will be extended for 12 months on expiry.) 

DYes 
o No 
If no go to question 9. 

2 What make/model of 
microcomputer do you own? 

Make ________________ __ 

Model _________ _ __ _ 

3 Do you own any other 
microcomputers? If so, please list: 

Make Model ___ __ 
Make Model ___ __ 

4 When did you purchase your 
microcomputer? 

o Less than six months 
o six m onths to a year 
o More than a yea r ago 
o More than two years ago 

5 Where did you purchase your 
microcomputer? 

o Special ist Dealer 
o Reta il O utlet eg W H Smith 
o By M ail Order 
o Second Hand Purchase 
o or was it a gift? 

6 Are you planning to upgrade your 
micro in the next: 

o Six months 
o Nine mo nths 
o 1 yea r 
o Not at all 

7 If so, what make/model of micro 
are you planning to purchase? 

Make M od e 1, ____ _ 

8 If you are going to upgrade your 
microcomputer at work, what 
make/model is involved? 

Make ____ _ _______ __ 

Model, _____ ___ __ 

Time Scale: 

o In six months 
o Nine months 
o 1 year 
o N ot at all 

Using a Micro 
9 Where do you use a 

microcomputer? 

o Home 
o W ork 
o Both ho me and work 
o A club 
o A fri end's hosue 

Peripheral Ownership 
1 0 Do you own a printer? 

If no go to question 11. 
If yes w hat make/ model is it? 

Make· __________ _ 
M odel _____ _ _ __ __ 

11 Are you intending to purchase a 
printer in the next: 

o Six months 
o Nine months 
o 1 year 
o Not at all 

12 Do you own a disk based 
system? 

Yes _____ _ 

No ____ _ 

If no go to question 14. 

13 How many disks do you buy a 
year? 
(please state), _ _ _ _ _ 

14 Are you planning to buy a disk 
based system in the next 

o Six months 
o Nine months 
o 1 year 
o Notat all 

1 5 What other peripherals do you 
own? 

What perip herals are you 
p lanning to purchase? 

Plan 
10 

Own Buy 

DO Plotter 
DO Monitor 
DO Light pen 
DO Joysti ck 
DO Mouse 
o 0 Graphics tablet 
o 0 Additional memory pack 
DO Modem 
o 0 Add-on boa rd (pleas.spedryl 

o 0 Other !Please specify) 

16 What do you presently use your 
micro for? 
At At 

Work Home 

DO Games 
o 0 Arcade style 
o 0 Adventure 
DO Strategy 
o 0 Simulati on 
o 0 Education 
o 0 Word processing 
DO Database 
DO Accounts 
o 0 Stock Control 
o 0 Sp readsheet 
o 0 Home Communications/ 

Bulletin Boards 
D O Business 

Communications 
o 0 Mainframe 

Communications 
DO Programming 
o 0 Scientific/Engineering 
o 0 Applications 

Development: rpl..,espedryl 

o 0 Graphics: Please state: 
o Business 
o Home 
o Presentation 

1 7 What software packages do you 
use? 

Please state name of packagers) 
(Educatio nal and Business 
Applications only) 
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18 Are you going to upgrade your 
software? 

DYes 
o No 

If so what kind(s) of software 
w ill you buy? 
Please list in o rder of 
preference 

19 How much do you spend on 
software a month? 

o Under £ 10 
o £11 -£49 
o £50-£99 
o £100-£ 199 
o £200-£299 
o £300+ 

20 On average how much time do 
you spend per week using your 
microcomputer? 

Hours (Please state) 
_ _ Applications 
__ Games 
__ Arcade sty le 

Adven ture 
__ Strategy 

Simulation 
__ Education 
_ _ Word processing 
__ Database 
__ Spreadsheet 

Accounts 
Home Comm unications/ 

Bulletin Boards 
Business 

Commun ications 
__ Programming 
__ Scientific/ Engineering 
__ Applications 

Develop ment: 
Graphics 
Business 
Home 

__ Presentation 

21 W hy do you read Commodore 
Computing International? 

Please rate the follow ing 
attributes on a scale from 0-4. 
o ~ Little interest and 4-
Strong interest. 

o Software reviews 
o Industry gossip 
o Hardware reviews 
o Program listings 
o Features on programming 
o Hints and Tips on 

programming 
o International news 
o Peripherals review 
o Book reviews 
o General features 
o News 
o Reputa ti on 
o Exclusive reports 
o Case studies 
o People/ company profiles 
o Games reviews 
o Games charts 

o Communica ti ons fea tures 
o Graphics features 
o Letters 
o Q ueries answered 
o Information from adverts 
o Readability 
o Contents page 
o Photography 
o Competitions/ Special Offers 
o Illustrations 
o Cover design 
o Price 
o Availability 

What changes w ould you like 
to see in CCI ? 

22 How many computer magazines 
do you purchase each month? 

Please state _ ___ _ 

Please li st other com puter 
magazines you purchase, each 
month, in order of preference. 

2 ________ __ 

3 _ _______ __ 

4 ______ ___ __ 

5 ______________ __ 

23 What computer magazines do 
you subscribe to? Please list 

Personal Details 
Name' ___ ________ _ 

Address' ______ ____ __ 

Age 

Sex 

o Under 12 
0 14-1 9 
o 19-25 
o 26-35 
o Male 

Occupation 

o 36-45 
0 45-65 
o Over 65 

o Female 

W hat is your job title? _____ __ 

W hat type of business or industry is 
your organisation engaged in? 

Other, eg Educational Establ ishment 

Student _ _______ _ 

Income 

o Up to £7,500 
o £7,500-£ 12,000 
o £ 12,000-£20,000 
o £20,000+ 



Pitfalls of 
Programming 

Lecturer David Bowdrey offers some sound advice for the 
programming novice (and possibly the experienced too!) 

W riting computer programs, like any 
other writing whether verse or 

prose, has its rules. Some rules, such as 
those of the language syntax, must not be 
broken. Other rules are there to keep us on 
the rails. Occasionally, through necessity or 
flash of genius, the latter group of rules may 
be broken. However, do so w ith caution, a 
good reason and very seldom! 

What follows is a co llection of the pitfalls 
into wh ich a programmer may so easi ly 
stumble, interlaced with some general rules 
and explanatory comments. Each of the 
points wi ll be dealt with in detail in later arti
cles. You will not remember them all, but 
when an area of programming is proving 
troublesome reread them. It could prove to 
be an enlightening experience. 

1. CODING BEFORE 
THINKING 

Very common with home micros. A dis
aster for the serious programmer, this nasty 
habit should be broken at the earliest pos
sible moment. With good programming, 
entering code (ie BASIC statements) on the 
computer is way down the list of activities. 
All programs start with an idea, but the fulfil
lment of the idea's potential is dependent 
upon the detailed plann ing BEFORE coding 
starts. Remember, Design and Docu
mentation are essential prerequisites for a 
sound program. 

2. MAKING ASSUMPTIONS 
ABOUT BOTH YOUR OWN 
AND THE USER'S KNOWLEDGE 

When first developing an idea assume 
very little and research much. If there is any 
doubt about a detail check it out. As you 
write a program avoid becoming engrossed 
to such an extent that simple abbreviations 
take on meanings known only to you. Make 
input easy to enter, letting the computer do 
the computations. Make any output easy to 
read. Assumption that a technical term is 
understood by one and all can destroy the 
effectiveness of a program. Try to keep 
input formats uniform and free-form when 
possible. Always detail the input required 
and echo (d isplay) it, especially when a 
default or an expansion of the input has 
been allowed. 

3. CATERING FOR ALL 
THINGS AT ALL TIMES 

An easy trap to fa ll into. In attempting to 
cater for all things at all times a very shallow 
program often results that is probably not 
worth the programming effort. Even with 
access to a very large and powerful compu
ter, the programmer needs to clearly define 
the aim of the program and its bounds. 

Once a program to carry out a particular 
activity is underway it is so easy to be drawn 
into extend ing that program to cover allied 
activities. The extensions appearing to be a 
natura l part of the program because of the 
common ground highlighted during its 
development. Be cautious ! Note the 
"improvements". Those that bear scrutiny 
wi ll often be the nucleus of a program in its 
own right, maybe forming one of a suite of 
programs. Unless one is going back to rede
fine the original program specification, only 
incorporate those improvements that are 
specific to the original activity. 

On a lower level, keep library routines 
specific to one area of activity. Write new 
routines to cover any allied areas as neces
sary. 

4. INSUFFICIENT 
DOCUMENTATION 

This pitfall is really the sin of ignorance. 
Surprisingly, some programmers do not 
even write the correct program title on their 
tape or disk casings! Good documentation, 
done at the right time, will save hours of pro
gramming effort. It will enable future 
modification and provide a worthwhile ref
erence source for subsequent projects. 

An important item of the documentation 
is the noting of variab le names and their pur
pose in the program. Use variab le names 
that have a meaning appropriate to the con
text in the program, or library routine, in 
which they are found . 

Also document the layout of any data 
arrays. As even minimal documentation 
includes the listings of the program, format 
the program to aid the understanding of its 
workings; such understanding may be 
required next in the dim, distant future. It is 
said that good cod ing expla ins itself. Nice, 
but not true. Comment (REMark) w ith care 
and full, clear meanings. Make sure that the 
REMarks and code actually agree with each 
other. Do not over comment with REMarks 

on the obvious (un less its an instructional 
exercise!). 

Finally (on commenting code ), do not try 
to make-good bad code by the use of 
REMarks; rewrite the code. 

5. IGNORING LANGUAGE 
STANDARDS 

Every language has its unbreakable rules 
of construction, its syntax. BASIC is no 
exception. As a speaker, to be intell igib le, 
cannot leap from mid-sentence to mid-sent
ence, so a programmer cannot leap 
indiscriminately through the code. By ignor
ing the BASIC's standards (including the 
foibles of the particular micro operating sys
tem in wh ich it is running) we end up w ith 
such bloomers as: 

Leaping into or out of loops and subrou
tines. 

Using reserved words (ie. command 
words or procedure names) embedded 
in, or as, variable names. 

Concatenating (add ing together) stri ngs 
such that they are over the prescribed 
limit for the system, or that they no longer 
fit their allocated array storage. 

Failing to DIMension arrays. 

Failing to set variables to a requ ired value 
before use, especially on re-entry to sub
routines. 

Ignoring the GLOBAL effects of the use of 
variab les. 

Etc. 

Avoiding this pitfall is a matter of practice 
and attention to deta il. It's a modern pro
verb, but still a good one/ If you are not 
sure, look it up." 

6. MAKING THE CODE 
DEPENDANT ON THE TYPE OF 
DATA 

Fixing on the precise format of numbers, 
strings or blocks of data results in a loss of 
flex ibility and simplicity. An inflexible pro
gram is one that breaks (crashes) easily. 
Where a number is required, if the code 
works so lely w ith numeric va lues then a 
stray non-numeric character may cause 
havoc. 
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Remember, some people denote their 
thousands with commas! (1 ,000,000) and 
vice versa for non-numeric data. The code 
should cater for these eventualities. Within 
the computer everything is held in numeric 
form so changing between strings and num
bers is easy and straight forward. Inflexibility 
in handling the chosen data form is also 
dangerous to the health of a program. 

Non-integer numbers arising unexpec
tedly in calculations, the division by zero 
resulting from a non-anticipated rounding, 
the string of incorrect length for successful 
slicing, or the case of the null ("") string dis
rupting output. 

All such instances can cripple a program 
coded for an assumed precise data format. 
Simila rl y, be prepared for incomplete or 
excess data blocks. For that matter, a pro
gram should take note of, and tell the user 
about, discrepancies in the size of data 
blocks. 

Choose the simplest data format that 
allows the program to work. if you must 
use a special case make sure that it is truly a 
special case. 

7. CODING WITHOUT 
PROVISION FOR BREAK-INS 

Should the user wish to stop for any rea
son, the program should allow for such a 
break without resorting to the extremes of 
aborting the program or switching off the 
computer. Block and segment boundaries 
are natural positions for break-ins, whilst 
any keyboard input is the time to accept a 
cry for help. 

Remember that when you stop a pro
gram do it safely. Finish data transfers, 
printer runs, etc, before stopping. Make 
sure that when the program continues that it 
takes up its business from a safe stance. Be 
positive, inhibit the keyboard interrupt but 
allow for opportunities to halt the program, 
if only to allow the user to answer a call of 
nature. 

8. RATING THE BEAUTY OF 
THE CODING OVER ITS 
EFFECTIVEN ESS 

This pitfall covers an enormous area. 
Starting at the beginning, keep it simple. Use 
a program block structure with we411 
defined segments. Ensure that each block 
has only one entry and one exit point. incor
porate library routin~s and subroutines 
whenever appropriate. Write clearly, do not 
be too clever. Do not sacrifice clarity on the 
altar of efficiency. Code what you want to 
do simply and directly. Use round brackets 
in logical and arithmetic expressions to 
avoid uncertain or double meaning, even 
when the computer will accept the expres
sions without the brackets. 

Define a common function where an 
expression becomes repetitive. Keep the 
use of temporary variab les to a minimum, 
and well comment those that you do use. 
Avoid unnecessary branches and the use of 
conditional branches as a substitute for logi
cal expressions. When a logical expression 
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is difficult to understand try to clarify the 
relationships. Use GOTOs only to move 
between logical program segments, and 
then keep their use to a minimum. 

Before making the program faster make it 
RIGHT, BOMBPROOF and CLEAR. Keeping 
the code simple often makes it faster! 
Above all, do not fiddle the code to make it 
faster, just find a different way of solving the 
problem. Do not strain to reuse code, look 
at the program's organisation; repeating a 
section of code may be the most effective 
course. Do not patch-up bad code - rew
rite it! 

9. LETTING ANY ERROR GO 
UNDETECTED 

Error entrapment is a positive activity. it 
must be born in mind at the initial design 
stage and acted upon throughout the whole 
of the programming phase. When error 
entrapment is treated as an afterthought the 
whole program may become suspect; one 
massive pitfall. From the very beginning, 
define the data requirements and then test 
that the data are sound and reasonable. 
Code to make sure that input does not go 
beyond the defined bounds. identify bad 
input and attempt to go beyond the defined 
bounds. indentify bad input and attempt to 
recover from it safely. End data transfer by a 
positive marker (eg. -lor "EOD") rather 
than relying on a count. 

Beware the off-by-one errors that arise 
when using a count to control data transfer, 
screen or printer output, on inclusion of the 
count variable in a calculation or logical 
expression. A regular source of errors is the 
comparison of values derived from the 
computer calculations. 

Avoid the use of arithmetical cond itional 
statements (I Fs). Rather, use logical compar
isons, or, at the worst, integer or rounded 
values. Remember, use logical comparis
ons, or, at the worst, integer or rounded 
values. Remember the classic computing 
comment, "10 times 0.1 is hardly ever equal 
to 1.0!". When a program cannot work with 
the data that it has been given, ensure that it 
does not go on an excursion. Make sure that 
the program "does nothing" gracefully. 

Provide a "drip tray" to catch the "gate 
crashers;' at the end of a selection segment 
for when every cond ition fa ils. A good pro
grammer does not equate the unlikely with 
the impossible . 

1 O. FAILING TO 
THOROUGHLY TEST A 
PROGRAM 

Once the program has been written it 
must be tested. The wrath and scorn of the 
user left to find the faults in a program are 
richly deserved. Test the program using the 
boundary va lues as well as those with in and 
beyond; include wild data and data of the 
wrong type. 

Check some of the answers by hand. Do 
not stop the testing after correcting a fault, 
nor merely continue with the test from 

where the fau lt was found . Retest both the 
segment and the who le program again. it is 
more than likely that the fault was not an iso
lated one, the one probably having masked 
others. 

Converse ly, the correction of any given 
fault may well highlight (or create!) other 
faults. Do not forget all the practices of good 
programming just because the program is in 
its final stages. When the corrections 
become messy be prepared to rewrite 
whole blocks of code. 

11. BECOMING DEEPLY 
ATTACHED TO A PROGRAM 

The most deadly trap of all! The micro
computer is an interactive device; it 
responds to you almost immediate ly. The 
act of programming is the expression of 
your way of thinking in overcomming a task, 
be it simple of compl icated. The net result is 
that the program can readily grow to reflect 
your personality. 

As any of us se ldom see fault in ourse lves, 
so it can be w ith a computer program. The 
more time and effort that we spend on a 
program the more "perfect" it becomes. 
When a programmer allows a program to 
become an extension of himself, he 
becomes very vulnerable when the pro
gram is subject to criticism. in severe cases 
any criticism, whether constructive or not, is 
taken as a personal insult. How anything so 
"perfect" can be faulted is beyond his 
understanding. 

Reasonab le conversation can be difficult 
in such circumstances. Be well aware of this 
trap. Keep a firm grasp on reality. Do not 
weave your sou l into any program. Refer to 
the program as the "whateveritsnameis" 
program rather than as "my" program. 
Accept criticism in the spirit that it is given. 
View every requ iF€ment for change as a 
chance to learn more about the skill of pro
gramming. 

in short, practice EGOLESS PRO
GRAMMiNG. An off-shoot of this program 
is the psycho logical set. When you have 
lived with a program for some time certain 
features of the program become fixed in 
your mind. When it comes to sorting out 
problems you just cannot find the causes. 
The difficulty is that what is there is not what 
you see. What you see is what you be lieve is 
there. The psychological set! When a prob
lem seems insoluble, do something else and 
come back to it. Get somebody else to take 
a look. Don't be offended when the error is 
found. It's an error in the program not in 
you! Try to develop a genuine self-critic ism, 
it w ill help your programming style no end. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Anyone can write small programs but 

sound, large programs are written only by 
those whose practices are good and stand
ards high. An effective program (one that 
does what it was intended to do) is far more 
important than an efficient program, unless 
getting an answer quickly is more important 
than getting it right! 



~~~~~~~~MACHINECODE 

Machine Code 
movements 

Finding it difficult to write 6502 code which is machine 
independent? MC Hart reveals how to write a Machine 

Code routine to run on a variety of CBM machines 

T here is now a plethora of CBM mach
ines, many of which run the same 

dialect of BASIC but all of which have their 
internal ROM routines held in different loca
tions making it very difficult for the 
programmer to write 6502 code which is 
machine independent. 

First there was BASICl followed by 
BASIC2 and BASIC4 in the PETS. The 
VIC-20 held a version of BASIC2 but in a dif
ferent location whilst the C-64 also holds 
BASIC2 but in yet a different location. 

Now the C16 and Plus/ 4 are adding to the 
proliferation of machines making life for 
machine code programmers even more dif
ficult. Usually, one has to have a 
disassembly of the various ROMS and then 
do a conversion job by hand. 

Given the loyalty of the owners of CBM 
machines it is quite likely that one time PET 
owners have invested in a C-64 and are now 
thinking about the newer CBM machines. If 
they have written any routines in machine
code, then a separate version is required for 
each machine. To help to tackle this 
problem, I wondered whether it was poss
ible to arrive at a technique whereby a 
routine was almost independent of the 
machine upon which it was destined to run. 
The solution to the problem certainly makes 
the code longer as one has to cater for 
several possibilities. If however you would 
like your machine code routine to run on a 
variety of CBM machines then this article 
can point out a way in which it can be done. 

TYPICAL PROBLEMS 
Machine code of the type LDA #$00 or a 

relative branch backwards or forwards (eg 
BNE$02) is completely machine
independent. The problems which are most 
likely to occur are one or both of the 
fol lowing: 

(i) references are made to subroutines held 
in ROM 

(i i) zero page pointers are used which differ 
from one machine to another. 

Other problems occur as well but these 
are the most typical. 

A SOLUTION 
Here, in outline, is the plan of a solution to 

the problem. This will be illustrated later in 
an extended example. Briefly, the solution 
can be detailed in a series of steps : 

(i) Put all of the specific calls to ROM sub
routines in a block before or after the 
main program - let us call this the 
subroutine-block 

(i i) Identify which machine is in use and then 
having done so 'overwrite' the 
subroutine-block with other blocks of 

EJ OR 

code which are appropriate to the 
machine in use. Each of these subrou
tines calls should be fo llowed by a RTS as 
they are to be called from the main 
program themselves. 

(iii ) In the main program call each subrou
tine is required by a specific call to the 
position in the block where it is to be 
found. 

A diagram may help to make this compli
cated procedure more clear. 

OR 

identified and then written into SUBROUTINE BLOCK below I 

.. POSITION JSR call , 1 RTS 

POSITICN JSR Call ... ,. l RTS SUBROUTINE BLOCK 

POSITION JSR call 

3 RTS 

POSITION 
JSR call 

4 RTS 

,r-... 
Jr-

M A IN P . .ROGRAM HERE 

Code, 
-' 

r.. - JSR POSITION 1 ~ 

Code 
-' .....,.- JSR POSITION 2 

etc. 
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MAC H I NEe 0 D E:~!f!!f!!f!!f!!f!!f!!f!i 
This can help to so lve the problem of 

ROM calls that differ by machine. The other 
problem of having different zero-page poin
ters, etc, is more easily solved. 

Most of the major pointers in the VIC and 
the C-64 are three bytes further on in the 
zero page than their counterparts in B2 and 
B4 in the PETS. Having identified which 
machine is in use, we can ensure that a value 
of 3 is fed into a safe 'store' for the VIC and 
the C-64 but a value of zero for the PETS. 
Now to load the pointers to the start of Basic 
instead of absolute addressing we can use 
absolute indexed addressing. A safe 'store' 
is location $02 on all machines. Hence to 
load the start-of-Basic pointers and assum
ing that either 3 or 0 is held in location $02 
we would write: 

LDX $02 
LDA $28,X 

loads contents into X 
... loads $(28+ 3) or (28.0) 

i.e. contents of $2B or 
$28 

TAY ... transfer to Y register for 
safekeeping! 

LDA $29,X loads $(29+3) or (29+0) 
i.e. contents of $2C or 
$29 

This is not guaranteed to work for every 
location on the zero-page ie you need to 
know your way around the published 
memory maps but it will take you a long 
way for the usual pointers etc. 

Finally, one needs to use zero-page 
pointers which are quite usable in any 
machine. Locations FB-FE are avai lable for 
use in all machines (but they are also used 
by the monitor in the PETS and are there
fore likely to be overwritten if you are 
trying to examine their contents when 
debugging machine code). Other useful 
locations are the range 50-59 in all mach
ines and the pair $58-$59 are least likely to 
be grabbed by other parts of the system. 
Beware of using locations $00-$01 which 
are quite usable in the PETS but are used to 

bank in/out parts of memory in the C-64. 
One should note that the discussion is 

aimed at making programs transportable 
between machines which is not the same 
problem exactly as making the programs 
relocatable (e ither within or between 
machines). Routines have been publicised 
in the past for this particular problem and 
the assumption made in this article is that 
routines will generally sit in the same place. 

The most common place is the cassette 
buffer from locations $033C-$03 E8 (828-
1000 decimal) but of course any area of 
protected memory will do. Of course the 
programmer is quite free to make the rou
tine fit as few3 or as many machines as 
he/she has in mind. In the example which 
follows I have ignored BASIC1 (are there 
any left!) and C16 (too new!) and concen
trated on the four common makes of 
machine ie B2; B4; VIC and C-64. 

ANOTHER METHOD 
It is also possible for the 6502 programmer 
to simulate the ON ... GOSUB procedure in 
BASIC and this can be used as an alternative 
to the procedures outlined above. This will 
be eX'plained briefly but not elaborated as 
the method proves a li ttle too cumbersome 
in practice but uses for it may be found on 
occasions. The various stages are: 

(i) Assume that one subroutine res ides at 
$0380 and an alternative four bytes 
later on at $0384. 

(ii) We now determine the type of 
machine in use and if we desire the 
later subroutine put an offset of 4 in 
the store eg $02. 

(iii) We now add the store to the low byte 
of the first subroutine and put that 
result in the low byte of a pointer eg 
$58 and the high byte of the first sub
routine into the high byte of the 
pointer., ie $59. Depending on 

AN EXTENDED EXAMPLE 
LENGTHfTP 
A commentary is provided now on the dis
assembly provided of LENGTH/TP to 
illustrate the points made in this article. Ref
erences wi ll be made to the location 
addresses of the code in the original. 

whether the store contains Oor 4 the 
pointer now points to $0380 or 
$0384. 

(iv) We are now going to perform a 
'COMPUTED GOSUB' in 6502 or 
rather to simulate it. We are going to 
use an indirectly addressed jMP and 
therefore after the RTS in the subrou
tine wh ich is accessed the interpreter 
needs to 'know' where to return to. 
We do this by pushing the return add
ress minus one onto the stack. The 
reason forthis is that after a subroutine 
the address is automatically incre
mented by one within the chio and 

Example of simulated computed 
COSUB in 6502/6510 code 
033C CLC 
033D LDA $02 
033F ADC #$80 
0341 STA$58 
0343 LDA #$03 
0345 STA $59 
0347 LDA #$03 
0349 PHA 
034A lOA #$4F 
034C PHA 
034D jMP ($0058) 
0350 continue here ... 

0380 jSR 1 
0384 jSR 2 etc 

As you can see, this method is a little cum
bersome and also has the disadvantage that 

_ the Accumu lator is used to push values onto 
the stack and you may wish to have a value 
in the Accumu lator before you access the 
subroutine in ROM. In this case, you wou ld 
be involved in further manipulations to save 
your temporary value in either the X orthe Y 
registers which in turn might contain values 
that you wish to pass ... However, the rou
tine certain ly has its uses on occasions eg as 
a rudimentary POP command. 

033C-035B After the 'store' is initialised to zero, location $EOBC is tested for the type of 
machine. 

The logic followed is this: 
If $EOBC contains $20 then B4 - X holds $72 
If $EOBC contains SOB then B2 - X holds $7 A 
If $EOBC contains $8B then VIC - X holds $82 
If $EOBC contains $E3 then C-64 - X holds $8A 

The VIC and C-64 code branch to 035C to put an offset of $03 into the store 
w hilst the B2 and B4 join the routine four bytes later on at $0360. 

035C-0370 Store the value in X in the low byte of a pointer ($58) and the value of #$03 in the 
high byte of the pointer ($59) and then transfer over the appropriate code into 
SUBROUTINE BLOCK which commences at $038A. Then jump (BMI in $0370) 
to start the routine proper. 
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~~~~~~~~~MACHINE CODE 

0372-0391 Contains two calls into ROM, each followed by an RTS, appropriate to B4, B2, 
VIC and C-64. This table is accessed by the code in $035C-$0370 and the start 
point for the transfer depends upon the value contained initially in the X register. 

0392-0394 Note the indexed addressing to put the appropriate high byte for the start-of
BASIC into the high byte of a poinler. 

0394-03D6 The rest is normal programming, the function of which is to determine the length 
of a program. Notice that the length of a program is initialised to 2 to take 
account of the two zero bytes that follow an end-of-line 0 and a count kept in 
$53-54. ($51-$52 are used to access bytes of BASIC text until three consecutive 
zeros are found in $03B8-$03BE). 

03CO-03C4 Load the X/A registers with the low/ high bytes of the 'total byte count' and then 
access the appropriate ROM routine by calling the position in the subroutine 
block which it occupies. 

03C7-03D6 Load the A/Y registers with the low/ high bytes of the position from which you 
wish to print text. 
In this case $03CF contains ... (space) B Y T E S (return) 

Note the zero to indicate the end of the string to be printed. Call the ROM rou
tine again by its position in the subroutine block (exactly the same procedure as 
before). 

To run this machine-code routine, use 
SYS 828. 

This particular program, which is far more 
lengthy than that required for anyone 
machine, w ill calculate the program length, 
in machine code, when fed into ANY of the 
following machines: B4, B2, VIC and C-64. 
You may feel that it is not worth the bother of 
writing machine-independent machine
code but if you w ish to transfer your 
cherished routines from one CBM to 

another then this is one of the ways to do it. 
Of course, you do need to be fairly ski lled 

in 6502 code and you also need to be 
armed with the various memory maps of the 
machines that you wish to w rite for. The 
maps published by ICPUG are generally 
excellent and these, together with Raeto 
West's 'Programming the PET / CBM' 
together help the 6502 programmer to track 
down the function and location of the var
ious ROM subroutine calls that you wish to 
access. 

If you have come across any useful hints and tips, why not share your knowledge with 
other CCI readers? 

Or maybe you have written a program, either in Basic or Machine Code, that you 
feel is worthy of publication. 

CCI welcomes contributions from readers. We will publish any suitable listings ... 
and pay you for it! 

If you have something for publication, we require the program on cassette or ~disk, 
together with a printout of the listing and any add itional information required. 

Ple,ase enclose a S.A.E. if you wish to have your program returned to you. 
The address to send it to is: 

The Editor, 
Commodore Computing International, 
Finsbury Business Centre, 
40 Bowling Green Lane, 
London ECl R ONE. 

Don't forget, we welcome programs for the VIC and PETs as well as the 64. 
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Windows and mirrors 
SETTING WINDOWS ON THE C16 
It is described in the user manual that it is 
possible to set up text windows from the 
keyboard by using the escape key and T 
for the top left corner and escape 'B' for the 
bottom right. In a review that I read on this 
machine (not in CCI), the reviewer stated 
that it was not possible to create w indows 

from within a Basic program. Well, here is a 
routine to do so! 

The routine asks the user to input the top 
and bottom text positions of the window in 
column, row order and then uses the cur
sor characters adn CHR$(27) which is the 
code for escape. 

6:3(U~1(1 I t·4PUT II TOP LEFT II .; ;:':;., 'r' 
6:3~~110 I NPUT II BOTTOt'1 F I CiHT II .; ;:.:; 1 .' 'T'l 
6:3020 CL$::: II [4~~1CL] II 
6:30:3(1 CD$::: II [25CD] II 
6:3~::140 pF.~nHII [CLS] ".; LEFT:!:(CD$ .. 'r').; LEFT$(CL$., ;:-:;).; CHP$(27).; IIT[HOt'1] II.; 
6:~:05(1 PFU t·HLEFT$ (CTI$., ('T'l-IT')::'.; LEFT:t(CL:t.· ( ;:<1-::-:;».; CHP$(27).; "BII 
F.~EAD'r'. 

LOADING AND SAVING MEMORY FROM BASIC 
ON THE COMMODORE 64 
When loading a block of memory or 
machine code from a Basic program, it is 
very annoying that after the load has been 
completed, the Basic program is restarted 
and therefore a check to see if the load has 
occurred must be made. 

Following is a short Basic routine that 
allows the loading of a block of memory 
without using the LOAD command and the 
Basic program continues afterwards 
instead of resta rting. To complement this is 
the save routine. 

6:3000 F.:EN BAS I C SlIBF.~OUT I HE TO LOAII A 
6:3(110 PEN FILE 
6:3~32(1 PEN 
6:~:0:;:0 PF.~ I NT " j='LEASE Et'HEP F I LEt·4AME : /I .; 

6:30400PEN1,0:INPUT#l,FM$:PPINT:CLOSEI 
6:305~~1 PP I NT II :~I~J:(f!!=lPE OP ~I!!I ~:;K : II .; 
6:3(160 GETA$: I FA$() II T" ANDA$()" D II THEN6:~:(16(1 
63(17~::1 PF.~ HHA$ : D=8: I FA$::: II T II THEt·H):: 1 
63080 IFLEN(FM$»16THENFM$=LEFT$ ( FM:t,16) 
63090 POKE183,LEN(FM$): PEN NAME LENGTH 
6:3100 POKEI84,D:POKEI85,D:POKE186,D :REM DEVICE Nl~BEP 
63110 POKEI88,2:POKEI87,192:REM ADDRESS OF NAME 
63120 FOPI=ITOLEN(FM$):POKE703+I,ASC ( MID$(FM$,I,1 » :NEXT 
6:31:30 POKE780,0:PEM .A=0 (LOAD) OR 1 (VEPIFY) 
6:3140 SYS(65493):PEM CALL KERNAL LOAD ROUTINE 
63150 IF(PEEK(783)AND1)=0THENRETURN:REM LOADED O.K. 
6:3160 PF.~ I t·H /I :~I~l:l.OAD ERFOF.:~ DO '/OU ~,JANT TO TR'r' AGfi I H -'::' II 
6:3170 GETA$: IFA${) II 'r' II At . .fIIA$() "t·~ "THEt·46J17(1 
63180 I FA$= II 'Till THEN63(100 
6:3190 RETUPN 
F.:EAIllr'. 

63000 REN BASIC SUBROUTINE TO SAVE A 
6:3010 REN BLOCK OF MENORY 
63~320 PEN 
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6:3£1:30 PF.: I HT ":r'LEASE ENTEF.: F I LEt·~AI'1E : " .; 
6:30400PEN110:INPUT#1.FMS:PRINT:CLOSEI 
6:3050 PR I t·n" :l!!tl!!l:n-!fIF'E OP :~D~I ::;K : " .: 
6:3£160 GETA$: I FA$()" Til ANItA$()" II" THEt·~6::::060 
6:3~)70 PR I t·nA$ : It=::: : I FRS= " T II THEHIt= 1 
6:3080 IFLEN(FM$»16THENFM$=LEFTS(FMS.16) 
6:3£19~) PR I NT II J!II!!U NPUT STAPT AItDF.:ES::; TO 8A',/E: II .; 

6:31000PEN1.0:IHPUT#1.8AS:PRINT:CLOSEl 
63110 SA::',/AL (3A$) : IF::;A([10RSA)65535THENPP I t·n /I:TIT]" : GOT063~)9£1 
6:31 ;;:0 PR I t·n" :I!!lm HPUT am ADDF.:E::;::: OF ::;A'./E: II .; 

6:31:300PEN1.0:INPUT#1.EAS:PRINT:CLOSEI 
6:31 *) EA='.,.'AL (EAS) : I FEA«(10F.:EA)655:35THEt4PF.: I t·n /I ~rrn" : GOT063120 
6:3150 I FSA)=EATHENPF.~ I t-n II TITrrn ll 

: GOT06:30:)(1 
6:316£1 POKEI83 .. LEN(FN$): F.:Et-1 HAHE LEt·KiTH 
6:3170 POKEI84.D:POKE185.D :POKE186.D :PEM DEVICE NUMBER 
63180 POKEI8812:POKEI87.192:PEM ADDRESS OF NAME 
6:3190 FORI=lTOLEN(FM$):POKE703+I.ASC(MID$(FM$.I.I»:NEXT 
63200 POKE252IIHT(SA/256) :POKE251.SA-INTCSA/256)*256: 

REM START ADDRESS 
63210 POKE7801251:REM .A=INDIRECT TO START 
6:3220 POKE781.EA-INT(EA/256'*256 :PEM .X=END ADDRESS LOW 
6:32:30 POKE782.INT(EA/256):PEM .Y=END ADDRESS HIGH 
63240 SYS(65496):PEM KERNAL SAVE ROUTINE 
63250 IFST=0THENRETURN 
6:;:260 F'F.~ I t'~T It :8.l~:-l3A\~E ERF.:CIF.~~ III) 'TiC1IJ lIJAt'~T Tel T~~IT! AIJA I t·~ .) II 
63270 GETA$: I FA$(} "'r'lI At·WfiS(> II t··I" THEt·46:327f1 
6328(1 I FA$= lI'r'lI THEN6:300(1 
6329~) F.:ETUF.:N 
F.:EAD'r'. 

64 MIRROR IMAGES 
This routine was sent to us by G. Garrard of 
Scunthorpe, South Humberside. 

This program presents the letters of the 
alphabet upside down and in a mirror 
image of the entered text. 

Li ne 5 is included so that the program, 
when entered can be run, checked, modi
fied if necessary and re-saved. 

Line 5 can then be removed and the pro
gram run as usual. 

I f ind that this approach is the best way to 
start the listing of any program that leaves 
the standard character mode. 

Line 100, is used to re-create the space 
character, wh ich enables the screen to 
show the background co lour. 

'S ~:;TCfF' 

The program peeks into the memory 
locations of the upper case letters in ROM 
starting at the top left hand corner of the 'A' 
then copies them in RAM, starting at the 
bottom right hand side of the letter 'T, 
working backwards, thus reversing the let
ters of alphabet complete ly, back to fro nt, 
top to bottom and 'Z' to 'A'. 

The message printed on the monitor can 
be read by stand ing facing the screen and 
looking down into a mirror held at chest 
level. 

In order to compose the text for use in 
this program the fo llowing pairs of letters 
must be transposed. 

ABC D E F G H I J K L M 
Z Y X W V U T 5 R Q P 0 N 
N.B. The text must be typed in from the 

last line to the first!!! 

10 PRINTCHR$ ( 142):POKE52.48 :POKE56,48:CLR 
20 DIM D(223):POKE56334.PEEK(56334)AND254 
30 POKE1,PEEK(1)AND251 
4(1 F' C) F~ I =C1TCI2;;:~~3 : II ( I ) ==F'EE~< ( I +5:3;~~4!:;::' : t·fE::·:;r I 
50 P=223:FORN=12288T012504:POKEN.D(P):P=P-l:NEXTN 
60 POKE1.PEEK ( 1) OR4 
70 POKE56334 . PEEK(56334)ORl 
80 POKE53272,(PEEK (53272)AND240)+12 
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100 FORJ=12544T012551 :POKEJ.0 :NEXT 
110 F'R I t-H" ::1!!I~Il!!~~l~:r~rl!!:r~l~:[I!!rI!!r~l 
1 ~=2(1 F'F.: I r·i l·· if :~~ ;:<ZJ"1 E:LF I \,iZ ~14 

}'H~~ I I L I r:::t·4ZT':/ t·~"/HHZT\" H 

Ci~:;F.~ H Fr<HF:~~IJf/ ~'JLlitI1!f 

1. J~3 CiETA$: I FA$=" II THEt-~ 1 JO 
r-;::E:AIlirl 

:l 

LINE ALTERATIONS 
This tip was sent to us by John Consadine of 
N Ferriby, N Humberside. 

Each BASIC command has a unique token 
value, ie END(128), REM(143) etc. It 
should therefore be possible to POKE 
these commands into a program listing 
under program control for the Commo
dore range of machi nes. 

I found that the first line of a program 
could be modified quite easi ly as fol 
lows: -

10 REM 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 
15 INPUT "TOKEN VALUE"; N 
20 POKE 2053, N 
On runn ing the sample program on a 

Commodore 64 you are requested to input 
a val ue. If 131 is input and the program 
listed you would. find that it now reads:-

10 DATA 12,13,14, 15,16,17,18,19 
15 INPUT "TOKEN VALU E"; N 
20 POKE 2053, N 
This can be repeated with any Token 

number from 128 upwards. 

So what, you may ask, can we use this 
for? Useful dynamic changes that spring to 
mind could be: -

(a) change to REM at beginning of line to 
temporarily skip the routines on that 
line. 

(b) change to DATA from REM - effect
ively generates a line of data that was 
not read before. 

(c) change to NEW - as a security mea
sure if unauthorised use of program 
occurred. 

(d) change to STOP - halts program for 
debugging etc. 

The uses are limited only by the imagina
tion and of course the commands 
available. 

I have tried this successfully on the fol
lowing Commodore machines:-

PET - POKE 1029, N 
64 - POKE 2053, N 

VIC 20 - POKE 4101, N 
I am sure that with a little ingenu ity, 

someone could suggest a way of altering 
any line in a program. 

CURSOR CHARACTERS 

:~ - B '~ pt-'ess 1 n '~ the CUt-'SOt-· dl:)lllt"l l<e'~ 

~ - B'::I pr'essin'21 the cur'sor dCII.l)n ke'~ 1.I.li th the shift l<~':i 

•• - E'::I t:>ressin'21 the cursot-· ri 'E,1ht ke'::I 
II - E'::I t::or"ess i n'21 the cur'sor' r·i·:,1ht ke'::l I.tlith the shift ke';:I 
~ - E'::I m-'essin~ the home ke'::I 
:oJ - B'::I pressin'21 the helme ke'::I ~lli th the :.::hi+t l<et;:l 

• - B'::I pr'ess i rl'~ the c:ontt"CI 1 ke '::I .~.nd ke':J 1 
=I ke'::I 

..... 

.::. 
~ - ke'::I :3 
.... - kE"::I 4 
II - ke'::I 5 
Ii ke'::I 6 
!!II ke'::I 7 .. 
:i1 - ~<e'::l e, 

'-' 
~J - B'::! Pt"essin~ the CEM ke'::I lui th ke'~ 1 

• - ke'::l .-, 
.::. 

a - ke'::I ..... 
.;,0 • - E'::I t:;.t-'essin-at ~<e'::I 

~ ke'::I 4 :. E'::I pressing L{e'~ 
~~ - ke'::I 5 • E:t~ Pt"essin-at 1.<&0'::1 -• ke'::I 6 II B'=:I pressin-at ke'=, 
~ ke'::I 7 II B'::I pr·essirr,=,. ~{e,=, 

:1 ke'::I I:. 
'J » B'::I pr'essin9 ke'::l 

ia E'::I pressin<l! the control ke':I and ke'::I ~ -' II B'::I t:>ressin'E:! ke'::I • ke'::I ~3 • B'::I t='ressin'21 ke'::l 
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18 Mb nen, in 4 logical drives 
36 Mb nen, in 8 logical drives 
Up to 12 users 
Specially designed lor compatibility with 
the CBM 8000 series 
300 systems + in dally use throughout 
Europe 

ADCOMP (UK) Ltd 
56 Long Street, Dursley, Glos. 
Tel: 0453 46496 

f(~ EPROM 
~ PROGRAMMER MK3 

This advanced version of our Mk.2 Programmer will program 
the popular industry standard 2516, 2716,. 2532, 2732, 
2564,2764, and 27128 EPROMS. Disk-based software with 
all the essential functions for fast and reliable EPROM 
programming. 14 functions including Check-Empty. Pro
gram, Verify, etc; plus 6502 Disk Assembler and Assembler 
Hex-File loading (CBM or JCL Assemblers). With built in 
power supply and new custom case, this is the Programmer 
Commodore use at Slough! Price £299 + VAT incluqing 
2716 personality card. 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE CBM 64! 

, d 

IEEE BUS-ADAPTOR FOR 
CBM 64 

A superior adaptor at a reasonable price. This brand-new item 
allows you to use standard CBMIPET IEEE disk drives and 
printers and your CBM64. Many advanced features inclu
ding: 
* MINI-DOS support * Batch file loading * Gold-plated edge connec-

tor for long term reliability 

* Selectable default/device 
number for load/save * Multi-user bus sharing and 
simultaneous use of the 

serial bus. 

Supplied with instructions detailing these features plus many 
more. Price £59 + VAT. 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR 803218096 
AND 64 

Payroll £99.50 + VAT 
Hourly, weekly and monthly basic, seven rates for overtime 
or piecework, 4 pre-tax adjustments including pension and 
SSp, 6 after tax adjustments, NI and all tax codes for use 
with printed pay slips or plain paper. This payroll can be 
adjusted by the user when tax rates change. 

Integrated accounts from £299.50 + VAT 
Purchase ledger, aged creditors, sales ledger, invoicing on 
forms to the user's own design, statements, aged debtors 
etc. Daybooks, VAT analysis, stock control, automatic 
posting to the nominal ledger with manual override. 
Nominal journals, trial balance, audit trail, management 
reports, profit and loss and balance sheet. 

A RANGE OF EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

PRIMARY MATHS .............. ................ ..... ...... ..... £20 + VAT 
Including simple addition, (large display) - Subtraction, 
(large display) - Long Division, Multiplication, Tables 

Practice, Number Bonds. 

Other Educational Software also available. 
Write or phone for details. 

ELECTRONIC AIDS 
(TEWKESBURV) LTD 

62 ~~~~~~~ET Telephone ;-
WORCESTERSHIRE 0386831020 

@ HS-64 ASSEMBLER AND 
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AID 
A powerful two-pass symbolic assembler combined with a 
number of toolkit programming aids. Functions include 
AUTO line number, FIND string , CHANGE string, 
DELETE line rangerange , TYPE to inspect or print a file 
without loading it into memory, GET source text file , PUT 
outputs source file to disk , DO executes first line , 
RENUMBER lines JOIN program files , screen SCROLL 
and refresh facility , CBM or ASCII code selection, RBAS 
reset, SIZE of file and start/end load address , SETBRK 
and CLRBRK to insert and remove break points from pro
gram being tested in RAM. HEX/ DEC and DEC/ HEX 
conversion. MONITOR with comprehensive facilities 
including screen DISASSEMBLER. 

Price£47 .83plus VAT 
700 WORKSHOP 

Superb cartridge for CBM700, contains 10 toolkit-type 
programming aids, Enchanced BASIC, DOS support, Data
input s~stem, bi-directional screen scroll, ASCII editor and 
more. Essential Aid for 700 programmers. Supplied with 
comprehensive manual. 

Price £120.00 plus VAT 
Assembler also available for CMB 700. Phone for details. 

f(~ 
~ BUSINESS ROM 

The BUSINESS ROM for 4000/8000 Commodore Machines adds 25 additional keywords 
to BASIC. Super screen management & input systems coupled with efficient easy-to-use 
relative file handling ... and more. Includes DOS-sup!'Ort. Used by many major UK 
companies who require the best! Price £80.00 + VAT. 

JCL SOFTWARE Phone 0892-27454 
1 Sh ff Id R d S thb h for data-sheets or 

e. Ie oa. ou oroug contact your nearest 
Tunbrtdge Wells. Kent Commdore dealer 



~~~~~~~PRODUCT UPDATE 

The plot thickens ~"~~O~ i~I~~~ th, 
Computer 
gardening 
The 64 is growing a green thumb. 

A new software and book 
package from Blandford Press 
brings to the market a new use 
for the home computer - gar
dening. The first part of Plan and 
Design Your Garden lets the user 
program the dimensions of the 
garden into the computer and 
then experiment with designs by 
adding, taking away or moving 
various features. The program 
then stores the information for 
amending at a later time. 

Part two is a diary giving advice 
about what should be done in a 
garden during a particular month 
for a wide range of plants. The 
package, including the book, 
retails for £14.95. 

Blandford also has Prediction 
Birthday File with software that 
gives the birth dates of inter
national personalities in many 
fields and matches them with 
their star signs. The owner also 
can enter his own birthday and 
request a list of characteristics 
generally associated with that 
astrological sign. 

The program also serves as a 
memory aid so that a user can 
request a listing of all the birth
days he has entered for anyone 
month. Price is £12.95 for book 
and computer program. 

Contact: Blandford Press Ltd, 
Link House, West Street, Poole, 
Dorset BH75 7 LL. Tel: 0202-
677777. 

The choice 
is yours 
No longer need you plug, unplug 
and replug your choice of 
expensive electronic toys into 
your television set between uses. 

Ross Electronics of London 
has developed the RF-170 tele
vision control centre that allows 
television, video recorder, home 
computer, video game, cable 
television or another facility to be 
plugged into one unit. The 
owner then can choose which 
facility to be used. 

The RF-170 has six inputs, one 
phono and five co-axial, that can 
be interconnected through six 
slide switches. The RF-1 70 with 
switching chart retails at about 
£31.95 incl. VAT. 

Contact: Ross Electronics, 49/ 
53 Pancras Road, London NW7 
2QB. Tel: 07-278 6377. 

West based Penman Products is 
introducing a new plotter for 
personal computers that oper
ates by "robot". 

The two-part unit is called 
Penman-The Unique Robot 
Plotter and operates alternately 
as a three-colour plotter, high 
resolution printer with charac
ter size variable, desk-top turtle 
o~ precision robot. The plotter 
automatically adjusts to the 
baud rate of the host computer, 
the 64 in the case of Commo
dore machines. It runs at up to 
50mm per second. 

The five-inch square robot 
portion fi ts into the larger con
trol box for storage and the 
robot can switch among its 

Musical 64 
A new computer music key
board from Siel bypasses clumsy 
wiring by plugging directly into 
the 64 computer. 

The 49 note keyboard of the 
CMK 49 uses the SID chip inside 
the 64 for all music synthesis and 
allows 99 monophonic or poly
phonic sounds to be created and 
then stored onto disk or cassette. 
The creation pages are equipped 
with full ADSR, DCO and 
modulation parameters, and 
sound can be played by the key
board and then changed as you 
create new tones. 

A MIDI Master Keyboard 
function allows the Siel MIDI 
computer interface to be added 
and to control MIDI equipped 
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three pens in mid-line without 
affecting the smoothness of the 
lines whether straight or cirCled. 

Penman interfaces with 
several business programs as 
well as being useful for home 
and technical work. The com
pany also is working on several 
of its own programs to run on 
the 64 using the plotter. Penman 
sells for £217 plus VAT. 

Contact: In UK and elsewhere 
- Penman Products Ltd, 8 
Hazelwood Close, Dominion 
Way, Worthing, West Sussex 
BN74 8NP. Tel: 0903-209087. 
In US - American Micro Pro
ducts In c, 705 North Bowser, 
Richardson, Texas 75087. Tel: 
214-238-7815. 

instruments. Including user 
guide, keyboard and software on 
cassette or disk, the package sells 
for £125. 

Siel also has an MK 900 MIDI 
keyboard with dual voice gener
ation, manual and 
programmable rhythms and 
note data transmission. Retailing 
at £449, it also has a demo song 
internally set. A MIDI 16 track 
live sequencer program, also 
from Siel, is capable of real-time 
polyphonic recording with mon
itoring of previous tracks during 
recording. On the 64, it handles 
about 9000 ~IDI events and 
sells for £64 on cassette or 
£69.50 on disk. 

Contact: Siel (UK) Ltd, AHED 
Depot, Reigate Road, Hook
wood, Horley, Surrey RH6 OAY. 
Tel: 02934-76753/ 4. 

demand for faster loading disk 
drives with a new hardware
based product called 1541 
Flash. 

Designed for the Commodore 
1541 disk drive (d id you guess?), 
the device consists of a module 
that plugs into the 64 and 
another that fits into the disk 
drive. Supersoft's Peter Calver 
says the company actually re
wrote part of the disk operating 
program to make 1 541 Flash 
work. The company already has 
incorporated a turbo-loader in 
much of its software including 
the spreadsheet Busicalc 3. 

The 1 541 Flash speeds up the 
process of all disk operations, 
Calver says, up to more than 
three times the normal speed in 
the case of loading programs. 
The device is said to be an 
improvement over previous 
software-based disk drive fast 
loaders because it is more com
patible with software. 

Flash, which already is in use 
in the US, is expected to be avail
able in Europe in January, 
retailing at £89.95 incl. VAT. 

Contact: Supersoft, Winches
ter House, Canning Road, 
Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex 
HA3 751. Tel: 07 -86 7 7166. 

Wipe out 
A new EPROM eraser from 
Ground Control has been de
signed specifically for use with 
home computers. 

The UVIPAC (TS) is housed in 
a compact plastic case that holds 
up to three EPROMs. The chips 
are inserted into a foam pad and 
inserted into the unit. 

Using the standard ultra-violet 
light, the UVIPAC (TS) completes 
the erasure in about 15 minutes 
whether voltage is 230 or 110. A 
sounder beeps when the time 
has elapsed and the unitswitches 
off automatically. 

Ground Control also offers 
erasers with the timer only, 
called UVIPAC (T), and the 
UVIPAC comes with no timer at 
all. Prices of the new UVIPAC 
(TS) range from £21.45 in the UK 
and £20 in Europe to £23 in the 
US and £24 in other countries, all 
inclusive of VAT and posting. 

Contact: Ground Contral, 
Alfreda Avenue, Hullbridge, 
Essex 555 6LT. Tel: 0702-230324. 



including textprocessor 
unlimited possibilities 
with simons basic 
further on: a lot of sophis
ticated features 

LIGHT PEN 
FOR 

COMMODORE 64 

£17.25 

QUALITY PEN PLUS A FIRST CLASS PROGRAM. 

THE BEST VALUE PEN PACKAGE AVAILABLE. 

e DRAW LINE e GAMES PLAYING 
e DRAW PICTURES FREEHAND 
eDRAWBOX eSAVE&LOAD 
e DRAW CIRCLE e COLOUR FILL 16 colours 

Send Cheque or Postal Order for immediate supply. 

Mail Order and Expo" I All pens manu'actured in the UK Enquiries welcome I.J I 

EAS by TROJAN 
International, .... ------;....-----------1 
83 Glen Road, 
West Cross, 
Swansea SA3 5PS 

Telephone: 
0792403613 

Telex: 
48183 Rogers 

PEr CONVERSIONS & UPGRADES 
It's here at a NEW low low price!! Don't throw out your old 9" PET. The 
MICRO PORT 80 column conversion board for the 9" PET/CBM BAS:C 4.0, or 
upgraded 2001/3000 series machines, will upgrade it to a true 8000 series. Simply 
plugs into the main logic board and with a small keyboard modification turns your 
PET into an 8032. Compatible with 8032 software and add-on ROM utilities. 
Supplied complete with full fitting instructions, or fitted free of charge if brought 
to our workshops. 
Full money back guarantee within 14 days if not delighted. £125.00 
Externally mounted switching unit for above (40/80 column switchable) £15.00 
12" VDU (FAT40) 80 column conversion £82.00 
40to 80column switchable (two machines in one!) £98.00 
Full keyboard functions:- i.e. TAB, ESC, REPEAT, SCROLL up/down, define 
WINDOW, lower case, graphics mode & DELETE from/to cursor. All available in 
direct or program mode. Any MICROPORTconverted machine is also upgradable 
to 8096 specification with our 64K add-on board. £250.00 

CBM 64 QUALITY SOFTWARE 
If you own a PET system with disks or printer and have added a COMMODORE 64 
then why not use your PET as an interface forthe 64? 
SIPOD is a serial IEEE to parallel IEEE software interface allowing you to use all the 
PETs disk drives, printers, plotters, modems etc. directly from the 64. No memory 
space is consumed within the 64 as SIPOD loads and executes within the PET. 
SIPOD is supplied complete with interface lead and instructions. £29.00 

PRINTLINK 64. Interfaces a 64 directly to any printer with a Centronics input. The 
printer will respond to all the normal Basic commands for device # 4. Supplied 
complete with instructions and interface cable. £26:00 

We only sell one word processorforthe 64. Wethink it is the best l 

VlZAWRITE 64. Text formatting word processor. Disk or cartridge 
VlZASPELL 64. Spelling checker with 30,000 word dictionary 
VlZAWRITE + VlZASPELl. Combined package. (Disk only) 

£69.00 
£59.00 
£99.00 

MIKRO ASSEMBLER. Write machine code with the ease of BASIC £50.00 
ARROW. Save & load to tape up to 7 times faster than normal £39.00 
VICTREE. All Toolkit & BASIC4.0 commands plus a lot more £49.00 
ZOOM. An excellent machine code monitor for the 64 £10.00 
GRAPH IX 64. Easy to use Hi-Resolution graphics from BASIC £10.00 
STIX. A most addictive and compelling game (joystick required) £17.35 
Official orders from schools, universities, major companies etc. are welcome. 
U.K. customers please add 15% VAT. Prepaid orders are POST FREE. 

Telephone Mick Bignell for details of any of the above at: -

MICRO PORT 7 Clydesdale Close, Borehamwood, Herts. WD6 2SD. Tel: 01-953 
8385 

(MPS 
TOOLKIT 

for Commodore 64 
withs 

15410isk 

• Single Drive 3-Pass Disk Backup - or individual 
tracks. 

• File Copy - transfer any number of files at once, up to 
232 blocks long. 

• Disk Error Locator - also checks for proper header, 
DOS, ID's & catalog, with printer option. 

• Disk Error Maker - makes 20,21,22,23,27 & 29 
ERRORS, necessary for proper backup of protected 
disks. 

• Disk Drive Monitor - address the drive's internal ROM 
& RAM. 

• Disk Doctor - dozens of uses, read and change sec-
tors, recover lost data. . 

• Disk Log - displays all files on a disk, including start & 
end address, beginning track and sector, with printer 
option. 

• Auto Run Maker - make your programs auto-run, and 
create your own loading screens. 

• Loading Address Relocator. Disk Test. 
• File Recovery. Compactor. File Protect. 
• Plus Much More! 
Beware of imitations! MPS TOOLKIT is by far the best disk 
utility available in the U.K. Comes complete with instruc
tions. and is fast & easy to use. 



6 CONTRCl. SYSTEM. SuPERBASE 96 TRANSFCIlMS 
CCfMXlORE H<DEL 8096 OR 8296 INTO A ~ 

THE CIM'LETE INFQlMATII)< STORAGE AND 

~ 
FULL-FEATURED, PRCFESSICINAL DATABASE 

SYSTEM! WITH UP TO 1100 CHARACTERS PER 
REC()l() ON UP TO 4 SCREENS • . . AND UP TO 128 

ITEMS PER RECCRO. DEFINABLE AS KEY . TEXT, N.Jto£RIC . CONSTANT, RESULT 
OR DATE •• • IN FILES (f" UP TO 1(#.4 CHARACTERS ! WITH SPREPDSHEET AND CALCUlAT[)1: 

CAPABILITY, CAlEJ.()AR FU/ICTIONS, MJLTIPLE CRITERIA san AND SEARCH. EASY 
INPUT FRCH WmDPROCESSrn/OATA FILES. 80TH foEtlJ-DRIVEN AN') PRextRAM eNS. 

BATCH ANI) TRANSACTI~ PROCESSING . FULLY DEFINABLE OJTPUTS • • • SlPERBA IS 
ESSENTIAL IF VaJ WANT THE I-()ST FRa-t YM CCJ+a>ooe:! SUPPlIED ON 

DISK. WITH EXCELLENT TUTlJUAi7REFERENCE MAMJAL. !l.R PRICE £~ 

, t SuPERSCRIPT II HAS ALL THE FEATURES YOU 

~ 24I}-CCl.LH1 TEXT HANDLING. VARIABLE WIDTH ~ ~ 
EXPECT FRCH A PROFESSICl<AL W()l()PROCESSOR 

if 
V!J SYSTEM. .. N() THEN !>mE! Utf1:IVALLED 

SCREEN. FOUR-WAY SCRCl.L1NG OVER 2100 
LIt-ES. DOCUt-ENT LIl'I<ING FeR UN-IHITED 

CAPACITY. Q.OOt..l SEARCH PM) REPlACE. FULL toEl-mV CALCUlATCR, ROW 
PJ.() COLlJMII ARITt+ETIC. BACKGROJt() PRINTING Ap.() CCH'LETE LETTER-WAlITY PRINT 
CONTROL MAKE SuPERScRIPT 'liE ULTI ... TE W()l()PROCESSOR FOR THE CB'1 8096/8296 ••• 
AND IT SPELLS TOO! SUPPLIED ON 8050/8250 DISK. !l.R PRICE ~ £375.00! 

UVI 
./"'" THE Co-PLETE PRffiRAM OEVElCFf-ENT PACKAGE FOR 

astel ... THE CCfMXlORE 8096/8296. USED BY BOTH NOV ICE 
PH) PRCF'ESSIONAl PRo:;RAJ+'ERS. MASTER ,QODS 85 NEW 

CCJ+1ANJS TO BASIC INo..llHNG 72K t-EtoGY foIANAGD£NT. PROGRAt-f.£R'S TOCl..KIT. 
BUSINESS BASIC. KEYED DISK ACCESS. MJlTIPlE SCREENS WITH USER-DEFINABLE 

INPUT lOtES. REPMT GENERATM. 22-f\.ACE ARITt+£TlC, DISK DATA Ca-PRESSICN, 
DATE CONTRa... SCREEN R..OT. SCREEN [)(.JW. A/II) MlRE... EVERYTHING VaJ NEED FM 

PR(X;RAt+UNG TO TCP PRCFESSICWAL STANJARDS ! WITH CCJoPREHENSIVE IN)EXED USER 
... ...,AL . WICK REFERENCE CARD AND DEHJS. OJ! PRICE £~ £225.00! 

••• WANT IT TOMORROW? ••• CALL US TODAY! ••• ON 01-546-7256 

B032 TO 8096 UPGRADE U46~ 1287.50 SUPEROFFICE 8096/8296 1~ 1650 .00 
PH96 8096/8296 1~ 186.25 5UPERSCR IPT 4032/8032 1~ 1?25. 00 
VISICALC 8096/8296 1~ U95. 50 SUPER SPELL 4032/8032 n~~ U35.00 
DTL COMPILER 1~ U09.00 SUPERSCRIPT 700 f~ 1425 .00 
MASTER 700 ·1339.25 SUPERBASE 700 1~ 1425.00 

PRICES INCLUDE ISS VAT AND ARE C ~ CMRECT Off GOI IIG TO PRESS. 
MDER BY POST M PHOICE, USiIIS 
CHEQUE, ACCESS/8ARCLAY CARD IJ! r"[] 
OFFICIAL IJ!DER. DESPATCH IS BY QIC .., 
SAllE-DAY 1ST CLASS POST. PRE-
pAID ORDERS FREE . PRODUCT DATA t'I5A WBr"1:3 
AVAILAILE 011 REQU[ST . REF A19 • .:;;; 

LAKESIDE HOUSE, KINGSTON HILL. SURREY, KT2 7QT. TEL 01-546-7256 

WORD PROCESSOR 
cum LElTER WRITER 
FOR Commodore 64 

FULL SCREEN EDITING 
• Upper and lower case • Or view + edit any 12 lines by 
• Insert and delete characters 80 columns 
• Add. move, delete lines * Save text to tape or disc 
• Search and change strings * Print to Commodore or RS232 
• Centreing facility (eg Epson) 
• Tab facility * Your own name and address 
* Screen 24 lines by 40 columns coded in the program for your 
• Text up to 99 lines by 80 letter headings 

columns * Despatch by return whenever 
• View + edit any 24 lines by 40 possible 

columns 

SPECIAL 
INTRODUCTORY 
PRICE Tape only 

U.K. 

£8.85 
(fully inclusive) 

Other Countries 
Sterling or local 
currency at current 
exchange rates 

Original Software from Cotswold Software 
8 Monks Park, Milbourne, Malmesbury, Wilts SN16 9JF. 

To Cotswold Software 
Please send me ... . .... .. tapes. I enclose a cheque money order etc· for 
... ... ...... ..... . Please send me further details without obligation. 
NAME ______________________________________ __ 

ADDRESS ____________________________________ ___ 

___________________________________ Code---------

• cheques etc payable to Cotswold Software Mail Order Only 

Written by us for Commodore the 

COMMODORE 
MUSIC 
MAKER 

A must for your Commodore 64 this Christmas 
• Turns your Commodore 64 into a musical keyboard 
• Complete with 'piano type keyboard' which fits onto 

computer 
• Songbook and music tutor 
• Play popular tunes even though you've never played 

before 
• Imitate sounds of dozens of instruments 
• Compose your own tunes and play with added accom
paniment and rhythms 
• Disk or cassette available 

All this for only £29.95 
Opening offer includes FREE EXTRA songbook 

We are the 64 Specialists 
Send SAE. for software and peripheral list 

ACCESS BARCLA YCARD 

M.K. MUSIC AND COMPUTERS 
17 BRIDGE STREET, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, 

Tel: (0525) 376622 

----- MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ----

Printer 
Ribbons 
For example: 

MPS 801 
VIC 1525 Reconditioned E 2 
& Seikosha models 

Send PiO/ cheque for £2 and include 
your old cassette & address 

BRAND NEW 
To suit the above 

All our prices include VAT & P & P 
The price you see is all you pay 

We supply and service most types of ribbon . 
For more information please write or 
telephone: -
COMPUTERAC INTERNATIONAL 
Beccles Road 
Thurlton Norwich 
Norfolk NR14 6AJ 

Tel: 
050846301 
Trade supplied. 



SURVEY 

Assemblers assembled 
We have received numerous letters from readers wanting to 

know more about assemblers. Programmer Kevin Bergin 
explains what an assembler is and does and 

recommends a few of his favourites 
t could be simply argued that Assemblers 
are just another tool for the programmer, 

a utility, or that they are a complete Lan
guage (like Basic). It is not so important 
which view you take; the fact is that Assem
blers are a powerful and complex aid for 
programmers. 

The name gives us a hint of their main 
function. They are, in general, used to 
assemble instructions into a form that the 
computer will understand. Using the 64 as 
our example, the best place to start is at 
Power Up. When you switch your 64 on it 
goes through a number of steps to see what 
peripherals are connected, such as Tape, 
Disk and Printer. Having done this, various 
areas are assigned - the area from 2048 
decimal $0800 hex to 40960 decimal 
$AOOO hex is RAM (random access mem
ory). 

An area of ROM (read only memory) is set 
aside for Basic (Basic ROM). This enables us 
to use a cross between English and a lan
guage the 64 can deal with. In general this is 
the advantage of Basic and other high level 
languages; that it is fairly easy for an ordinary 
human to understand and use, without 
being a so called 'whizz kid ' ! 

The 64 has an operating system, which is 
simply a huge program that does all the 
housekeeping for you. It takes care ofTape, 
Disk, or any other peripheral communica
tion. It also takes care of Basic fo r us. It keeps 
track of our programs as we type them in 
and keeps track of the line numbers. The 
point to be made is that the 64 not only 
allows us to use a very friendly w ay of com
municating with the 64, but also takes care 
of the complexities at 'RUN' time. 

When your Basic program is ready for 
testing you simply enter RUN, and away it 
goes. At this point the operating system has 
to translate the code and execute the pro
gram, as well as making decisions on errors. 
In general then, our Basic programs are 
converted into Binary (Base 2) and then 
executed. If you can imagine switching on 
your 64 and then having to enter every 
instruction in Binary, then you can see why 
we have high level languages like Basic and 
also why we have Assemblers! 

Assemblers v Basic 
Assemblers are used to generate 

Machine code programs. That is, they allow 
you to use a kind of high level language like 
Basic to generate a totally Binary prQgram. 
The advantage of using an Assembler rather 
than writing in Binary, are, of course the 
same as outlined for Basic. The difference 

between Basic programs and Machine 
Code is generally the speed of machine 
Code - in some cases more than one hun
dred times faster than Basic. Also the 
amount of memory used by Machine Code 
programs is a great saving on Basic usage, 
which is why most commercial progams are 
written in Machine Code. 

Of course it is not essential to have an 
Assembler to generate Machine Code. You 
could do it from Basic by 'poking' the deci
mal numbers into the desired locations. This 
is very tedious and difficult to edit, though . 

There is also another piece of software 
closely associated with Assemblers, called a 
'Monitor'. No not a VDU type monitor, but a 
program that allows you to enter, inspect 
and edit Machine Code at origin . Most pro
grammers use Machine Language Monitors 
(MLM) heavily, to try and test routines, as 
well as to inspect the status of the 64 on var
ious operation . 

Monitors are in general not very friendly. 
One mistake could well cause the 64 to 
hang up, and you will then lose the pro
gram, without any error message or 
reference point to the error. So if you are not 
very sure about the program you' re writing, 
or new to Machine Code then an Assembler 
is a must. 

How to use Assemblers 
Well, if you are new to this are you will 

find this a little frustrating. On the one hand, 
you can go and purchase an Assembler and 
jump straight in, by trying some programs of 
your own and examples from manuals or 
magazines. But to get a good understanding 
of Machine Code and your Assembler you 
will need to buy at least one good book, and 
perhaps some patience! 

There is, by now, a vast amount of written 
material on Machine Code particularly on 
6502 programming. You will need a book 
on 6502 programming, as the processors in 
the VIC-20 and the 64 come from the 6502 
family. In my humble opinion, choosing 
your first book will not be difficult, despite 
the huge choice. Most of the books on 6502 
programming are to say the least 'Mickey 
Mouse' and should be filed under 'bin' ! 

This does leave us with two excellent 
authors; firstly '6502 programming' by 
Levental and a range of books on 6502 pro
gramming written by Rodnay Zaks and 
published by Sybex. Arming yourself with a 
book by one of these authors will assist you 
greatly in your early efforts. In fact, Zaks 
work has become my technical Bible. 

Having equipped yourself with these 

essentials, you can proceed to learn about 
the way the processor works, and the 
instructions used to write your own pro
grams. The 64 has about 56 different 
Machine Code instructions. You w ill need to 
be fam iliar with most of these to produce 
good programs. 

What's available 
There are quite a few Assemblers around 

for the 64 now. They fall into three catego
ries. The first group are professional 
Assemblers. These are usually disk based 
and at least have an Editor, a Machine Lan
guage Monitor and an extensive Manual -
they are fairly expensive. 

The second group could be called a 
beginners kit, being tape based and not so 
extensive ly documented, but much 
cheaper. 

The third category can be explained very 
easily. It comes under the heading of a use
less rip-off and that is the only mention it 
gets. 

The Professionals! 
MIKRO 64 
A look at three of the best Assemblers avai l
ab le for the 64 shou ld shed more light on 
the subject as well as sampling the del ights 
of Assemblers. Firstly a cartridge based 
Assembler called Mikro 64 from Supersoft 
(Winchester House, Canning Road, Weald
stone, Harrow HA3 7SJ) and written by 
Andrew Trott. It sells at £57.50 and is not 
cheap although it is probably worth the 
expense. 

As Mikro 64 is cartridge based, setting it 
up is extremely painless. The cartridge is 
plugged into the cartridge expansion slot 
and becomes active when the 64 is 
switched on. W ith the cartridge in place the 
64 Poewrs up into the Ed itor of M ikro 64. 
The editor in Assemblers is the area used for 
writing and editing the 'source' code. Th is is 
done in much the same way as writing a 
Basic program - line numbers are entered 
and the instruction or comment. When the 
source code is completed it should be 
saved onto tape or disk before Assembling. 

To assemble the program is a matter of 
entering the command 'Assemble'. M ikro 
64 is a three pass Assembler, it will output 
the assembly listing and the machine code 
in hex to Printer, Tape, Disk or the screen. 
Any errors in the source code are usually 
generated on the third pass, an error mes
sage is given and the assembly aborted. 

Having Assembled the code, the user 
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may enter the built in Monitor to inspect, 
edit and save the Object code. Mikro 64 
uses the full 6502 instruction set with several 
Pseudo Ops. These are instructions that do 
not get assembled but are used by the 
Assembler. 

The two common Pseudo Ops are '.' 
which sets the start address of the program 
and Labels which are used for forward/ 
backward reference also for reading data. 
Mikro 64 also supports the following labels: 
'BYT', this stores 8 bit values or ASCII equiv
alents directly into memory. 'WOR' is 
similar to 'BYT', but the values are 16 bit and 
are stored in lo-hi form. Using the Pseudo 
Op 'TXT', strings of characters may be 
placed in memory. 

For long programs there is a 'LNK' instruc
tion which allows one file to be Assembled 
into memory directly after the first. The 
'OUT' instruction is used to direct assembly 
outut to any peripheral. 

Finally Mikro 64 offers some Editing com
mands. 'NUMBER' will convert any number 
from 0 to 65535 to decimal, hexadecimal, 
octal and binary. There is an 'AUTO' func
tion which gives you automatic line 
numbering from the editor. 'DELETE' will 
delete blocks of lines from the program. The 
'FORMAT' command will make your listing 
more readable and can be used to screen or 
printer. Lastly 'FIND' will hunt through your 
program for specific instructions. 

Lastly there is user manual with Mikro 64 
which is adequate though small, perhaps 
more examples and greater explanation 
would have been helpful. The only downfall 
on this product seems then to be the docu
mentation and possibly the price, 
depending on what you would expect to 
pay! 

COMMODORE 
ASSEMBLER 
DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE 
The second Assembler is from Commodore 
and comes on disk with an extensive 
manual. Priced at £24.95, it seems good 
value for money! 

There are again several parts to the pack
age and, unlike Mikro 64, each part needs to 
be loaded and initialised. Th is means lots of 
disk access. Commodore have supplied a 
DOS support program to aid the user by 
adding commands that give easier disk 
access. This would seem to be the first pro
gram to use. 

Conveniently there is a 'boot' program on 
the disk just load this and run it and it will 
install and initialise the DOS wedge for you. 
Most of the extra or alternative DOS com
mands are prefixed by the '@' symbol. So to 
collect the disk status simply enter '@'; to 

read the disk directory without writing over 
the contents of the Basic area, enter '@$'. 

Most other disk commands can be 
ach ieved by using the '@' instead of the 
'OPEN' and 'CLOSE' commands. Again the 
first part of the Assembler is the Ed itor, this 
must be loaded using ',8, 1' and called with 
an SYS instruction to initialise it. As with 
Mikro 64 the use of labels is allowed and 
most of the editor's format is the same as 
Mikro 64. 

To save and load source files the com
mands 'PUT' and 'G ET' are used. The 
'AUTO' command gives automatic line 
numbering. There are some instructions for 
printer: having directed output to the printer 
the pages can be omitted w ith the 'SKIP' 
command and the length of the PAG E is 
contro lled with the 'PAGE' command. 

To assemble your source code you must 
load and execute the Assembler, a file name 
is requested for the Object code and you 
are given an option of a printout and a cross 
reference. Finally the source filename is 
requested and Assembled. On assembly, 
any errors are given along with a symbol 
table. The object file is placed back onto 
disk under the name given. 

This is not the end of the process. If you 
have successfully written and Assembled a 
program you still need to get at the object 
code. There are two Loaders on the disk, a 
hi-loader and a lo-Ioader, these are used to 

~ ~O~ =~~~~~~~"'~II~= - c.. '" -: software 

~ ~ ~~ tJ ~ DC 

REL 64 
'~I ' l'~ Made in Sweden by 
I~Lar Bo x 42054, S·126 12 Stock.holm 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

I J (!) <! C!' (il <J' 

Relay Cartridge for CBM 64 and VIC 20 
Have you ever thought "Why can't I use the 64 to control the 
lights while I'm on holiday?". Now you can. You provide the 
software in the shape of a little program that controls the 
relays provided by REL 64 cartridge. 

Your imagination is the only limit for the applications 
possible: control of burglar alarms; garage doors; door locks; 
electriC radiators; lamps; transmitters; fish tank lights; 
remote controls; valves; pumps; telephones; accumulators; 
irrigation systems; electric tools; stop watches; ventilators; 
air-conditioners; humidifiers; miniature railways; etc. etc. 

==~~~E§§§§§§§§§§§§§ ~~G'~ 
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" '-'I: Expansion unit for the CBM 64 
Are you tired of changing cartridges 
all the Lime, wearing out the 
cartridge slot? 

Would you like to be able to use 
a letter Quality printer with your 
64? Or hook up several 64s to the 
same double disk drive? Then take 
a look at the SUPER BOX 64. 
• Three independent cartridge slots 
• IEEE interface that is totally 

transparent 
• Multi-user capabilities with IEEE 
• Reset switch - activating a cold 

start of the computer 
With the SUPER BOX 64 it is 

possible to connect up to three 
cartridges at once. It makes 
frequent alternating between 
programs simple and reduces 
wear on the cartridge slot. 

The reset function allows you to 
co ld start the computer without 
loosing the contents in RAM. 

The built-in, totally transparent 
(Le. does not occupy the computer's 
internal memory) IEEE interface 
enables you to run one or two IEEE 
units with any chosen program. For 
example. a letter type printer with 
word processing or Calc Result. or 
in laboratories using testing equ ip
ment of IEEE 488 standard. SUPER 
BOX 64 also enables you to create 
a mul t i-user system of up to four 
CBM 64s. 



load the assembled code into the area of 
memory they were assembled in and then 
create the Machine Code. 

Ah now you have the code? No, I'm 
afraid not. You need a Monitor (MLM) to 
save off the code. Commodore have sup
plied two of these, they load into different 
areas of memory. Using one of these you 
may look at edit! and to your final version 
and save it to disk. Phew! Yes, that's it! 

Although this is a very good Assembler it 
is not very compact and the operations 
involved can take some time. The advan
tage over Mikro 64 is the flexibility and 
certainly the huge, well written manual, Oh 
not forgetting the price difference! 

PAL 64 
The third and final of the 'professional ' 

assemblers reviewed purports to be friendly 
if the name is anything to go by! PAL 64 is 
written by Brad Templeton and produced 
by Pro-Line Software. It is of American 
origin, but is distributed in the UK by Kobra 
Marketing, and retails at £69 plus VAT. 

PAL 64 is a disk based Assembler and 
comes with a disk and a manual. The 
manual is well presented and covers every
thing you need to know from loading the 
Assembler to relocating the code. 

Though compatible ' w ith Commodore's 
CBM/MOS Assembler this one has some 

II 

differences. It is possible to relocate not only 
the user code but also the Assembler, or to 
have it burnt onto ROM. Instead of the usual 
Editor Assemblerfiles, PAL is loaded into the 
64 and you can then write, Assemb le, Savel 
Load and Test code, without having to load 
access any other files. 

Written in the Basic area the source listing 
can be mixed with Basic programs. The first 
statement in any source listing must be 
SYS700. At RUN time this calls the Assem
bler, generates the code and places it in the 
area of memory specified. 

The Assembler makes two passes, on the 
second of which the code is generated and 
the Assembly listing is displayed, along with 
any errors encountered. There is, of course, 
the option of outputting the Assembly to 
Tape, Disk or printer. Have Assembled the 
code and saved it, the Object code can be 
tested with an SYS to the start address of the 
program. 

relocating PAL, using tape with the Assem
bler and converting other assembler output 
to PAL. 

The Assembler is not in the usual format, 
but is fast and easy to use, to say nothing of 
the immense flexibility it offers compared 
with other Assemb lers. The only disadvan
tage I could find was the time a newcomer 
may need to get used to this Assembler. Cer
tainly other software houses may learn 
something by looking at the way the docu
mentation for PAL has been put together! 

Assemblers for beginners 

MASTERCODE 
Two Assemblers here that do not live up 

to the standard of the three above and are 
limited in use be ing tape based, but are very 
cheap and would serve as a good tool for 
the newcomer to Assemblers. 

The source code expects no formatting, it The first, is Commodore 64 Mastercode 
sorts through the listing when the assembler Assembler from Sunshine, written by David 
is executed and formats the listing. If a start Lawrence and Mark England. You may well 
address is omitted PAL places the code at recognise the names as they are both 
$COOO hex 49152 decimal onwards. PAL authors of several computer books. 
supports the fu ll 6502 instruction set as well This does not guarantee that they have 
as Psuedo Ops. produced a good piece of Software though! 

A manual takes the user through the pro- Lets have a look ... 
cess of loading, writing and running code The package retails at £14.95, wh ich wil l 
with PAL, with program examples and not enrage your bank manager anyway. For 
memory maps. There is also a section o_n _ _ t~:u get the Assembler on Tape an~J 

r--------------, 
• 

THIS COUPON IS WORTH AN EXTRA 100/0 • 
PLEASE RUSH ME:-

• CALC RE5UL T Advanced 99.00 0 5UPERBOX 64 67.870 • 

• CALC RE5UL T Easy 49.95 0 R5232 34.49 0 • 

REL 64 34.950 TELEDATA 64 29.95 0 . 

• I enclose cheque/Postal Order for £ I 
• Charge my 0 Access 0 Visa 0 American Express • 

• Card No. ___________________ • 

• 
Signature ___________ Date _ _____ • 
NAME ___________________ _ 

• ADDRESS ___________________ • 

• COM.INT. 1.85 

• Or CALL US ON 0344 778800 TO PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY. 

I.H;;i;.;;;r~d~ ;;;;;;;;;;;.;e;:; 1'; .1= 
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SYMBOLIC 
ASSEMBLER-DISASSEMBLER-EDITOR 

VIC 20 & C-64 
To the well reviewed professional quality 6502 Assembler-Editor 
package. ELMHIRST ENTERPRISES have added a 

SYMBOLIC DISASSEMBLER allowing synthesis of own 
source from mlc in RAM or ROM This source can then be 
di~ectly manipulated. modified and re-positioned in memory 
uSing 

FREDITOR a word processor especially designed for source 
entry and editing. All the normal WP features plus DOS and 
printer handling. Once created. the source can be saved and 
assembled using 

OSIRISAN a 2-pass full symbolic assembler which features a 
wide range of pseudo-ops and directives. Complete flexibility in 
the selection of source. listing and output devices allows such 
options as errors only or disk-to-disk assembly. Full information 
in A4 size 

MANUAL containing 60 pages of instructions. examples and 
specifications. 

PRICES 
£19.95 
£24.95 

(add £ 1.00 P&P in U.K.) 
for tape version 
for disk version 

UPGRADES available for existing users 

Cheques made payable to. or further information from: 

ELMHIRST ENTERPRISES 
99 Porchester Road, Hucclecote 

Gloucester, England 
Tel: 0452 64938 

A FANTASTIC CHRISTMAS OFFER 
TO COMMODORE 64 USERS 

Recentl~ , a program called "EPSON MAGIC", which is an Intel ligent 
Centronics Interface for the CBM 64, was advertised for just £5.50 
(SOFTWARE ONLY) and £19.50 (SOFTWARE & CABLE). This was great 
news for those who had already paid vast amounts for an Interface which 
was, perhaps, just a bit un-Intelligent. It brings into reach of more pockets, 
the vast range of high quality and extremely versatile DOT MATRIX 
printers that use the CENTRONICS standard. Pretty tough if you don't 
happen to own one of these printers, isn 't it? Or is it .. . Because, at 
Mushroom Software, we hate to see anyone suffer! So for a limited period 
only, we're making a giveaway offer:- Your chance to own a Centronics 
Printer, supplied with Commodore 64 Interface for under £200 INC VAT! 
The KDC FT5001. is a 1 OOCPS, Bi-directional with logic seeking, dot matrix 
pnnter of the 8 bit parallel CENTRONICS style with an optional RS232C 
with 2K buffer. 

- Will print the full CBM 
character set 

- Will print User Defined 
character set 

- Will make High and 
Low RES Screen 
Dumps 

- Is compatible with 
most utilities 

- Will work with most 
Leads (e.g . Audioge
nics/Supersoft) 

- Basic will work with all 
Centronics Printers 

The many features include:-
Friction and adjustable Sprocket Feed, various 
Print Modes with Pica and Elite User Font 
Registry (up to 62) 94 ASCII with Desc. 8 Inti 
Char Sets and 48 Semi Graphics: Auto Paper 
Inst. 

P.S. This Printer will work with any Micro 
fitted with Centronics or RS232C 

£195.00 inc VAT 
Phone 01-670 3533 for more details or 
to reserve your order 
Make cheques out to, and send to :-

This outstanding payroll program is 
designed to Inland Revenue 
specifications for computerised 
payroll. All you require is a CBM 8032, 
CBM 8050 disk drive and a compatible 
printer (the 8296 version available 
soon). 

The package features: all tax 
codes - all NI codes - automatic 
Statutory Sick Pay calculation -
automatic holiday pay calculation 
(version 3 only) - 3 overtime rates of 
pay - 4 pre-tax adjustments (pre-set if 
required) - 4 after-tax adjustments 
(pre-set if required) - cost analysis up 
to 26 groups/departments - individual 
(payslip) and total (payday) cash 
analysis - system controlled numbering 

(Payroll No.) of employees - end of 
year print-out of P60's & P35's - up to 
500 employees on a single disk (CBM 
8050) - payslips and P60's printed on 
"off the shelf' continuous stationery -
P35's, employees records, employees 
names and addresses printed on plain 
paper - ability to reprint the most recent 
payrun after the system has been closed 
down and the computer switched off and 
much more including access to "help" 
screens at all times - plus exclusive 5 
minute updating facility. 

What you get - "T:he Payroll Master 
Package comes complete with floppy 
disk containing the suite of programs 
(totalling over 400K of coding) -
' PLUS' - 40 page, easy to understand, 
comprehensive manual - 'PLUS' -
one box of 4,000 pre-printed two-part 
continuous payslips, - 'PLUS' - 500 
pre-printed three-part continuous 
P60's .... 

All this at an unbelievable 
introductory price of £399.00 + VAT 
(post & packaging included in price)
normally £450.00 + VAT. 

This is the ideal time to change, get 
ready for the new tax year ... Order 
YOUR package NOW! 

Delivery within 7 days of receipt -
cheque with order please to: 

M&M SOFTWARE 
Payroll Master has been extensively 

tested and debugged for the past twelve 
months, under commercial conditions. 

Wych Elm House, The High, Harlow, 
Essex CM20 IQR. 
Tel: 027939576 

Payroll Haster - RUts you in control 



small 27 page manual. Quite a lot of the 
manual is given over to tables and examples 
displays (where are the program exam
ples?). 

The features offered with Mastercode 
are: a Machine code monitor, a disassem
bler, an Editor and the Assembler. The 
program is loaded and in itialised in the time 
honoured fashion, 'SHIFT & RUN/STOP'. 
This takes about 11 minutes (make some 
tea!). During this process the border colour 
changes, which at least lets you know some
thing is going on. 

At this point you must inform Mastercode 
of the peripherals connected. The program 
the enters the 'menu' which gives you 
access to all of the features mentioned. You 
may atthis po int use the menu to modify the 
contents of an area of memory, disassemble 
an area of memory, execute a Mach ine 
Code program, LOAD/SAVE a Machine 
Code program and trace execution of a 
Machine Code program. 

The Editor is also accessed from the 
menu. Lines are automatically inserted and 
the source file goes on being created until 
the user gives two carriage returns, which 
takes you back to the menu. There are other 
options from the menu to list source files 
and edit source files (ted ious and slow). 

The Assembler is a two pass job and wi ll 
assemble to memory or assemble without 
placing the code in memory. The assembler 
uses the full 6502 instruction set and seven 
Pseudo Ops. There is a reloader file which 
places in effect allows the user to relocate 
code. Mastercode seems to do everything it 
promises albeit slowly and clumsily. 

64-EDITOR ASSEMBLER 
Another tape based Assembler, this one is 
jointly produced by Duckworth and Bug 
and is priced at £12.95. (I must at this point 
mention a 'distant' interest in that I have and 
continue to write for Duckworth, I am also 
fairly familiar with their Editor Assembler.) 

To load the Assembler Editor again press 
SHIFT & RUN/STOP. Loading will take 
about three minutes. After loading is com
plete, the screen will display a list of the 
editor commands. If the user ex its the 
Assembler at any time a GOTO 200 w ill re
enter without any loss of data. 

When the Edit/assembler is in itialised you 
are in the editor. Line numbers are consecu
tive integers beginning with 1. The operand 
is bracketed [] to indicate that it is optional 
(there are instructions which do not use 
operands). the mnemonic is any mnemonic 
from the 6502 instruction set. 

Lines may be inserted and deleted using 
the format '0 1-10'. This will delete lines 1 to 
10 inclusive the insert command works in 
the same way. All lines are renumbered 
after an insert operation. 

The Editor/Assembler supports the fol
lowing Psuedo Ops; 'STR' allows entry of a 
string of characters, 'REM' for comments as 

in Basic, 'BYT' as with Mikro 64 this allows 
an 8 bit value to be placed directly into 
memory. 

Source fi les may be saved with the 'P' 
command and loaded with 'G' command. 
Object files are saved w ith the'S' command 
and loaded with the '0' command. 

Having finished creating your source 
code it is assembled by entering 'A', two 
passes are made and errors encountered 
are given. The assembly may be stopped 
during output by pressing 'S'. The object 
code is then saved to tape or disk in the way 
described above. It is then a stand alone 
machine code program and may be loaded 
back into memory and executed. The Edi
tor/Assembler offers other Psuedo Ops and 
Editor commands plus a comprehensive 
manual with full error messages. 

Un like Mastercode there is no Machine 
code monitor, but you do have adequate 
edit abilities and the whole package is very 
well organised as well as being fast. 

That's itfor commercial Assemblers, but if 
you happen to be broke or confused then 
read on! User groups are now fairly com
mon and can often by helpful. The best for 
Commodore products is iCPUG. They carry 
many public domain programs and com
mercial programs at discount prices. Icpug 
currently have several Machine Language 
Monitors that are public domain and can be 
obtained for the cost of Postage and pack
ing. The best of these is Supermon 64 by Jim 
Butterfield. Icpug can be contacted through 
Mike Ryan, 164 Chesterfield Drive, 
Riverhead, Seven oaks, Kent TN13 2EH. 

SURVEY 
Here are some of the other assemblers 
available to Commodore owners: 

Osirisan Symbolic Assembler, Disassem~ 
bIer, Editor Package, for VIC 20 and 64, 
(£19.95 cassette, £24.95 disk), from Elm
hirst Enterprises, 99 Porchester Road, 
Hucclecote, Gloucester. Tel: 0452 64938. 

Zeus 64 Assembler and Editor Package, 
(£9.95 cassette, £14.95), from Design 
Design, 2 Ashton Way, East Herrington, 
Sunderland SR3 3RX. Tel: 061 -205 6603. 

Assembler 64, (£7.99 cassette, £11.99 
disk), from Dynamite Software, BCM 
8713, London WC1 N 3XX. 

2/4 Pass Machine Code Assembler, 
(£5.50 cassette), Mushroom Software, 193 
Rommany Road, London SE27 9PR. Tel: 
01-670 3533 . 

Arrow Plus C64 Assembler, Disassembler 
(£24 cartridge), Arrow C64 (£16 cartridge), 
Help C64 Disassembler (£15 cartridge) and 
Super Help C64 Symbolic 2 Pass Assembler 
(£25 cartridge), all from Stack Computer 
Services, 290-298 Derby Road, Bootie, 
Liverpool L20 8LN. Tel: 051 -933 5511. 

Assembler Tutor, (£29.95 cassette/ disk) 
and Assembler Development Package, for 
64, (£24.95 disk), from Commodore UK, 1 
Hunters Lane, Weldon, Corby, N Hants 
NN17 lQX. Tel: 0536205252 . 

HS-64 Assembler And Program Develop
ment Aid, for C64, (£47.83), from JCL 
Software, 1 Sheffield Road, Southborough, 
Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Tel: 0892 27454. 

Pulse Assembler, fro C64, from Intercep
tor Micros, Lindon House, The Green, 
Tadley, Basingstoke, Hants. Tel: 07356 
71145. 

An extract from The Naked Computer (Arlington Books) 

- a review follows next month 

Computers are good for us. The US Bureau 
of Labor Statistics predicts that out of 340 
occupations, computer-related jobs w ill 
lead in growth, pay scales, and number of 
jobs opening l:lp during the 1980s. 
Demand for computer-savvy people is so 
hot that one out of four computer special
ists changes jobs every year, the average 
computer department is 20 percent under
staffed, and companies offer bounties of 
up to $1,000 for employees who coax 
friends to work for them. 

In 1975 there were three specialists for 
every computer; in 1985 there will be one 
hundred computers per specialist. The 

I 

care and feeding of the beasts has become 
big business. 

Over the past ten years American com
panies have spent over $500 bi llion in 
1982 for data processing staff sa laries, 
mostly for writing programs, reports Inter
national Data Corporation. Yet over 65 
percent of those programs are rife with 
mistakes. Although computer hardware 
price performance improves 30 percent a 
year, programmer output increases only 2 
to 3 percent a year. Out point: There'll 
always be plenty to do if you have a com
puter-related job. So get one. Sha na na na. 

I 
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STRICTLY BUSINESS~~~~~~~ 
Practical ,Lab analysis on SX64 Mail 

volume calculation 
American software house Practi
corp has released an expanded, 
updated version of its Practicalc 
program first introduced in 1983. 

The complete program packs 
spreadsheet, word processor 
and database into one working 
document, if necessary. The 
word processor is one of the 
major improvements over the 
original Practicalc. 

The 100 column spreadsheet 
feature can contain up to 250 
rows of information and offers 
more than 30 mathematical 
functions. In addition to keeping 
business accounts, the spread
sheet can be used to program a 
homeowner's budget or sort and 
graph organisation records. 
Lines of text in the word proces
sor can be up to 100 characters 
long and the program has the 
ability to justify paragraphs, cap
tions and text. The database 
arranges information numeri
cally or alphabetically and allows 
the user to add, delete, change 
and search for certain data. 

Written in assembly language, 
Practicalc II requires only 48K of 
memory. Along with an operat
ing guide and a supplement for 
the C64, the package costs 
£69.95 . 

Contact: Practicorp, The Silk 
Mill, 44 Oak Street, Newton 
Upper Falls, MA 02764, USA. In 
the UK, Practicorp, Goddard 
Road, Whitehouse Industrial 
Estate, Ipswich, England IP7 5NP 
Tel: 0473 462727. 

l Microsystems has come up 
with a compact package of com
puter and interface for data 
acquisition as well as controlling 
<)nd measuring voltages. 

With an application primarily 
in laboratory work, the Cll sys
tem includes an SX64 portable 
computer and an ADS interface, 
the latter made by CIL. The inter
face is housed in the storage slot 
of the computer with connectors 
accessible from the front. The 
interface, which can be pro
grammed in Basic, also is 

available separately and is com
patible with the C64. 

The computer includes an 
integral six inch colour monitor 
and disk drive and the complete 
package comes with demonstra
tion software, all costing £1 ,450. 
The interface alone costs £500 
with installation instructions and 
£700 if it is installed by a Cll engi-
neer. 

Contact: CIL Microsystems 
Ltd, Deco y Road, Worthing, Sus
sex BN 74 8ND. Tel: 0903 
270474. 

The large volume of electronic 
mail and the increasing number 
of communications options has 
prompted the US company, 
Knowledge Industry Publications 
to release Options for Electronic 
Mail. 

The company claims execu
tives spend as much as 75 
percent of their time in 
"communications-related activi
ties". The new book, written by 
libby Trudell of Dialog Informa
tion Services two contributing 
authors, explains and compares 
the major types of electronic 
mail services and tries to help the 
reader understand the new tech
nology. Areas covered include 
computer-based message sys
tems, the international telex 
network and TWX network, 
local networks and software 
packages for electronic mail and 
the microprocessor-based hard
ware products. 

Options for Electronic Mail is 
the latest volume in the 

Smooth·lng the bumps Information and Communica-tions Management Guides. 
The book costs $32.95 in 

A power supply system deve- voltage jolts. It is housed in a hardcover and $24.95 in paper
loped by Essex-based wheeled compactcabinetwhich back. Knowledge Industry also 
Avel-Lindberg Ltd may protect also contains the battery- publishes, with the American 
crucial office computer systems charger/ rectifier, static inverter Society for Information Science, 
from damage and computer data and bypass switch. a Data Base Directory. It is a 608-
from errors caused by unex- Avel-Lindberg says the unit, page listing and description of 
pected power surges or failures. which costs £1,980, is quiet online databases accessible in 

The AF-10 uninterruptible enough to be installed next to a North America, available at 
power supply is suitable for all computer without disturbing the $120. 
types of electronic equipment user. Contact: Knowledge Industry 
and provides up to 20 minutes of Contact: Ave/-Lindberg Ltd, Publications Inc, 707 Westches
emergency power to coverafai- South Ockendon, Essex RM75 ter Avenue, White Plains, New 
lure of the mains su I or other 5TD. Tel: 0708 853444. York 70604, USA. 

Keeping safe Heading off confusion 
A new advisory service from guide to the new legislation and a 
ADM of Middlesex helps com- check list with instructions and 
panies deal with the Data memory prompts. ADM will also 
Protection Act that became law do the actual work if the client 
early last year. does not have the time or facilit

Few products undergo searing 
950 degree temperature tests, 
except when the question is one 
of keeping your valuable records 
from going up in flames. 

levy Safes of london sub
jected their new disk storage 
safes to just such conditions for 
one hour and the company says 
its product passed the test, 
remaining below the required 50 
degree temperature and 85 per
cent humidity level. 

Called Datamite, the smallest 
safe is semi-portable, weighing 
28 kgs, and stores up to 70 5'/. 
inch floppy disks or 803 '/, inch 
diskettes. Datamite retails for 
£369. 

Four storage safes in the 
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Datamate range are sllgnuy 
larger with two of them, the 300 
and -450 models, suitable for 
microcomputer diskettes. They 
are constructed as one-drawer 
filing cabinets either on wheels 
or fixed support. Each will slide 
underneath a standard terminal 
work-station or desk. The two 
larger versions, 900 and 700, 
store most larger computer 
materials. 

Datamite and the Datamate 
range of safes will be on display 
at the levy Safes stand at the 
Which Computer? exhibition in 
Birmingham 15-18 January. 

Contact: Levy Safes, Thavies 
Inn House, Holborn Circus, Lon
don EC7N 2HE. Tel: 07 -353 
9433. 

The Act requires all persons ies. 
and organisations who hold data In its regular capacity as a train
for automatic processing to regis- ing centre, ADM has announced 
ter·details of the information with 60 business computing courses 
a new Data Protection Registrar, for 1985. Eight are for senior and 
who then monitors the accuracy middle managers, and several 
and continued use of the infor- courses cater to data processors 
mation. using micros. Eight other courses 

ADM, which specialises in 
data processing training, has 
established the new subsid iary 
- ADM Consultancy Services 
Ltd - to explain the Actpnd how 
to comply with it. The services 
include a half-day teach-in, a 

focus on spreadsheets and data
bases, and a range of language 
courses are available for those 
writing their own software. 

Contact: ADM, ADM House, 
5-9 Headstone Road, Harrow, 
Middlesex HA 7 7 PL. Tel: 07 -863 
0627. 



Irish CBM 64 user wishes to swap 
software utilities, games and tips. Over 400 
titles. Send list of software to : Gerard 
Giblin , The Lodge, 'Ardsley', Heronford 
Lane, Shankill, Co. Dublin, Ireland . 

Vic 20's: 4 cartridge games £26, 8K RAM 
£26 brand new, joystick £5, Int ro to Basic 
Part 1 £10. Tel: Imran on (Slough) 8239135 
p.m. to 9 p.m. All the above for £55. 

Vectrex, Intellinsion, both have 
cartridges for sale. Both are less than 1 year 
old with packaging and manuals. Also 
anyone with Acetronic and wants cheap 
cartridges for £7. Tel 01-802 8724. Buyer 
collects . 

Dams IEEE Interface for Commodore 64 
£35 o.n.o . Phone (0532) 628307 after 6 
p.m. 

CBM 64 games to swap. I have over 250 
games. Send your list and I'll send mine . 
I'm specially looking for a disk to tape 
copier. Tel: Sanjeer 01 -904 0667. 

Arfon 7 slot expansion board / workstation 
to sell. Has power transformer to power 
Vic 20 and itself. Excellent condition £50 
o.n.o. Tel : Stuart Mills (051) 260 6218; 112 
Boaler Street, Liverpool L66AD. 

PET 32K. Many tapes, toolkit, games, 
educational. Books and manuals. 
Interfaced to telephone as printer. Selling 
both machines together £185. Jo Smith 
(Epping) 73424. 

Wanted any unusuable or broken 
computer, cheap, with real keyboard. 
Keyboard must be in working order. Tel: Mr 
M West, Bedford (0234) 740332. 

CBM 64 owners! Many software titles, 
some American , all to swap . Write to Andy 
at 19 Quarry Road , Liversedge, West 
Yorks, WF15 7HG. Also wanted 1541 disk 
drive - cheap? 

Swap Hitachi tri-mode colour TV, cassette 
and radio for 4040 or 8050. Also JVC 2" 
world-wide operation TV and radio for 
1541 . Phone (0783)489239. 

Wanted - assembler expert SBM 64. I'm 
a freelance programmer with original ideas 
and graphic skills . I'm slow at assembler. 
Be my partner. Increase my output . Make a 
living . Londoner preferred. Phone 01-987 
5476. 

Vic 20 + 16K switchable + C2N tape 
recorder, 9 games including Perils of Willy 
and Jetpac + Intro to Basic part 1. good 
working order - £100 Tel: 01 -3463886. 

Commodore 64 games for sale of swap . 
Over 200 games and utilities . Phone 
Stevenage in Hertfordshire 64485 (Rich or 
Peted. 

I wish to swap my 5-gear races (Bicross 
Sabre G. T.) for (or similad 1520 printer /
plotter. Phone 674-4656 (eves). 

war / strategy games. Games for sale 
include Pitfall 2, Arabian Nights, High 
Noon, Cliffhanger, Beach Head, 
Conqueror, Armageddon . Steve Christian, 
2 Beechdale Road , Liverpool 18. 

Wanted 8250 ro 8050 dual disk drive. 
Phone 0844-52961 / 53656. 

Commodore 3032 computer with 3040 
dual disk unit , 3022 printer. All V.G .C. 
assembler software. Bargain £600. Tel: 
Brighton (0273) 771577 after 7 p.m . 

Vic 20, CBM 64 software for sale. Lots of 
nifty UK & US stuff. All originals, good 
prices. For large graded lists please send 
SAE to John Keogh , 30 Highwood Ave, 
Finchley, London N 12 8QP. 

16K RAM cartridge for Vic 20 - £15. Tel: 
01-777 5522. 

English CBM 64 owner wishes to 
exchange software with users in the U.S. 
and overseas (disk only please) . Send lists 
to M Pepper, 11 Thornh'iII Close, Bramcote 
Hills, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 3FS . 
England . 

Norwegian CBM 64 owner wanted to 
swap software. Have already 650 titles. 
Send your lists. Trond Nordbo, Stolten
berquei, 15,4000 Stravanger, Norway. 

Commodore 64 user has many programs 
from U.S . SOme not on the market ! 
Games, utilities, business, educational, 
Public Domain . Send S.A.S .E for list . R. 
Parry, Little Manor, Haversham, Milton 
Keynes MK19 7DT. England . 

Want you to swap? I want it too!! Over 
1500 programs for you (C-64). I would like 
to swap all overtheworld . Writesoon (disk 
only) and send your list . Panesi Dennis, Via 
Ugo Foscolo 6, 56100, Pisa, Italy. 

Cassette recorder interface unit (64or 20) 
£9. Jeff Cole, 25 Willoughby Court, 
Peterborough . 

CBM owners. Want to swap software 
(disk only) and ideas . All letters will be 
answered , please write to Espen Joranger, 
Dammgardsqt 210, 5031 Laksevaag , 
Norway. 

Commodore 64 wanted - plus add-ons. 
Swap for Yashica Moultz camera, Moultz 
projector (super 8), editor, screen , splicer, 
indoor filming lamp, all in as new condition 
- 0329-235331. 

CBM Easyscript plus six games disks to 
exchange for Civfile disk or sell. Call (0443) 
227056 after 5.00 p.m. 

MPS 801 printer. Still under guarantee. 
Perfect condition . Complete with box of 
paper. Any reasonable offer. Phone 
(Burnley) 72533 ext. 276 (day) or 
(Blackburn) 47200 (night). 

Help me - I need a Commodore 1541 disc 
drive and also any discs compatible with 
the expanded Vic 20 urgently. Any offers 
welcome to date. Tel : (Nott) (0602) 472792 
after 5 p.m. 

CBM 64 owner wishes to swap software . 
Send list to W. Atkinson , 7 Silverlands 
Avenue, Oldbury, Warley, West Midlands 
B68 8EQ, England . I have 5000 + titles . 

Super software for Vic 20 & CBM 64. All 
original U. K. & U. S. stuff. For large graded 
lists please send SAE to John Keogh , 30 
Highwood Avenue, North Finchley, 
London , N12 8QP. 

CBM 64C?wners: will swap Flight Path 737, 
Aztec Challenge and Beach Head for 
Bozo's Night out and Arabian Nights or 
similar : Phone Steve 890-2079. 

Wanted: female penpal aged 14-16, must 
own a Commodore 64, No experience 
needed (if experienced then all the betted 
Swap programs etc . Contact Chas, 56 
Eversley Park Road , Winchmore Hill , 
London N211NU . 

Norwegian CBM 64 ownder wants to 
exchange software, hints and tips with an 
American 64er (disk only). Asbjorn 
Leirvag, Granvegen 2, 4250 Koperisk, 
Norway. 

Vic 20 + 16K + cassette unit + £90 of 
so f twa re including Commodore, 
Llamasoft, Bug Byte £100 the lot . Call Ian 
on 0423-60688 after 6.00 p.m . 

Calling all Commodore users in the 
Manchester area. Come along to out user 
group meetings. First monday every 
month. For further details ring Steve on 
061-4283135. 

CBM 64 Easy Stock and Future Finance. 
Unused £50 each o .n .o. or swap for Easy 
Life / Easy Calc . Tel: 0782627561 evenings. 



COMMODORE 64 
SOFTWARE 

DATABASE: Datafile - a database with 
very powerful options. Includes:- print all / 
selective records, delete, amend, save, load, 
copy, alphanumeric sort, user defined fields , 
memcry check, total numeric fields, multi field 
interrel~+ional, wildca rd and search between 
limits. MUI ~: ~le file option, and many more. Fully 
menu driven with complete instructions. Disk 
and cassette fully compiled. Outstanding value. 
CBM 64 (compiled) cassette £7.45 
CBM 64 (compiled) disk £10.45 

WORD PROCESSOR: Textfile - power
ful word processor. Facilities include:-Iarge text 
buffer, auto centre text , variable tab, insert, 
amend , delete , copy, move text , word count, 
right justify, pageing, join files , multiple fi le 
handling, print all /part text etc. Fully menu 
driven with comprehensive easy to use instruc
tions. Great value. 
CBM 64(compiled) cassette £8.25 
CBM 64 (compiled) disk£10.75 
All programs complete with full documentation 
and guarantee and can be used with all direct 
connect CBM 64 printers including 1520 printer 
plotter and most centronics (with suitable hard
ware interface!. Prices include VAT. Packing and 
fast delivery bf 1st class mail. 
Cheques/ PO's to: 
A & C SOFTWARE 
75 Oakthorpe Gardens, Tividale, 
West Midlands B692LF. 

SOPHISTICATED GAMES 
FOR VIC 20 & CBM 64 

VIC/64 CRICKET Realistic games of tactical skill and 
luck. Sail by ball commentary with full scorecard and all 
the major rules of cricket correctly interpreted. Printer/ 
game save facilities. 
VICCRICKETforVIC20+ 16K ....................... 5.99 
NEW: 64CRICKETwith extra features .. . .......... 6.99 
LEAGUE SOCCER League title game for 2-24 players 
with automatic f ixtures, action commentary, results 
check, scorers, league table, cup draw etc. Printer/ 
game save facilities. 
LEAGUESOCCERforVIC20+16K . ............... 5.99 
NEW: 64 LEAGUE SOCCER 

with many more features still ....... . .. . . . . ...... 6.99 

WHODUNNIT 12 guests have gathered fo r drinks at 
Murder Manor, but one of them has more tha n drinks on 
his mind. Addictive and thrilling detective game for 1 to 
6 players, with genuinely different game each time. 
WHODUNNIT for VIC 20 + 8K 

oranyCSM 64(statewhich) ....... .... ........... 4.99 
TOP OF THE POPS Easy to learn game about the 
music business. For up to 10 players. Includes printer/ 
game save features. 
TOPOFTHE POPSforVIC20 +8K .......... ......... 4.99 
NEW: 64 TOP OF THE POPS 
-even bigger and better ......... ....... .... ...... 5.99 

ELECTION NIGHT SPECIAL Lead your own party 
into the next General Election. A game for 1-3 players. 
Printer/game save. 
ELECTION NIGHTSPECIALforVIC 20+ 8K .......... 4.99 
64 ELECTION NIGHT SPECIAL - bigger and better .. 4.99 
PARTY 4 Four games to match the progress of your 
party: MASTERWORD. A DAY ATTHE RACES, GAME X 
(Strip Poker) and CONSEQUENCES. Harmless fun (noth
ing offensive) but good fun. 
VICPARTY4forVIC20+3Kormore ............... 5.99 
64 PARTY 4.... ...... ... ...... .. .. ................. 5.99 
.. NEW .. ADULTS ONLY Fun game for 2-10 broad
minded players. Lots of cuddling and kissing, plus many 
other rewards and forfeits: you never know what you'll 
end up doing, or with whom ! Nothing offensive, but you 
MUST be fairly broad minded. 
ADULTSONLYforVIC20+ 16K expansion .......... 5.99 
64ADULTSONLY . ...... . ........ . .............. 5.99 

DISC VERSIONS AVAILABLE FOR ALL GAMES - £2.00 EXTRA 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P (UK ONLY). GAMES SOLD SUBJECT 

TO CONDITIONS OF SALE WHICH ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. 
PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR DETAILS OF OUR FULL RANGE . 

OF SOPHISTICATED GAMES 
Dept eCI. 27 Queens Road, KEYNSHAM, Avon aS18 2ND. 

Tel 02756-3427 

DEE·KAY SYSTEMS 
DRIVE A TRAIN AT CHRISTMAS 

Drive, in your own home, such famous trains as The 
Flying Scotsman, Cornish Riviera, Master Cutler and 
the Royal Scot. Exciting and addictive games for the 
rail enthusiast and layman alike. 

NEW TillS MONTH 
Royal Scot From Euston to Crewe with a choice of 
motive power - class 87, Advanced Passenger Train 
and class 86. 
All our previous games still available: 

Cornish Riviera From Padding ton to Exeter with 
a stop at Reading hauled by H.S.T., class 47 or class 50. 

Master Cutler From St. Pancras to Leicester fast or 
stopping (6 stations) behind Peak class 45, 47 or H.S.T. 

Flying Scotsman A fast dusk from KINGS 
CROSS to Doncaster behind the legendary Deltic, 
H.S.T., or Brush 47. 
All the above games available for the CBM64, BBC'B' 
and Spectrum 48K - price £7.50 each inc. p&p. 
Available from : 

DEE-KAY SYSTEMS (Dep CCI) 
18 Salford Close, Woodrow South, 

Redditch, Worcs B98 7UN. 

COMMODORE 
REPAIRS 

BY COMMODORE APPROVED 
ENGINEERS 

VIC 20 modulators £6.50, VIC 20 
from £14.50, CBM 64 from £18.00, 
C2N from £7.00, Printers, Disk unit 
etc., for more details, write or 
telephone 

G. C. BUNCE AND SON 
36 BURLINGTON ROAD, 

BURNHAM, BUCKS SL 1 7BQ I 
Telephone: (06286) 61696 I 

For repai r, overhaul and contracted 
maintenance of Commodore systems -

Call the Specialists: 

Photo Acoustics Ltd 
255A St. Albans Road, 
(entrance in Judge St.) 
Watford 
Herts WD2 5BQ 

Tel: (0923) 40698 

COMMODORE REPAIRS 

VIC 20's 
C64's 
1540/41 

£12.50 + parts 
£15 .00 + parts 
£20.00 + parts 

(Plus all Commodore Systems write or 
telephone for further details) 

Send your faulty machine with a brief 
note describing faults to: 

TRIDENT ENTERPRISES LTD 
37 LINDEN HOUSE 
COMMON ROAD, LANGLEY 
SLOUGH, BERKS SL3 8TT 
TEL: (0753) 48785 

We also Repair BBC's and Spectrum 
Computers. (The above prices are 
exclusive of vat & P&p .) 

Home Accounts. Put your house in order! 
Probably the best home use for your com
puter! Comprehensive coverage of bank 
accounts, credit cards, HP, etc. Inbuilt 
accuracy check for all transactions. Projects 
cashflow for any period ahead. Available for 
CBM64 or VIC 20. 0.50 or FREE details 
from DISCUS SOFTWARE, FREEPOST, 
Windmill Hill, Brixham, TQ5 9BR. Tel: 080 
45 55532, 

Vic 20, 16K, SE, SLR, m / board, sppech 
synthesisor, cassette deck, software, 
books and magazines . £350 o .n .o . Will 
separate. Hereford (0432) 265507 after 
7p.m . 

Easyspell for CBM 64. £19. Ring R. Grant 
(Cranbrook) 240617. 

Vic 20 starter pack, 11 games , 32K 
switchable RAM, joystick, still boxed as 
new. Worth over £250 - bargain price of 
£130. Phone (0533) 881677. 

Commodore 6 - slot Motherboard and 
3K RAM pack - only £30. Will sell 
separate. Send you o~er to G. Unthank, 
69, St , Mary's Crescent , Yeovil, Somerset 
BA215RR. 

Commodore 64 owner w ishes 0 swap 
software on tape. A large collection of 
English and American software . Send you 
list and state address . Contact Courtney 
Small , 100 Eastern Avenue, Wanstead, 
London, El13JG. 

Commodore 64 user wants to swap 
programs and tips. Only on disk. Patrick 
VYeiss, Henri-Dunant 5-1700 Fribourg 
Switzerland. 

Wanted - Commodore 641520 printer /
piotter. Used and cheap please . All letters 
answered. Matthew Perks, 116 Oaklands 
Ave. Oxhey, Watford , Herts WD14 LWor 
Tel: (Watford) 53409. 

Belgium CBM 64 owner wishes to 
exchange games with other users any
where . Please send lists to Vanhuylen
broeck Jean, Booglaan 82, Denderleeuw, 
Belgium. 

CBM 64 software for sale, original, as 
new: Superbase 64 £48; Easyscript £20; 
Makro assembler £12; many games less 
than half price . Also wanted Easyspell. 
Please ring Albert (0865) 54084) (eves or 
weekends) 

64 owner wishes to talk to other 64 
owners. games and ideas to swap . Please 
send lists to John, 11 Rosslyn Avenue, 
pagenham, Essex RM8 lJR. 

All American CBM 64 owner. Do you 
want to exchange software? I have lots of 
European titles. Send your list to Paal 
Berg , Stouperveien 15, N-3145, Tjome , 
Norway. 



CBM 64 Busicalc II - disc and manual 
£40. (0932)241242. 

Dutch CBM 64 owner wishes to swap 
software on cassette with users every
where. Many titles. Send list to marcell 
Dresen, Boxtelsewg 26, NL 5298 VC 
Leimpole; The Netherlands. 

Swap Biolam microscope (cost over £200) 
and bits . Mag from 70 to 1350, for 
Commodore printer or printer / plotter. 
Eccles Clough House Farm, Hebden 
Bridge, West Yorks. 

Sale - Commodore 64 modem £60.00 as 
new will re-registration for new ID and 
password for use on Compunet . Tel : 
0723-62746 Stephenson. 

CBM Software. Titles include Triad, 
Super Trek, Stellar Wars, Harrier Attack, 
Havoc, Flak, Transylvanian Tower. Swap 
or sell. Phone 607-8513 ask for Tony. 

Commodore 64 & disk drive + C2N unit, 
Simons Basic, Forth , word processor, lots 
of games on disk / cassette. £450, all in 
excellent condition. Write to Jatinda 
Sangha, 2 Messenger Road, Birmingham 
B33 EEB. 

Great Commodore 64 software to swap. 
100's titles , all types. Disk users please 
send list to Stephen Howard, 53 Valley 
View, Rochester, Kent or phone 
0634-812833 for a fast reply . 

CBM 64 software to swap . I have over 550 
programs (disk only). Send list to David 
c/o 10 Appian Place, Gateshead, NE9 
50R. England . 

64 CP / M, Fortran and Cobol £75. 32K PET 
£300. Half price projector foils for H-P 
plotter 7470A. SAE for half-price list. 
Reynolds, 65 Claremont Road , Tunbridge 
Wells, Kent TN1 ITE. 

Vic 20 (with 1 year guarantee) & C2N 
cassette recorder, 14 original games, Intro 
to Basic part 1 plus £16 of magazines & 
books . Tel: Robert Minshall 01 -7377457. 

English C-64 owner (currently living in 
Norway) seeks other 64 users (especially 
Yanks) to swap software (games) etc. have 
100 titles (tape) . Please write to Kristian B 
Watters , Dalen 13, Odd a 5750, Norway. 

CBM 64 software for sale or swap. Over 
370 titles on disc and tape. Many 
American, e.g. Blue Max, One on One, 
Hesgames. Tel: Dartford (0322) 331597. 
Ask for Howard. 

For sale: Matrix, Revenge of the Mutant 
Camels, Sheep in Space, Hunchback, 
Motor Mania, Hobbit, Moon Buggy, 
Lazarian , American Football, Siren City, 
Manic Miner, £4 each or £35.00 the lot. 
Write to: Cpl T. Ruckwood, Def & SY FL T, 
RAF Bishops Court (N .I.) BFPO 801 . 

CBM 8000 series business computer 
complete with 8050 5' 15" dual floppy disk 
drive and dot matrix t ractor drive printer, 
stationary and spare ribbon cassettes. Rea
sonable offers Tel: 054-47-431 after 6 p.m. 

I have about 100 comp magazines and 
stack light pen for sale. Will sell or swap for 
air rifle, scope and silencer or gun-bag. Tel: 
(Brighton) 699521 after 6 p.m. 

Commodore owner with approx. 200 pro
grams looking for anyone to swap games, 
hints and info . with . I'm also buying 
original software. Tel: (Grimsby) 74584 and 
ask for Martin . 

Italian CBM 64 user wants to swap soft
ware with someone. I have morethan 1200 
programs . Send you list to: Fernando 
Forner 21, Via Valperga Calvso , 10125 
Turin, Italy. 

Toddlers! Play with your parents CBM 64 
- animated, musical FLASHCARD, 
ALPHABET and SPELLING program de
veloped in conjunction with schools and 
educational psychologist . Also operates 
with CURRAH speech synthesizer. French 
and Spanish cersions also available. Disc 
£7.50, Cassette £5.00 TODDLERSOFT, 1 
Cat Lane, Ewelme, OXON OX9 6HX. 

Swap my Weston electric quitar for 
M PS801 dot matrix printer. Tel: 01-592 
4740. 

Finnish CBM 64 user wishes to swap 
software . Write (send your list) to Veli
Pekka Karna, Ristontie 17, 96300, 
Rovaniemi 30, Finland. 

Vic 20, . 16K switch able RAM pack, 
software, books, cartridges, Intro to Basic 
Parts 1 + 2, C2N cassette deck, quickshot 
joystick, sensible offers please. Tel: 
Portsmouth 818121. 

CBM 64, boxed and still under guarantee, 
C2N cassette unit , reference guide, books, 
listings and software, £220 o .n.o. Phone 
Jason on 01-9495086 after 5 p.m. 

Printer matrix microline 80 - Commodore 
64 -Cen . interface (stack) - CBM lead 
-cassette based software - manuals - perfect 
£160. Tel : Mr E. Flindall (Harefield) 3140. 

Programmer wishes to borrow 
Supersoft Micro cartridge for 1 or 2 weeks to 
try before buying. Will compensate lender. 
Would also like to exchange programs and 
utilities. Tel: Sheffield (0742) 662005. 

Speed up your loading and saving with 
Arrow cartridge to 1541 Disk Drive speed. 
(Brand new unwanted present 'cos I already 
have a disk drive) + M.C. monitor and extra 
commands only £40. Tel : Mark after 6pm on 
01-393-5201 . 

64 Software to exchange - all disk - based. 
Send list to Mr. B.W. Beardsley, 11 Jarden 
Letchworth, Herts. SE62NP. 

Superbase 64 plus some spare disks. Never 
put to use. Will accept £60 for the lot. Tel: 
Mr D. Coffey (0425) 52466. 

VIC 20 plus 16K RAM, cassette recorder, 
3-slot motherboard, speech synthesisor, 
Ouickshot II joystick, Stack Light Rifle, 
Voodoo Castle and Star Battle cartridges all 
in splendid condition and all for£120. Phone 
Penketh 6439. 

Vic 20 + 32K switchable expansion + C2N 
+ Joystick + many games and books - Vic 
Revealed, Progrmmers Ref. Guide, and 
others also mags. £150 lot or will swap for 
colour monitor/14" colour T.v. (portable) 
Tel: D. Standing 076-723202 (evenings) 

VIC 20, 24K, 3 slot motherboard, 
programmers aid and super expander 
cartridges, forth, assembler, games. £250 
the lot or will separate. Phone Ruislip 32649 
- ask for Liam. 

VIC 20 & 1541 disk drive and C2N cassette 
recorder, maximum memory expansion 
(switchable) games cartridges, joysticks, 
books plus lots of software £300 ono. Tel: 
C.J. Lambert 0227 66497 (eves). 

Wanted - CBM64. Swap for my Belwood 
electronic guitar (age 9-14) and amplifier 
plus £15. Please phone Steven on 061-643 
5858 or write to 9 Mount Road, Middleton, 
Manchester M24 1DY. 

CBM 64 user wants to swap disks and 
cassettes. Send your list of prog to: Decrop 
G., Mimosalaan 25, 8400 Oostende 
Belgium. Tel: 00-32-59-802190. ' 
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Choosing the right computer 
is a good start - but can you 

find the right software? 

At SUPERSOFT we're very conscious of the 
fact that people who spend several hundred 
pounds on computer equipment are looking 
to do rather more than play Space Invaders. 

Financial planning is a rather grand name 
for sornething you've been doing all your life 
- making ends meet ! Perhaps if Mr 
Micawber had used BUSICALC he would 
have been able to balance the books a little 
better. 

For home, club or small business use 
BUSICALC 1 should pay for itself in no time at 
all; for larger companies we recommend 
BUSICALC 3, one of the few really valuable 
programs that you can learn to use in a day. 

Although your Commodore 64 is a power
ful musical instrument you need to be a 
pretty good programmer to understand how 
it all works. Unless, of course, you buy MUSIC 
MASTER! 

To use MUSIC MASTER requires no prior 
musical knowledge, though in the hands of 
an experienced musician it will prove an 
invaluable tool. You don't need to know the 
first thing about programming either l MUSIC 
MASTER is the musical equivalent of a word 
processor, remembering the notes you play 
and allowing you to replay and ed it them as 
you wish. 

INTERDICTOR PILOT is a space flight 
simulator. Nowadays simulators are widely 
used to train pilots and astronauts because 
to be frank - it's a lot cheaper (and safer) 
than the real thing! 

Imagine, if you will, life in the 22nd 
century: space travel is commonplace, and 
on the outskirts of the galaxy the first war 
between civilizations is being fought. A short
age of trained pilots has prompted the Feder
ation to develop a computer simulation that 
allows raw recruits to gain experience with
out paying for their mistakes with their lives. 
With the aid of your Commodore 64 you too 
can learn to pilot the Interdictor Mk 3 craft. 
But be warned - this is no game l 

SUPERSOFT, Winchester House, Canning Road, 
Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 7SJ 

Telephone: 01-861 1166 

Other SUPERSOFT products incl ude the 
MIKRO ASSEMBLER cartridge, the only 
assembler that's idea l for beginners yet pow
erful enough for the professional (most of 
our competitors use itl). The VICTREE cart
ridge adds dozens of commands to Basic 
including toolkit aids and disk commands; or 
on disk there's MASTER 64, a really com
prehensive package for the keen prog
rammer. 

Of course, we do also publ ish games 
programs, and w ith classics like STIX, QUINX 
and KAMI-KAZE in our range we are one of 
the market leaders. But we most enjoy 
coming up with the sort of programs that are 
going to be in use for months and years, not 
hours and days - the sort of programs that 
make you glad that you bought a computer
and glad that you bought SUPERSOFT! 

You won' t find SUPERSOFT products on 
the shelves of your local supermarket. But 
most specialist shops stock tit les from our 
extensive range (and are prepared to obtain 
other programs to order). However you can 
also buy direct by sending a cheque (pre-pa id 
orders are post free!), by calling at our 
offices, or over the telephone using your 
ACCESS card. 



commodore 

VIDEOLAND 

PURE MAGIC' 
Join Alice in her joumey through Videoland - an enchanted place populated by strange creatures such as bread-and
butterflies and pipe smoking caterpillars; where little girls change size and flamingos turn into ~roquet malletsl 

Alice in Videoland is a revolutionary new concept in entertainment for the Commodore 64, incorporating some of the finest 
graphics ever seen on any home computer, accompanied by a charming musical score. There are four different game scenes 
involved, and your performance in earlier ones will affect your ability to get through later ones and determine your eventual 
total score. 

Scene One - Stunning t itle page graphics give way to the first game scene as Alice falls into the rabbit's warren. Score 
points for collecting the objects to be found there - including keys to open doors, bottles to make her smaller, cakes to make 
her biggerl 
Scene Two - Out in the garden the Cheshire cat looks on as Alice meets the pipe-smoking caterpillar. Help her to catch the 
bread-and-butterflies and the rocking-horse flies that change into the balls used in the croquet game in the last scene I 
Scene Three - Alice is a pawn in the chess game where her opponents are the Jabberwocky and Tweedledum and 
Tweedledee. Help her across the board by protecting her with your White Knightsl 
Scene Four -The most bizarre croquet game everl Help Alice hit the balls through the playing-card-soldier hoops before 
the Queen of Hearts stomps on theml 

Alice in Videoland is available for the Commodore 64 on disk - £12.95, and now on cassette - £8.95. 

Alice in Videoland features graphics created with the Koala Pad. 

P.O. BOX 88, READING, BERKS. SEND FOR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE I 


